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ABSTRACT 
A measurement of the W boson mass is presented using data taken by the ALEPH 
detector during the 1997 running of the Large Electron-Positron Collider II (LEPII) 
at the European Center for Particle Physics (CERN) near Geneva, Switzerland. 
A high efficiency, high purity analysis which selects and reconstructs semi-leptonic 
w+w- final states (W+w- -r jjlv) is employed to define the sample. To improve 
the mass resolution of the detector, a constrained kinematic fit is developed to 
impose four-momentum conservation on each selected event. An unbinned maximum 
likelihood fit to the constrained two dimensional WW mass distribution is then 
constructed to extract the W pole mass. With 56.84 pb-1 of data taken by the 
ALEPH detector near a center of mass energy of .JS = 183 Ge V, the W boson is 
measured to have a mass of: 
Mw = 80.20 ± 0.19 (stat) ± 0.06 (syst) GeV 




The attractions of gravity, magnetism, and electricity, reach to very sensible 
distances, and so have been observed ... ; there may be others which reach to so small 
distances as hitherto escape observation; 
Sir Isaac Newton, Opticks, 1730. 
1.1 The Weak Vector Bosons 
and their Masses 
In the 1960s, Sheldon Glashow [1], Steven Weinberg [2], and Abdus Salam [3] 
proposed a unification of the long-range electromagnetic interaction (responsible for 
chemistry) with the short-range weak nuclear interaction (responsible for radioactive 
nuclear (3 decay). While elegant, the theory was based upon mathematical symme-
tries which required massless force carriers (known as vector bosons). However, Hideki 
Yukawa had already shown by 1935 [4] that weakly interacting short range forces 
should be mediated by massive force carriers. Peter Higgs [5] introduced the concept 
of spontaneous symmetry breaking which allowed the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model 
to include massive vector bosons. The resulting Standard Model of Electroweak 
Interactions predicted both the existence of a force carrier triplet of particles (two 
oppositely charged w± vector bosons and one neutral z0 vector boson) which mediate 
the weak nuclear force and a mass spectrum for the particles in the triplet. 
The subsequent discovery of the weak vector boson w± and z0 particles by 
the UAl and UA2 experiments in the early 1980s [6-7] at the Super Proton-
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antiproton Synchrotron represents one of the crowning achievements in theoretical 
and experimental physics. 
1.1.1 Present Status 
Efforts to measure precisely the mass of the weak vector bosons have been 
undertaken at the Tevatron, Fermilab's proton-antiproton collider, and at LEP, 
CERN's electron-positron collider. From 1990 to 1995, the Large Electron-Positron 
(LEP) Collider operated near the zo pole and precisely measured its mass to be 
91.1885 ± 0.0022 GeV /c2 [8]. Beginning in 1996, LEP (now called LEPII) began a 
new phase which operates at energies above the W pair production threshold. This 
enables LEPII to study the charged weak vector bosons in much the same way that 
LEPI studied the neutral weak vector boson. Combining data from the Tevatron, 
CERN's Super Proton-antiproton Synchrotron, and initial data from LEPII, the 
world average1 for the W mass is 80.41 ± 0.10 GeV /c2 [8]. Hence, the z0 mass is 
currently known more precisely than the W mass by two orders of magnitude. 
1.1.2 Motivation for a Precision Measurement of Mw 
As stated above, the masses of the w± and z0 bosons are predicted by the 
Standard Model. This fact drives the main motivation for performing a precision 
measurement of the weak vector boson masses-by measuring their masses) a 
stringent test of the Standard Model is possible [9]. 
At high energies, the observables of the Standard Model are most easily calculated 
by expanding them in an infinite series expansion (known as a per.turbation expansion) 
where the most important effects are contained in the first few terms. Unfortunately, 
at first order, the Standard Model does not predict the masses of any of the fermions 
(ordinary matter) or of the Higgs boson (the particle responsible for giving masses to 
1The world average is composed of measurements which are all less precise than the current 
statistical precision of the world average; it is by combining many experiments, with statistical 
precision similar to the measurement in this study, that the statistical precision of the world average 
for the W mass is improved. 
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the w±, z0 , and ordinary matter). Nevertheless, by considering higher order terms 
in the expansion, the masses of the fermions and of the Higgs boson do contribute 
small corrections to the masses of thew± and z0 bosons: Mw = Mw(Mz, Mt, MH) 
and Mz = Mz(Mw, Mt, MH)· Hence by inverting the theoretical predictions for the 
W mass, one obtains the Higgs mass as a function of the W, z0 , and top quark 
masses: MH = MH(Mz, Mw, Mt)· With a measurement of the top quark mass at the 
Tevatron [8) and the well known zo mass from LEPI, a precise measurement of the 
W mass will help provide constraints on the Higgs boson mass complementing the 
direct experimental lower limit [10]. 
Perturbation series expansions are also a convenient way to extend the Standard 
Model to include new theories predicting phenomena not previously observed. 
A precision measurement of the W mass effectively measures the higher order 
corrections introduced by extensions to the Standard Model (in the form of additional 
virtual intermediate states) and so provides a method for excluding possible new 
theories. This makes it possible to indirectly test for new particles where direct tests 
are beyond the reach of the current generation of accelerators. 
1.1.3 Methods for Measuring Mw at e+e- Colliders 
Two main methods have been proposed to study the W mass at LEPII, each 
involving very different systematic errors. T'he first method measures the WW cross 
section at or near the production threshold [11]. The WW cross section is very 
sensitive to the W mass near threshold so that the cross section rises steeply with 
energy (See Figure 1.1). This allows the statistical error on the W mass to be reduced 
to a minimum in this kinematic region [9]. However, the threshold measurement has 
a couple of disadvantages. First, the cross-section for WW production is necessarily 
low at threshold so that statistics are limited. Second, the validity of the Standard 
Model must be assumed when extracting the W mass so that extensions beyond the 
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Figure 1.1. Left plot: w+w-cross-section near threshold for different W masses. 
Right plot: the statistical sensitivity of the cross-section as a function of the center 
of mass energy [9]. The statistical sensitivity is defined to be K vcrlda/dMl-1 
and represents the constant of proportionality between the statistical uncertainty of 
the vV mass and the amount of data collected (i.e., integrated luminosity: J £dt). 
The second method proposes a direct reconstruction of the W mass from final 
state tracks [11] and is less model dependent. The reconstruction method is not well 
suited at threshold because of the low production rate and the distortion of the W 
line shape due to the limited available phase space [12]. However, the majority of 
LEPII data has (and will) come at energies well above the WW threshold [13] where 
the WW cross section is larger and the line shape is less distorted by phase space 
effects. It is expected that the most precise W mass measurement will come from 
the direct reconstruction method because of the much larger cross section at higher 
energies [11]. The direct reconstruction method is adopted in this analysis. 
1.1.3.1 Semi-leptonic versus Fully Hadronic Final States 
In the Standard Model, the W boson provides flavor changing charged currents. 
This means that the W boson may decay in the following generic modes: 2 
2We suppress the ± superscripts of charged particles and the particle-antiparticle over-line 
symbol. In this way all charge conjugates are implicitly considered. 
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W -+ Rv 
Here, R is a lepton with unit charge ±1, v is a neutral particle known as a neutrino, 
and q1 , q2 are quarks possessing fractional ±1/3 or =i=2/3 charge. Since W bosons 
are produced in pairs at e+e- colliders,3 WW events will possess three distinct decay 
channels:4 WW-+ qqqq (rv 503), WW-+ qqRv (rv 403), WW -+ RvRv (rv 103). 
One must take into consideration that since neutrinos interact only via the weak 
force, they escape undetected. Hence events with more than one neutrino in the 
final state (WW -+ RvRv and WW -+ qqrv, T -+ Rvv) are not constrained enough for 
accurate mass reconstruction. Rejecting these events results in roughly a 253 loss 
in signal statistics. 
Other important considerations stem from the fact that individual quarks are 
not directly observable but instead hadronize into highly collimated jets of particles. 
The four-quark channel (WW-+ qqqq) is thus plagued by a three-fold combinatoric 
background where, a priori, one does not know which jet pair to choose when recon-
structing a W [14]. Further, because the W bosons both decay hadronically, there 
is the possibility of gluon exchange between quarks from different W bosons (color 
recombination) before the quark fragmentation or Bose-Einstein effects between pions 
from jets of different Vv bosons after the quark fragmentation. These effects provide 
less confidence in the independent decay hypothesis for the four-quark channel. 
The semi-leptonic channel (WW -+ qqRv, R = e or R = µ), on the other hand, is 
very clean in comparison since there is no dijet ambiguity and there is no possibility 
for "cross-talk" between decay products of different W bosons. Further, the semi-
leptonic channel affords one the opportunity of knowing the charge assignment of 
3 Single W production may also take place at e+e- colliders. However, the cross-section is much 
smaller due to an extra vertex involving the weak coupling. 
4We further suppress the quark subscript indicating that quarks from the same W come with 
different flavors or from different families. It is nevertheless implied. The branching ratios for 
the different WW decay channels derive from combining the single W branching ratios taken from 
Standard Model calculations. 
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both W s [15] via lepton tagging. This allows a direct investigation of the non-Abelian 
nature of the electroweak model because the cross-section for non-Abelian processes 
is sensitive to the w+w- angular distributions. 
In this analysis, we focus exclusively on the WW ----+ qqCv semi-leptonic channel 
where the lepton f, is either an electron or a muon. The WW ----+ qqTv channel is not 
fully constrained due to extra neutrinos in the final state (from the T decay). As a 
result, we do not use the WW----+ qqTv channel to measure the W mass. 
1.2 Choice of Units 
Because the theory of special relativity and quantum field theory are central to 
this work, we choose (unless otherwise explicitly stated) to work in the system of 
Natural Units where n = c = 1. This implies that all quantities will have dimensions 
in powers of mass (e.g. eV/c2 , where c = 1). To convert any quantity given in 
Natural Units to a different standard of units, one must multiply by appropriate 
powers of n and c. 
1.3 Outline of Thesis 
The outline of the thesis is as follows: descriptions are provided for the tools 
and framework necessary for the analysis, original work performed by the author is 
presented, and finally a conclusion is drawn. 
Some emphasis was placed on Chapter 2 which discusses the theoretical frame-
work, yet does not represent original work performed by the author. This reflects the 
author's view that any experimental work is more clearly understood when placed in 
the context of a strong theoretical background. Chapter 3 discusses the experimental 
apparatus used, with particular attention given to the ALEPH detector. Descriptions 
of computational simulation programs required to understand the complex response 
of the detector to the rich phenomenology from theory are presented in Chapter 
4. In Chapter 5, a data selection package is used to enhance the signal and reject 
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background for WW production. Also, the four-momenta corresponding to the decay 
products of each W boson are reconstructed from the data in Chapter 5.5 
Chapters 6, 7, and 8 represent original work performed by the author. To provide 
the reader with a sense of direction, a few comments are in order which outline 
the overall strategy used to measure the W mass. As in Chapter 5, Monte Carlo 
simulations are used extensively in Chapters 6 through 8. This ensures the validity 
and robustness of the analysis as well as providing a calibration check. 
Chapter 6 introduces a constrained "kinematic" x2 fit which imposes energy con-
servation on the entire recorded w+w- event by modifying the "raw" four-momenta 
according to expected experimental uncertainties. This serves two purposes. First, 
the mass resolution of the detector is improved. Second, the constrained x2 fit 
provides an estimate of the event-by-event uncertainties and correlations of the 
masses from the two W bosons (embodied in a covariance matrix). This is important 
for later estimating the statistical uncertainty of the W mass measurement. 
In Chapter 7, the constrained masses and their covariance matrix from Chapter 6 
are used to construct the probability to observe the data given a hypothesis for 
Mw. This is accomplished by developing an unbinned maximum likelihood fit. 
The event-by-event connection between the observed data and the theoretical W 
pole mass is made by including, in the likelihood, a detector response function, the 
w+w- production matrix element, and by accounting for the most important QED 
radiative corrections. Various systematic effects and uncertainties associated with 
the experimental apparatus and Monte Carlo simulations are considered in Chapter 
8. 
Finally, the measurement of the W mass is put in context in Chapter 9 with a 
discussion of the result, and a conclusion is drawn in Chapter 10. A Glossary of terms 
5 The author did participate in some limited amount of work related to the selection and 
reconstruction of semi-leptonic WW events. 
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is provided in Appendix C to aid the reader in some of the "unfamiliar" vocabulary 




In modern high energy particle physics, the fundamental quantity of the standard 
theory is called a Lagrangian and contains all the information about the system under 
investigation. Roughly speaking, a Lagrangian is the difference between the kinetic 
energy and the potential energy. Observables, to be compared with experiment, are 
constructed from so called Equations of Motion [16]. So far, for all but the simplest of 
cases, exact solutions to the Equations of Motion for the Standard Model Lagrangian 
of elementary particles have proved intractable so that observables must be calculated 
through approximate methods. 
The following sections are based upon References [18-19, 23, 25-26], if no other 
references are given. Because of its fundamental relation to the masses of vector 
bosons, the construction of the Standard Electroweak Lagrangian is described along 
with specific calculations of observables relevant to the W boson mass. While the 
calculation of observables necessarily requires approximation techniques, such as 
perturbation theory using Feynman path integrals, no attempt is made to describe 
these techniques. Such approximation methods may be found in [26], for example. 
2.1 Invariance Principles 
One of the most profound observations of modern physics is that nature may be 
elegantly described by its symmetries, or more precisely, operations which leave a 
system unchanged. In 1918, Emmy Noether published a theorem which has proved 
to be one of the most powerful tools in all of modern physics. Simply stated, the 
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theorem says that symmetry properties of a Lagrangian (or Hamiltonian) imply the 
existence of conserved quantities [17]. 
For example, in quantum field theory, the absolute phase a of a field has no 
physical meaning and can be chosen arbitrarily; it is only the relative phases between 
different fields which give rise to measurable interference effects. If we take the 
Lagrangian for charged spin 1/2 fields 
which leads to the famous Dirac equation, (i'yµoµ - m)'ljJ 
phase to 1/J(x) 
(2.1) 
0, and apply a global 
(2.2) 
we see that £ 1; 2 remains invariant.1 By Noether's theorem, this phase invariance 
leads to a conserved quantity-in this particular case-conservation of electric charge. 
According to this view then, conservation of charge is a direct consequence of one's 
inability to measure an absolute phase of the electron field. For historical reasons, 
we will replace the term "phase" invariance and instead speak "gauge" invariance (a 
historical misnomer for phase). 
2.1.1 Quantum Electrodynamics and U(l) Gauge Invariance 
Clearly, global phase transformations are not the most general form of a phase 
transformation. A more general form of a one-dimensional phase transformation 
corresponds to the linear group U(l) of unitary (modulus preserving or det(U) = 1) 
local transformations: 
U[a(x)] = eiea(x) (2.3) 
1 Here and in what follows we have used Einstein's summation convention over repeated indices 
where we will always assume that Greek indices run from 1 to 4 and Latin indices run from 1 to 3 
(unless otherwise stated). 
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As before, we start with the Lagrangian for free non-interacting spin 1/2 electrons 
and positrons2 
(2.4) 
and we induce the following local gauge transformation on the fields 
(2.5) 
Upon substitution into Equation 2.4, we see that the Lagrangian is not invariant 
due to the effect of the differential operator 8µ on the transformed fields and leads to 
an extra term, e'l/Jl'µ'l/J(x)oµa(x), in the Lagrangian. This may be remedied, at the 
expense of postulating the existence of a new spin-1 vector field Aµ and replacing 
the ordinary derivative 8µ with the so-called "covariant" derivative: 
provided we require that the fields simultaneously transform as 
'ljJ(x) -+ eiea(x)'ljJ(x) 
Aµ(x) -+ Aµ(x) - Oµa(x). 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
The coupled Equations 2. 7 are generally referred to as gauge transformations and 
the resulting Lagrangian is locally gauge invariant 
(2.8) 
(exactly canceling the unwanted extra term). Separating out the non-interacting, 
spin-1/2 part of the Lagrangian £ = £ 1; 2 - e'ljJ--yµ'l/JAµ we see that the gauge 
transformations 2.7 have given rise to a new term 
(2.9) 
which represents an interaction of the spin-1/2 electron field with the postulated 
spin-1 gauge field. By requiring a locally gauge invariant theory for electrons we are 
2We introduce the Feynman Slash notation /µAµ = ./{ where / 1, are the Dirac matrices and Aµ 
is any Lorentz four-vector. 
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then forced to give up the notion of a free, non-interacting electron field. The new 
gauge field possesses all the properties of the massless spin-1 photon and is identified 
therefore as the photon field. Even though .C is locally gauge invariant, it is not a 
complete Lagrangian as it does not describe the kinematic properties of the photon 
field. This is easily understood as the spin-1 photon was not originally included in 
the spin-1/2 Lagrangian of Equation 2.4. We may include the photon dynamics by 
adding the following gauge invariant3 term to .C 
r - lF Fµv 
.t..,1 - -4 µv ' (2.10) 
where Fµv is the electromagnetic field tensor 
(2.11) 
Indeed, the equations of motion for £ 1 represent the free electromagnetic field and 
along with .CI lead to the famous Maxwell equations for electrodynamics (where 
A0 and Ai are the usual electromagnetic scalar and vector potentials respectively). 
Finally then, the inclusion of £ 1 leads to a locally gauge invariant and complete 
Lagrangian describing a spin-1/2 charged fermion (matter field), a neutral spin-1 
boson (gauge field) and the interaction between the matter field and the gauge field. 
The resulting theory is known as Quantum Electrodynamics: 
where 
Kinematic term 
and mass of 'ljJ 
·µA Jem µ 
'--v--' 
Interaction 
1/4F Fµv µv (2.12) 
~
Kinematics of 
the photon field 
(2.13) 
represents the electromagnetic current. Note that the addition of a mass term 
m
2 AµAµ for the gauge field Aµ is not locally gauge invariant; the photon must be 
massless! 
3 The local gauge invariance of Equation 2.10 easily follows by substituting the gauge transfor-
mations 2. 7 into the electromagnetic field tensor 2.11. 
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Table 2.1. The fundamental fermions in particle physics (8]. While the v7 has not 
been directly verified, it is believed to exist. 
Quarks Leptons 
Flavor Charge Mass Flavor Charge Mass 
1st down (d) -1/3 ,..._, 0.01 GeV e -1 0.511 MeV 
Generation up (u) +2/3 ,..._, 0.005 GeV Ve 0 ,..._, 0 MeV 
2nd strange (s) -1/3 ,..._, 0.1 GeV µ -1 0.106 GeV 
Generation charm (c) +2/3 ,..., 1.5 GeV Vµ 0 < 0.17 MeV 
3rd bottom (b) -1/3 '"'"'5.0 GeV T -1 1.784 GeV 
Generation top (t) +2/3 ,..., 173 GeV Vr 0 < 18.2 MeV 
Table 2.2. Fundamental forces and their mediating bosons (8]. All bosons except 
for the graviton have been verified. 
Force Boson Spin Mass (GeV) Range (m) 
Electromagnetism photon ("!) 1 0 00 
Weak force w± z0 1 Mw 80.41 10-18 , Mz 91.187 -
Strong or nuclear force gluons (g) 1 0 10-15 
Gravity graviton ( G) 2 0 00 
2.2 The Standard Model 
According to the Standard Model of elementary particle physics, the material 
universe is made of a set of fundamental fermions (the leptons and quarks) and four 
fundamental forces mediated by bosons. There are three families of fermions; each 
family contains progressively heavier particles. The first family involving the up and 
down quarks, and the electron and electron neutrino compose ordinary matter. More 
exotic matter involving the remaining two families is unstable and so has only been 
seen in cosmic rays and laboratory experiments. The fundamental fermions are listed 
in Table 2.1. 
The four-fundamental forces mediate interactions between the fundamental spin-
1/2 fermions through the exchange of spin-1 bosons (see Table 2.2) in a way that 
1s precisely determined by local gauge invariance, through gravity (postulated to 
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interact via a spin-2 boson) as described by general relativity, and also through the 
exchange of one or more spin-0 Higgs particles responsible for generating mass [18]. 
The massless photon is the boson responsible for mediating the electromagnetic force 
and is felt by all fundamental fermions except neutrinos. Unlike the electromagnetic 
photon, the weak force is governed by three massive (and hence, short range) bosons 
called the z0 and w±. All fundamental fermions participate in the weak interaction. 
Finally, the gluons mediate the strong nuclear force which provides interactions 
between quarks and other gluons; gluons, however, do not interact with leptons. 
2.2.1 The Group Structure of the Standard Model 
The gauge theory that describes the strong, weak, and electromagnetic inter-
actions of the quarks and leptons is the SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(l)y gauge theory, 
where C refers to color, L to the weak iso-spin of left-handed fermions, Y to weak 
hypercharge, and SU(N) to the group of special unitary transformations on N ob-
jects. The SU(3)c part describes the strong (more precisely, color) interactions and 
is known as Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). The SU(2)L x U(l)y part describes 
the electroweak interaction. Under gauge transformations, different members of a 
multiplet transform into one another. In other words, the gauge bosons (the quanta 
of the gauge fields) mediate interactions that transform multiplet members among 
themselves. 
All the fermions lie in the fundamental representation of the gauge group 
(see Table 2.3). For example, under SU(3)c, the quarks occur in triplets-the 
fundamental representation of SU(3)-and the leptons occur in color singlets-the 
scalars of SU(3). For SU(3)c, there are six color triplet quarks (plus antiquarks), 
and six color singlet leptons. The gluons carry a color-anti-color so that a gluon 
interacting with a quark results in the quark changing its color (red quark + 
blue-anti-red gluon -+ blue quark) [19]: that is, a gluon transforms a quark within 
its own fundamental multiplet. 
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Table 2.3. Fundamental representation of the group structure within Standard 
Model. L refers to left-handed helicity states; R refers to right-handed helicity states; 




SU(2)L Ve,R Vµ,R l/T,R (Ur Ug Ub) R (Cr Cg Cb) R (tr t9 tb) R 
singlets eR_ µR Tii_ ( dr d9 db) R (Sr Sg Sb) R ( br bg bb) R 
SU(2)L 
( :~ ) L ( ;~ ) L ( :~ ) L (Ur Ug Ub ) ( Cr Cg Cb ) ( tr t9 tb ) doublets d' d' d' s' s' s' b' b' b' rgbL rgbL rg L 
Table 2.4. Adjoint representation of the group structure within Standard Model. 
r, g, b refers to red, green, and blue color. 
Gauge group Gauge field 
SU(3)c octet rg, rb, gr, gb, br, bg, ~(rr - gg), )s(rr + gg - 2bb) 
SU(2)L triplet 
U(l)v singlet B 
All the gauge bosons lie in the adjoint representation4 of the algebra for the 
gauge group (see Table 2.4). The adjoint representation of SU(3)c contains eight 
components (one for each generator of the group), corresponding to the eight gluons. 
The adjoint representation of SU(2)L has three members, corresponding to the W 1 , 
W 2 , W 3 bosons. Finally the adjoint representation of U(l)y has one component 
which corresponds to the B boson. 5 
4 These are quantities which satisfy the same commutation relations as the generators of the Lie 
group and hence define a particular representation of the Lie algebra for the group. 
5 In Section 2.2.2 the w± bosons are taken to be linear combinations of the W 1 , W 2 bosons; the 
photon and z0 boson are defined to be linear combinations of the W 3 and t3 bosons. 
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The gauge bosons of SU(2)L, w± = W 1 + iW2 and W 3 , carry weak iso-spin, and 
transform as a triplet (T = 1), with T3(W+) = 1, T 3(W3 ) = 0, and T 3 (W-) = -1. 
The gauge boson of U(l)y, B, does not carry hypercharge or weak isospin which is a 
generic feature of Abelian gauge symmetries: the gauge bosons of Abelian groups are 
uncharged, which implies that they do not interact with each other. The w± bosons 
transform members of weak doublets into one another: w-uL ---+ dL, w+eL ---+ VL 
such that weak isospin is conserved in each interaction. 
The standard model possesses many hidden symmetries corresponding to SU(3)c x 
SU(2)L x U(l)y. The charges associated with the generators of each gauge group 
(color, weak isospin, and hypercharge) are conserved. 6 These are all quantities 
that are conserved because of local gauge symmetry. The theory has several global 
symmetries that lead to additional conserved quantities. Baryon number (B) and the 
three lepton numbers (Le, Lµ, L7 ) are exactly conserved,7 as the theory is invariant 
under global phase rotations associated with these quantities. 
An interesting and important feature of the standard model is the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing model which expresses the fact that quark 
flavor eigenstates and quark mass eigenstates do not coincide. Because of this the 
weak interaction leads to transitions between quarks of the different generations, 
for example: c ---+ d, or t ---+ s. The standard parameterization of the quark 
mass-eigenstate mixing is in terms of a 3 x 3 unitary matrix, VcK M, connecting the 
gauge- (unprimed) and mass-eigenstates (primed) as follows 
( 
d' ) ( d ) ( Vud Vus Vub ) ( d ) s; = VcKM · s = Vcd Vcs Vcb · s , 
b b V'td V'ts V'tb b 
(2.14) 
6 Actually, SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(l)y is spontaneously broken to SU(3)c x U(l)EM, so that 
only color and ordinary charge are exactly conserved 
7 Resent results from the Super-Kamiokande Collaboration in Japan give evidence for neutrino 
oscillation between vµ and V 7 [20]. If confirmed, this would imply that Lµ, and Lr are not exactly 
conserved for neutrinos. 
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where the u, c, and t quarks are unmixed by convention. The matrix elements 
Vxy, x E {u,c,t} and y E {d,s,b} describe the transition probabilities between the 
different quark eigenstates and the orthogonality of the matrix ensures8 the absence 
of flavor-changing neutral current transitions such as s ---+ d or b ---+ s. This is known 
as the GIM mechanism, originally proposed by Glashow, Illiopoulos, and Maiani in 
1970 [21] to explain the absence of strangeness changing neutral currents. Were it not 
for the fact that quark flavor and mass eigenstates are not identical, a quark number 
associated with each generation would be separately conserved in analogy with the 
lepton number for each generation[19]. Instead, due to quark confinement, only 
the baryon number9 is conserved. Further, because the strong interaction conserves 
flavor (that is, up, down, strangeness, charm, bottom, and top quantum numbers), 
any flavor changing process must proceed through the weak interaction. 
One notices several curious features of the quark and lepton family structure. 
First, the pattern of quark pair, lepton pair is repeated three times. That is, 
there are three identical families of quarks and leptons. Second, there are two 
types of fundamental constituents-colored quarks and colorless leptons-which both 
participate in the electroweak interactions in the same way. Finally, the gauge group 
is a product of three groups rather than a single, simple group. None of these facts 
are explained by the theory and may be viewed as shortcomings associated with the 
SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(l)y theory. One hopes that in the future these features may 
point to some more fundamental symmetry beyond the standard model. 
2.2.2 SU(2)L x U(l)y Gauge Theory of Electroweak Interactions 
Because of its relevance to the W mass, we will take a closer look at the gauge 
theory of electroweak interactions. Experimental observations support the notion 
that only left-handed weak charged currents are seen in nature [22]. As a result, 
8 This is only true to first order; flavor changing neutral currents may proceed through loop 
("penguin") diagrams. 
9 A baryon is a hadron containing 3 valence quarks (and hence is a fermion) bound by gluons. 
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under the electroweak gauge group SU(2)L x U(l)y, the left and right-handed field 
projections 
'l/JL = t(l -1'5)'1/J 
'I/JR = 2(1 + /'5)'1/J (2.15) 
transform differently! It is then a curious empirical fact that only the following 
representation is observed in nature: Under the group SU(2)L, the left-handed field 
projections form doublets 
( ~~ ) L ( ~~ ) L ( ~C ) L 










SU(2)L - singlets (T = 0) 
Denoted: R1 
while the right-handed projections form singlets. For convenience we will denote a 
left-handed SU(2)L doublet as L1(x) and a right-handed SU(2)L singlet as R1(x) 
where f represents any particular SU(2)L doublet or singlet. Because the fermions 
(leptons and quarks) are spin-1/2, they must obey the Dirac Equation and so, in 
close analogy with the case of quantum electrodynamics, the form of the Lagrangian 
is required to be (taking, for the moment, the chiral limit of massless fermions): 
(2.16) 
where f runs over all doublets or singlets. To examine the loca:l gauge properties of 
£ 1; 2 we subject it to an arbitrary SU(2)L x U(l)y transformation. The most general 
form of an SU(2)L x U(l)y operator may be written in the form 
(2.17) 
where T. = ~Ti and Y are the generators for SU(2)L and U(l)y respectively, Ti are the 
standard Pauli matrices, and ai(x), {3(x) are four arbitrary real functions. As in the 
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case of QED, .C1; 2 is not locally gauge invariant under the following SU(2)L x U(l)y 
gauge transformations 
L1(x) -+ L/(x) = {usu(2)[a(x)] x Uu(1)[,B(x)]} L1(x) 
R1(x) -+ R/(x) = { Uu(1)[,B(x)]} R1(x) 
(2.18) 
Indeed, to create a locally gauge invariant Lagrangian, we must postulate the 
existence of new spin-1 gauge fields. Unlike QED, however, we have a higher 
dimensional group SU(2)L x U(l)y, and so four new gauge fields are required instead 
of one-one gauge field for each of the three Pauli generators of SU(2)L and one 
gauge field for the sole generator of U(l)y. Further, there is a different group 
structure-SU(2)L is a non-Abelian group (i.e., non-commutative) and so the four 
new spin-1 gauge fields must transform as 
SU(2)L 
U(l)y 
(for small ai) (2.19) 
where Eijk are the structure constants of SU(2)L and give rise to its non-Abelian 
nature through [7i, 7j] = iEijk Tk. By replacing the ordinary derivatives 8µ with the 
gauge invariant forms Dµ and Dµ 
8µ -+ Dµ = 8µ + ig1jW£ + ig'YBµ SU(2)L iso-spinors 
8µ -+ Dµ = 8µ + ig'YBµ SU(2)L iso-scalars (2.20) 
we will arrive at a SU(2)L x U(l)y locally gauge invariant Lagrangian. However, 
such a Lagrangian can not be complete as it does not describe the dynamics of the 
gauge fields. Again, the kinetic energy terms10 for the spin-1 gauge bosons must be 
put in by hand, 
(2.21) 
where the gauge field tensors are given by 
W~v = 8µW~ - 8vWJL - gEijkW£Wi, 
Bµv = OµBv - OvBµ- (2.22) 
10Local gauge invariance is straightforwardly shown by inserting 2.19 into the field tensors 2.22 
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Finally, the complete, locally gauge invariant Electroweak Lagrangian for massless 
particles may be written as 
i [L1Q> L1 + R/I/> R1] + .C1 
.C1;2 - ( gJfW~ + g' J:Bµ) + .C1 (2.23) 
where 
(2.24) 
represent three SU(2)L left-handed weak currents and the single weak hypercharge 
current respectively. Again, we see that requiring a locally gauge invariant theory 
gives rise to interaction terms .Cr= -(gJfW~ + g' J:Bµ) in the Lagrangian between 
the matter (spin-1/2) fields and the gauge (spin-1) fields. 
While .C is a complete, gauge invariant theory for the group SU(2)L x U(l)y, 
the introduced gauge fields are not directly related to what is observed in nature. 
Instead, we must perform a linear transformation of the SU(2)L x U(l)y gauge fields 
to the physical fields 
( ::: ) 
( ~:) 
( 1/J2 -i/J2) 1/J2 i/J2 ( ~) 
- ( cos 8w - sin 8w ) . ( wi ) 
- sin 8w cos 8w Bµ 
(2.25) 
where 8w is known as the Weak mixing angle (or Weinberg angle). The weak 
mixing angle provides a parameterization of the mixing between the weak and 
electromagnetic interactions. The fact that experimental results give a value of 
cos 8w -/: 1 leading to a mixing between the wi and Bµ gauge fields is yet another 
of the many curiosities of nature. The equation for 1: in 2.24 may be rewritten as 
(2.26) 
Hence we see that the standard current of QED ~jf:m 1/J 111µ1/J 1 is contained within 
the weak hypercharge current. By transforming the interaction Lagrangian .Cr of 
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Equation 2.23 to the physical boson fields we have (for the terms involving wi and 
Bµ) 
-gJfW~ - g' JtBµ = -~j~m [-sin 8wZ~ +cos 8wAµ] 
-Jf { g[cos 8wZ~ +sin 8wAµ] 
-g'[- sin 8wZ~ +cos 8wAµ]} 
(2.27) 
We require that the physical gauge field Aµ exactly be the electromagnetic gauge 
field of QED. That is we require that the interaction term in the Lagrangian between 
fermion fields and Aµ be of the form -jfmAµ as given by Equation 2.12. Further, we 
require that the boson field Aµ not couple to weak isospin currents. Hence we must 
have 
g sin 8w = g' cos 8w 
g'cos8w = e (2.28) 
so that the coefficient for Jf Aµ vanishes and the coefficient of jfmAµ be -1 as in 
QED. With these constraints, the interaction Lagrangian becomes (written using 
the physical boson fields) 
-gJfWi - g' Jµ B 
z µ y µ 
-jfmAµ 
+_Jl_ [1µtw- + Jµw+ ] 2V2 µ µ 
_ __fl__ [1µ - sin2 e lJ·µ ] z0 
cos E>w 3 We em µ 
(2.29) 
so that the standard QED interaction is manifestly evident along with the charged 
and neutral currents of the weak interaction. 
Of particular importance is the bilinear term in the free spin-1 Lagrangian £ 1 
which is responsible for the tree-level triple gauge-boson vertices and the quadruple 
gauge-boson vertices in the standard model. This can be expressed in terms of the 
physical fields as (with w±µv = aµw±v - avw±µ and zµv = aµzv - avzµ) 
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-ig[Wµv-wt - Wµv+w;J(cos8wZµ + sin8wAµ) 
-~(cosewzµv +sin8wAµv)[W;Wt - WtW~] 
+g2 cos2 8wZv(Zµ w+vw-µ - zvwtw-µ) 
+g2 sin2 8wAv(Aµ w+vw-µ - Avwtw-1~) 
+g2 cos 8w sin 8w [w+vw-µ(ZµAv + AµZv) 
-WtW-µ(zvAv + Avzv)] + ~W~Wt(w-vw+µ - w-µw+v) 
(2.30) 
where the first two lines describe the triple gauge-boson vertices and the last four 
are related to the quadruple gauge-boson vertices. Thus, within the framework 
of the standard model, there exist the two triple gauge-boson vertices, z 0w+w-
and ,w+w-, and four quadruple gauge-boson vertices /'Yw+w-, 1z0w+w-, 
z 0 z 0w+w- and w+w-w+w-. 
Note that there are no ///, ry1Z0 , 1z0z 0 ,or z 0z 0z 0 triple gauge vertices. The 
tree-level triple photon interaction /// does not exist because it corresponds to 
the U(l)EM Abelian gauge group and hence does not carry the (electric) charge 
associated with U(l)EM· The interactions ryZ0 z 0 and 11Z0 do not appear because 
the photon couples only to electric charge and not to weak hyper-charge as was 
assured by Equation 2.28. Since the Lagrangian £ is invariant under four-space 
rotations [23], total angular momentum (orbital plus spin angular momentum) is a 
conserved quantity by Noether's Theorem. Because the interaction z 0z 0 z 0 vertex 
involves three identical spin 1 particles, the initial (final) state necessarily involves 
two identical bosons and so must have either JP = o+ or JP.= 2+ total angular 
momentum. However, the final (initial) state is a single z 0 boson and so must be 
JP = 1- in violation of angular momentum conservation. The triple gauge term 
z 0z 0z 0 is consequently forbidden. The fact that these four different triple gauge 
interaction terms do not appear in the Lagrangian provides a good consistency check 
for the theory. 
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2.2.3 Spontaneous Electroweak Symmetry Breaking 
The Lagrangian of Equation 2.23 is clearly not satisfactory as it requires massless 
weak gauge bosons. Further, it does not allow massive fermions as the term 
m'¢'¢ = m('¢R'¢L + '¢L'¢R) manifestly breaks gauge invariance. In the physical 
world, only the U(l)EM symmetry of electromagnetism remains exact. The fact that 
electroweak gauge symmetry is broken is evident from the experimentally measured 
fermion and vector boson masses and so SU(2)L x U(l)y is said to be broken to 
U(l)EM· In the standard model, this is accomplished by a introducing a scalar field 
known as the Higgs field. 
The introduction of non-derivative terms in the Lagrangian is forbidden for spinor 
and vector fields by gauge and Lorentz invariance, but is allowed for scalar fields. 
Hence we introduce the Lagrangian for the scalar Higgs field (denoted as <I>) in the 
following way 
(2.31) 
where the non-derivative terms are contained in V (<I>) and D µ is given by Equation 11 
2.20. The gauge symmetry of the electroweak theory does not specify the exact form 
of V (<I>) and so at present it is not known uniquely (indeed, there exists no direct 
experimental confirmation of the standard model Higgs). Hence we will assume the 
simplest possible form of V(<I>) (subject to gauge invariance and renormalizability) 
and show how spontaneous symmetry breaking gives rise to fermion and vector boson 
masses keeping in mind that nature may have chosen a richer, more complicated Higgs 
mechanism. We suppose then that V takes the form 
(2.32) 
11 The reason why we choose to use the SU(2)L x U(l)y iso-spin gauge invariant derivative DI-' 
instead of the regular 81-' or even the iso-scalar 1)1-' derivatives is because we wish to generate 




Figure 2.1. (a) The µ2<Pt<P+A.l<Pt<Pl 2 potential has a unique ground state located at 
the origin. (b) The -µ2<Pt<P+A.l<Pt<Pl2 Higgs potential possesses a degenerate ground 
state located about a circle of radius v = µ2 /(2A.) around the origin [39]. 
where we define 
<P(x) = ~ ( ¢1(x) + i¢2(x) ) 
J2 ¢(x) + i¢3 (x) (2.33) 
to be a complex SU(2)L doublet with hypercharge Y = ±1. In constructing a 
quantum theory one starts by finding the classical ground state (vacuum) of the 
Hamiltonian: 
(2.34) 
The kinetic energy terms of the Hamiltonian are minimized by taking <P(x) constant. 
Hence the ground state will be that constant <P which minimizes the potential V ( <P). 
Provided that µ 2 and A. are positive, the potential -µ2<Pt<P+A.l<Pt<Pl 2 is at its minimum 
when q,tq, = (¢i+¢~+¢2 +¢~)/2 = µ 2/(2A.) = v and is degenerate on the surface of 
a four-sphere. A two dimensional slice would look like the so called "Mexican hat" 
potential shown in Figure 2.1 where the ground state is the locus of points described 
by a circle. Since we are working within a SU(2)L x U(l)y gauge invariant theory, 
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we are free to transform to any gauge without loss of generality. In particular we 
may choose the so called "unitary gauge" which leads to the following form for q> 
- 1 ( 0 ) - 1 ( ¢1 ( x) + ief>2 ( x) ) 
q>(x) - V2 ef>(x) - Uu(1) x Usu(2) V2 ef>(x) + ief>3 (x) (2.35) 
where the SU(2)£ operation rotates q> to its lower component and the U(l)y 
operation rotates the lower component onto the real axis. In perturbative field 
theory, all calculations are performed by expanding q> around some minimum. It 
is convenient then to perform a translation to a new field coordinate such that 
ef>(x) = v + a-(x) (2.36) 
where cr(x) goes linearly to zero as ef>(x) approaches v. By translating to the new 
field coordinate cr(x), SU(2)L x U(l)y local gauge invariance is no longer manifestly 
evident (since translations are not part of the group's symmetries). For finite 
perturbative expansions, the SU(2)£ x U(l)y local gauge symmetry is no longer 
present-it is said to be "spontaneously broken." In another sense, however, we have 
only performed a change of variables so that all of the physics of the theory remains 
unchanged for exact solutions; specifically, SU(2)L x U(l)y gauge invariance remains 
valid-albeit as a hidden symmetry-for infinite order perturbative calculations. 
Rev1riting the Higgs Lagrangian of Equation 2.31 in terms of the translated field 
a- and expanding out the gauge invariant derivative Dµ we have 
LH = ~ (8µcr) (8µ0-) - ~ (2,\v2 ) o-2 
+t(gv)2 [w~wr + w~w~] 
+v2 [-gwi + g'Bµ] [-gWf + g'Bµ] 
+£BH 
(2.37) 
where LBH represents interaction terms between the Higgs er field and the gauge 
boson w±, W3 , B fields. Indeed we see that the gauge fields W~, W~, and the linear 
combination -gWi + g'Bµ acquire mass. By transforming to the physical boson 
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fields given by Equation 2.25 we see that -gW~ + g'Bµ = -Jg2 + g'2 [cos8wW~ -
sin 8wBµ] is just the z0 µ boson, provided we identify 
g 
cos8w = J 2 2 , g +g' 
. g' 
sm8w = J 2 2 g +g' (2.38) 
Note that the field orthogonal to z0 µ, corresponding to Aµ, does not acquire a mass 
term-the photon remains massless as required by QED. 
By choosing the gauge invariant derivatives Dµ, we were assured of couplings 
between the gauge fields and the Higgs field giving rise to mass terms. To give the 
fermion fields mass, we introduce a gauge singlet terms such as LFH = -hLJ'f>Rt 
where his known as a Yukawa coupling. Such a term is an SU(2)L singlet (and hence 
SU(2)L gauge invariant) because both <I> and Lt are SU(2)L doublets. When the 
Higgs doublet takes on its vacuum expectation value (O"(x) -+ 0), LFH corresponds 
to a fermion mass term and the fermions acquire a mass mf = hv / v'2. Following 
this idea we add the fermion-Higgs interaction Lagrangian [23] 
(2.39) 
We are now finally able to write the full massive electroweak Lagrangian in terms of 
the original gauge fields 
(2.40) 
where .C1;2+.C1 +£1 represents the massless quantum electroweak Lagrangian of 2.23, 
and .Cn + LFH represents the Higgs field with the additional Yukawa coupling terms 
to the fermion fields. The mass terms for the physical gauge bosons may be shown 
explicitly by transforming, via Equations 2.25, to the physical fields and rewriting 
the Lagrangian as a sum of non-interaction and interaction terms 
LQEW = .Co + .C~ (2.41) 
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where the non-interacting, or free, Lagrangian is given by 
.Co = 1/J1(if) -m1)1/J1 
_!F pµv 
4 µv 
and the mass terms are given by 
m1 91v/V2 
ml 0 
m2 w !v292 4 ' 
m2 z ~v2 (g2 + 912), 
m2 H 2v2A. 
' 




representing fermion-gauge interactions, gauge-gauge interactions (resulting from the 
non-Abelian structure of SU(2)L), Higgs-Higgs interactions, gauge-Higgs interactions 
and finally fermion-Higgs interactions. 
From Equations 2.38 and 2.43 we see that the Weak mixing angle is specified by 
mw 
-- = cosGw. 
mz 
(2.45) 
so that the mixing between the weak and electromagnetic interactions may be thought 
of as resulting from the mass splitting between the Wand z0 bosons: if mw = mz , 
the weak and electromagnetic interactions would be decoupled. 
By combining Equations 2.28, 2.43 with [8] 
e2 1 
a = - = ---
4 n 137.04 (2.46) 
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G = v'2 ( A )2 = 1.166 x 10-5 Gev-2 
2 2mw 
we may solve for the masses of the weak vector bosons: 
(:z~r 1 mw sin8w 




Taking the value of sin2 8w = 0.235 ± 0.005 obtained from neutrino scattering 
experiments [23-24] the masses are found to be: 
mw = 76.9 ± 0.8 GeV; mz = 87.9 ± 0.6 GeV (2.50) 
where electroweak radiative corrections have been ignored. After radiative correc-
tions [23], the predictions are shifted to 
mw = 79.8 ± 0.8 GeV; mz = 90.8 ± 0.6 GeV 
in excellent agreement with experiment [8]. 
2.3 Phenomenology of Off-shell W Pair 
Production in e+e- Annihilation 
2.3.l The vV Boson Propagator 
(2.51) 
We start with the non-interacting Lagrangian for W bosons in the unitary gauge: 
(2.52) 
(also known as the source-less Proca equation) as was given in Equation 2.42. The 
equations of motion for this Lagrangian leads to the following equation of freely 
propagating w±bosons [25] 
(2.53) 
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The fundamental equation for the Green's (or propagator) function in space-time 
coordinates is 
(2.54) 
By performing a Fourier Transform of 2.54 to four-momentum coordinates we obtain 
(2.55) 
where we write iD'; in the most general form respecting Lorentz invariance: iD'; = 
Agµv + BPµPv· By solving for A and B [25], we obtain the W boson propagator to 
first order: 
-igµv + ipµpv/m2 iDµv = w 
F S - m~ + iE (2.56) 
where s = PµPµ = p2. In this form, the propagator behaves like a constant for large 
momenta p because of the bilinear momentum term. Hence, loop integrals will be 
of the form ,.__, J d4p and appear to diverge faster than logarithmically so that the 
theory is not written in a manifestly renormalizable form. By choosing to work in the 
t 'Hooft gauge, oµAµ - mw¢3 = 0 (where ¢3 is one of the scalar Higgs fields defined 
in the previous section on spontaneously symmetry breaking), the bilinear term PµPv 
disappears and the W propagator takes the explicitly renormalizable form[23]: 
-igµv 
iDµv=-----
F S - m~ + iE (2.57) 
Exploiting this, we may write the exact W propagator to all orders by adding in 
radiative corrections to the W mass 
1 1 1 ( ) 1 
2 --+ 2 + 2 -iII(s) 2 + ··· 
s - mw + iE s - mw + iE s - mw + iE s - mw + iE 
(2.58) 
where II( s) = 9µvIIµv ( s) represents the sum of all I-particle irreducible loop insertions 
into the propagator and is in general a complex number for unstable particles. The 
Dyson Equation 2.58 is directly summable as a geometric series and leads to: 
-igµv 




Hence the pole in 2.59 is displaced from the real axis where the real and imaginary 
components of the w± propagator D'; are 
ReD'; µv s - m~ - Re IT ( s) 
-g [s - m~ - Re IT(s)]2 +[Im IT(s)]2 (2.60) 
ImD'; = _ 9
µv -Im IT(s) 
[s - m~ - Re IT(s)]2 +[Im IT(s)]2 (2.61) 
Let us transform to new variables and define the on-shell W "pole mass" Vs= Mw 
using the real part of IT( s) by the relation 
s-m~-ReIT(s)----+ M~-m~-ReIT(M~)=O (2.62) 
and identify the width of the W Boson by the imaginary part of IT( s) 
1 
fw(s) = - VSim IT(s) (2.63) 
By substituting these definitions into the real and imaginary components of D'; we 
obtain for the w± propagator12 
ReD'; µv s - M~ 
-g [s - M~]2 + [Jsfw(s)]2 (2.64) 
ImD'; = µv -Jsfw(s) 
-g [s - M~]2 + [Jsfw(s)]2 (2.65) 
A couple of things are worth noting. First as the W mass goes on-shell, the real part 
of the W propagator vanishes. Hence, if the width is narrow compared to the mass, 
Re D'; can be safely ignored for on shell production. Second, the classic relativistic 
Breit-Wigner form 
( ) - 1 vsrw(s) p s - - 2 
7f Is - M~ + iJsfw(s)I (2.66) 
appears in the non-vanishing imaginary part of the W propagator. Hence, processes 
involving near on-shell W production will exhibit a resonance enhancement behavior 
in the differential cross-section, da'/ ds, due to the complex pole in the propagator. 
12 Assuming that Re II(s) is slowly varying overs. 
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2.3.1.1 W Width 
To obtain the full off-shell s dependent W width, the fermion loop corrections 
in Equation 2.63 must be calculated. This is complicated and difficult so that 
approximations are used in practice.13 
In the Born approximation, decay amplitudes may be used to calculate the 
on-shell W width fw = -1/Mw Im II(M~). One obtains approximately (35]: 
r _ 9GµMtv 
w - 67rv'2 . (2.67) 
Theoretically speaking, this is an unsatisfactory approach since any s dependence is 
ignored and specifically a finite width for space-like momenta is predicted. However, 
one attractive feature is that gauge invariance is respected14 [27] in the high energy 
limit. 
An extension of the naive fixed width in the vicinity of the resonance is the linear 
s dependent W width [35] 
s 
fw(s) = M2 fw 
w 
(2.68) 
where fw is the Born approximation of Equation 2.67. This is more realistic for 
off-shell W production below peak than the fixed width scheme. The main drawback 
is that gauge invariance is violated [27] so that in the high energy limit, the naive s 
dependent width approximation breaks down. 
Despite the shortcomings in both the fixed and linear s dependent width ap-
proximations, Figure 2.2 shows that either approach turns out to be a very good 
approximation (to the full fermion-loop loop calculation) at LEP II where energies 
are below Vs rv 200 GeV [35]. In fact, the fixed width and the linear running width 
are completely equivalent near the W resonance. That this is true may be seen by a 
13 A study of the fermion-loop scheme for calculating width effects was accomplished by Beenakker 
et al in (35]. 
14 Actually only U(l)y gauge invariance is completely respected; SU(2)L gauge invariance is 
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Figure 2.2. Comparison of different W width approximations. FL represents the 
Fermion-Loop calculation [35]. 
simple transformation of variables. The physical mass and width variables in the W 
propagator are transformed via the following [36] 
~ 
rw = r~.1.---r-~; ~ Mw=M~.1.---r-~ (2.69) 
so that near the W pole, the Breit-Wigner function from the W propagator becomes: 
p(s) = 1 Mwfw(s) 
; Is - M~ + iMwfw(s)l 2 
(~~)~Is - M~: iMfl 2 (2.70) 
where fw(s) = s fw/M~. Hence, the W propagator with a linear s dependent 
"running" width has been transformed to a fixed width propagator (modulo some 
phase space factor) defined in terms of a different pole mass and width. The 
transformed quantities r and M differ from the physical quantities fw and Mw 
used in the s dependent width fw(s), but only by the constants [11]: 
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Off-shell Doubly-Resonant (CC03) Diagrams 
e+ Ji e 11 
12 h 
Ve 
w- fa /3 
e f4 e+ f4 
Annihilation Conversion 
Examples of Off-shell Singly- and Non-Resonant Diagrams 
e+ Ji e+ + -e ,Ve 
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e Annihilation 12 e Bremsstrahlung e 
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f4 Vi ft 
- -e e 
'Ve e e ,Ve 
Fusion Multiperipheral 
Figure 2.3. Off-shell WW production and four fermion production classes of 
diagrams excluding Higgs graphs. The bosons Vi,2 can be either z0 , w±, or 'Y. 
r fw (i + ~!)-112 ~ fw (i - ~~!) ~ fw - 0.7 MeV 
Mw (i + ~!)-112 ~ Mw (i- ~~!) ~ Mw - 26.9 MeV (2.71) M 
where f w is the Born approximation of Equation 2.67. 
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2.3.2 Four fermion w+w- Pair Production Differential Cross-section 
The Feynman diagrams making up the on-off shell W pair production and four 
fermion final state production are shown in Figure 2.3. From these diagrams, the 
structure of the full Feynman amplitude for e+e- -+ w+w- -+ fi]2h]4 takes the 
following general form [27]: 
M = R12(s1, s2) + 
(s1 - M~ + iJSiTw(s1)) (s2 - M~ + iy'S2I'w(s2)) 
doubly-resonant 
R1(s1,s2) R2(s1,s2) 
+ + + 
(s1 - M~ + iJSiTw(s1)) (s2 - M~ + iy'S2fw(s2)) 





where R12 is the doubly-resonant WW production amplitude, Ri (i=l,2) is the 
singly-resonant W production amplitude and N represents all non-resonant (that 
is non-W) Standard Model processes with four-fermion final states. Only the full 
amplitude M is gauge invariant; the individual terms involving R12 , R, and N are 
not themselves gauge invariant. Nevertheless, given the context of the W mass, we 
will be most interested in the doubly-resonant WW amplitude. In Chapter 5 the 
singly-resonant W production and the non-resonant amplitudes will be considered as 
background processes.15 
The first term in Equation 2.72, the doubly-resonant WW production amplitude 
and decay into four fermion final states k and l, may be written in the form [48]: 
(2.73) 
15 The singly resonant amplitude also contains information on the W mass, but has a much smaller 
cross-section than the doubly-resonant amplitude (see Figure 5.3). 
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where /)..a is the difference between the e- and e+ helicities, Ai, ,\2 are the 
polarizations of the intermediate w- and w+ respectively, ai are helicities of the 
W-decay products, and Gw(si) = si - M~ + i.Jsil'w(si)· The amplitude Mi is 
the on-shell amplitude for W pair production in e+e- collisions, e+e- -+ w+w-. 
The amplitudes M~ and M~ describe the w- and the w+ decays into channels 
k = w- -+ fif 2 and l = w+ -+ f3f4 respectively. 
The three lowest order diagramsi6 (collectively known as CC03 diagrams), 
corresponding to Mi, that contribute to the on-shell doubly-resonant process e+e- --t 
w+w- are presented in Figure 2.3. The t-channel diagram involving the Ve exchange 
only contributes for left-handed electrons and is dominant near threshold. The 
s-channel diagrams, involving the photon or z0 boson and containing the non-Abelian 
triple gauge-boson couplings, contribute for both helicities of the electron and become 
important above threshold; the s-channel diagrams are required for unitarity as they 
destructively interfere with the divergent t-channel diagrams [13]. 
The polarization-averaged Born cross-section for the W pair production and 
subsequent decay into channel (k, l) = (fif2 , hf4 ) can be obtained from the formula 
[28]: 
(2.74) 
where the sum is over the final state helicities, and Mf, Mf, and Mr represent 
the matrix elements corresponding to the three on-shell CC03 production diagrams. 
The factors p( si) and p( s2 ) represent the 1-particle fermion loop renormalized W 
propagators as derived in the previous section. The factor 1/ 4 in Equation 2. 7 4 
stands for the initial-state spin average. Since we are interested in the analytical 
formula for distributions in the invariant masses JSl and VS2 of W pairs, we must 
16This is true provided we omit a Higgs s-channel diagram that is suppressed by a factor me/Mw 
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Figure 2.6. Total cross-section for w+w- production [39] using the Born approx-
imation and with various higher-order corrections described in Section 2.3.3. The 
4-Fermion cross-section includes interference effects from single and non-resonant 
diagrams. 
2.3.3 Higher-order Electroweak Corrections 
In principle, one desires a full set of 0( a) calculations for electroweak radiative 
corrections. While a complete 0( a) treatment for on-shell W pair production exists, 
no such calculations exist for off-shell W pair production. Thus, we are forced to 
use approximate corrections [13]. Figure 2.7 shows a schematic Feynman diagram 
for the electromagnetic corrections described below. 
2.3.3.1 Initial State Radiation 
Initial state radiation (ISR) in e+e- collisions with its logarithmic enhancements 
gives the largest corrections to the lowest order (Born) cross-section a0 [30]. ISR also 





Figure 2. 7. QED corrections to the doubly resonant WW production. 
structure and, more importantly, leads to a large positive mass-shift on the order of 
6Mw ,...._, (B.J /Ji Mw if one constrains the final-state momenta to the beam energy 
[11]. 
The virtual and soft real radiative photons in e+e- annihilition give rise to doubly 
logarithmic contributions at each order in perturbation theory. The infra-red loga-
rithms cancel when hard photon contributions are added, and the remaining collinear 
logarithms can be resummed and incorporated in the cross-section using a structure 
function approach [11]. This is known as the "effective beams" approximation, and 
Equation 2. 79 then takes the form 
O"(s) = foxmax dx las ds1 fovs-Fi ds2 p(s1) p(s2) O"o(x, s1, s2) F(x, s) (2.80) 
where the structure function F, describes the ISR processes. 
Initial state radiation effectively lowers the center of mass energy available for 
w+w- production to R, with [3oJ 
(2.81) 
where x is in the interval 0 < x < Xmax and (1 - Xmax)s = ( .JSl + .JS2)2 • In this 
view then, the structure function F is written as a probability density function for 
producing a sub-system of energy Vi': 
F(x, s) = fo 1 dx1 fo
1 
dx2o(l - x - x1x2)e(x1, s)e(x2, s) 
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(2.82) 
../s = 183 GeV 
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Figure 2.8. Probability density to produce an effective center-of-mass energy R 
due to initial state radiation. The y-axis has been arbitrarily scaled. 
where the logarithmically divergent terms are absorbed in the electron (and positron) 
density functions e(xi, s). These structure functions have been calculated in [32-33] 
and the explicit calculation of F(x,s) is given by [30]: 
F(x,s) = (3 1 [ 3 /3
2 
(1 2) 2 37)] (Jx - 1+-/3-- -ln(s/m +27r --4 24 3 e 4 
-/3 ( 1 - ~) (2.83) 
+- 4(2-x)ln(l/x)+ ln -- -6+x /32 ( 1 + 3(1 - x )
2 ( 1 ) ) 
8 x 1-x 
where 
(3 = 2; (ln(s/m;) - 1) (2.84) 
The ISR behavior is dominated by the first term in square brackets in F. In fact, 
F includes, through the exponential factor xf3 = exp[-/31n(l/x)], the effects of soft 
photon emission to all orders in perturbation theory [30]. Initial state radiation and 
final state radiation (FSR) lead to indistinguishable final states and so interfere 
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[31]. Since FSR is seen m the detector (as opposed to ISR which is strongly 
collinear with the beam), FSR is more an experimental question, whereas ISR is 
more theoretical. Accordingly, we discuss FSR and its effect on the reconstructed 
W mass in later chapters related to computer simulation, event reconstruction, and 
systematic studies. 
2.3.3.2 Coulomb Corrections 
Another QED correction is due to the Coulomb interaction between the two W s 
before they decay. This effect is largest near threshold where the Ws are produced 
nearly at rest. For stable particles (zero width), the Coulomb interaction is actually 
singular at threshold leading to a divergent cross-section. The singularity is removed 
by accounting for the non-zero width of the Wand leads to a threshold cross-section 
enhancement of about 63 [34]. The lowest order Coulomb correction is included in 
the off-shell cross-section in a similar method to ISR: 
a( 8) foxrnax dx fos d81 fovls-...fil d82 
p(81) p(82) a0(x, 81 , 82)[1+8c(x, 81, 82)] F(x, 8) (2.85) 
where be represents the first order Coulomb correction to the doubly resonant WW 
production diagrams. 
In the two 8-channel WW CC03 diagrams, the lowest order Coulomb effect is a 
three point scalar function and amounts to a photonic dressing of the triple gauge 
vertex. The t-channel exchange diagram involves the evaluation of a box-diagram 
four-point scalar function and is neglected. Reference [34] calculates the first order 




f3M =Ji - 4M2/s', M 2 = Mw2 - iMwrw 
Ll = ls1 - s2I 
s' 
(2.87) 
As stated in the previous section, if the reconstructed event is constrained to the 
beam energy (see Chapter 6), the measured W mass is sensitive to the average 
energy carried away by ISR and so is also indirectly affected by the energy-dependent 
Coulomb effect. Reference [34) concludes that the effect is nevertheless small (5 to 7 
Me V) for center of mass energies between 176 and 190 Ge V. 
2.3.4 Considerations from Quantum Chromodynamics 
2.3.4.1 QCD corrections 
Along with a full set of O(aem) electroweak corrections, a full set of O(as) QCD 
corrections is desired. Unfortunately, as in the case of electroweak corrections, this 
is not currently available. However, it is expected that QCD effects related to gluon 
radiation will enter at the level of 0 (as). To account for the QCD corrections to the 
W decay width, a so-called naive correction factor has been added [39, 38]: 
r _ 9G µM~ ( 2 as) w - 1 +--
67rV2 3 7r 
(2.88) 
where as corresponds to an energy scale of Mw. 
2.3.4.2 Quark Hadronization 
Unlike the electroweak symmetry group SU(2)£ x U(l)y which is spontaneously 
broken, the QCD symmetry group SU(3)c is exact leading to massless gluonic gauge 
fields. The non-Abelian nature of the SU(3)c color group requires interactions 
between the gluons. Because of these gluonic interactions, hadron spectroscopy 
experiments and lattice QCD studies [37) suggest that the energy stored in a color 
dipole field between a color object and an anti-color object increases linearly with 
separation between the objects. 
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As a result, perturbative QCD, formulated in terms of the strong (or color) 
coupling constant, is only valid at short distances. At long distances, QCD becomes 
strongly interacting and perturbation theory breaks down. In this 'confinement' 
regime, the colored partons combine to form colorless hadrons-a process known as 
hadronization (or fragmentation) [56). Because color confinement and the hadroniza-
tion process have not yet been fully derived from the QCD Lagrangian, several 
different phenomenological models exist. In Chapter 4, we briefly describe the 
important features of a model which attempts to describe the quark hadronization 




3.1 The Large Electron Positron Collider 
The Large Electron Positron (LEP) Collider (Figure 3.1) is a circular particle 
accelerator located at the European Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN) on the 
French-Swiss border near Geneva, Switzerland. The collider primarily consists of 
oppositely charged stored beams traveling in opposite directions. In a few selected 
locations, the counter-rotating beams are brought into focus to produce collisions. 
Four detectors, symmetrically distributed around the main ring, (ALEPH, DELPHI, 
ALEPH. 
• Experimental zones 
IZZJ Access points 
ClSSY 







Figure 3.1. Schematic view of the Large Electron Positron Collider (LEP) ring with 
the four experiments and the injector chain. Positron beams travel in the clockwise 
direction, while electron beams travel in the counter-clockwise direction. 
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L3, and OPAL) are located at the beam collision regions. The main ring itself is 
placed in an underground tunnel and is 26.7 km in circumference [39]. 
The LEP storage ring is the last accelerator in a chain. The electrons are 
accelerated in a LINAC (Linear Accelerator) up to 200 MeV. A fraction of these 
electrons are used to create positrons by colliding the electron beam with a fixed 
tungsten target. Both electron and positrons are accelerated to 600 Me V in a second 
LINAC. The beam is stored in a 600 MeV Electron-Positron Accumulator (EPA), 
which is used to inject into the CERN Proton Synchrotron (PS) operating at 3.5 
GeV. The PS then accelerates and injects the beam into the CERN Super Proton 
Synchrotron (SPS), which operates as a 20 GeV electron-positron injector for LEP 
(40]. 
Once injected into LEP, the electrons and the positrons are guided by a lattice of 
dipole bending magnets and quadrupole_ (and sextupole) focusing magnets located 
around the ring (41]. The electrons and positrons are accelerated to the nominal 
physics energy of vs = 183 Ge V by super-conducting NbTi Rf-cavities and resistive 
copper Rf-cavities. The operating frequency of 352.21 MHz corresponds to 31,320 
times the revolution frequency of a beam circulating in LEP and provides 31,320 
Rf "buckets1" each with the possibility of stable oscillations. Most of the buckets 
are not filled with particles, however. To ensure that the particles collide only in 
the collision points, LEP currently operates with four equidistant groups of electrons 
and positrons separated by rv 22 µs [40]. Each group contains four bunches of rv 1012 
particles each [41]. This configuration is able to provide average luminosities2 on the 
order of 1031 cm-2s-1 = 10-5 pb-1s-1 . 
1 A "bucket" is one radio-frequency (Rf) cycle in which charged particles moving in phase with 
the Rf feel a continuous potential difference and so are continuously accelerated. 
2The luminosity£ is defined as N =a£ where N is the number of interactions per second and 
a is the cross-section for the interaction. 
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3.2 The ALEPH Detector 
The ALEPH Experiment (A detector for LEp PHysics) is a particle detector 
which is as hermetic as possible (nearly. 3.9n solid angle) and was designed to study 
a multitude of physics processes in the .JS = 90 to 200 Ge V energy range. ALEPH 
itself is composed of several independent sub-detectors each providing complementary 
information. This is needed for collecting as much information as possible to 
understand the underlying physics processes of low rate, complex events typical in 
e+e- collisions (42]. 
ALEPH was designed and constructed to measure the momenta of charged parti-
cles and the energy deposited in calorimeters from both charged and neutral particles. 
Specific requirements included identification of the three lepton flavors and accurate 
measurements of the distance traveled by short-lived particles. Emphasis was placed 
on achieving excellent momentum resolution up to the highest expected energies and 
on electron and muon identification (43]. This general, yet specific, philosophy allows 
precision measurements of known standard model processes without restricting the 
investigation of possible new physics. 
To fulfill these design expectations, ALEPH is primarily composed of three 
sub-detectors devoted to tracking and two sub-detectors devoted to calorimetry. 
Progressing outward from the beam interaction region (primary vertex), a silicon 
micro-strip vertex detector is used to accurately reconstruct the decay vertex of 
short-lived particles. Outside of the vertex detector, a multi-wire drift chamber is 
used in charged track reconstruction and doubles as a fast trigger which rejects 
background thereby reducing the "dead" time for data readout. A large time 
projection chamber, capable of precise three-dimensional track reconstruction, allows 
excellent momentum resolution owing to a large lever arm and a strong 1.5 T 
magnetic field (provided by a super-conducting solenoid). Beyond the tracking sub-
detectors, an e-1 Electromagnetic Calorimeter records energy deposited by charged 
tracks and neutral photons, and assists in electron identification via its characteristic 
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Figure 3.2. A cut-away view of the ALEPH detector. 
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2 Layers 
r1 •6.3 cm 
r1 •10.8 cm 





Figure 3.3. The Vertex Detector showing the configuration of double-sided silicon 
strips: there are 2 layers providing a lever arm of about 45 mm. 
electromagnetic shower shape. Outside the Electromagnetic Calorimeter, an iron 
Hadronic Calorimeter is used for detecting hadrons. Finally, two layers of streamer 
tubes (surrounding the hadronic calorimeter) provide muon identification [43]. 
The ALEPH reference system is defined in the following way. From the nominal 
beam interaction point, the x-axis points towards the center of LEP and is defined 
to be horizontal while the z-axis points along the beam pipe in the direction of 
the traveling electrons. The y-axis is orthogonal to both the x- and z-axes and 
points almost up (3.5875 mrad from the zenith). Spherical or cylindrical coordinates, 
typically used in detector descriptions, are derived from these Cartesian coordinate 
definitions [ 44]. 
3.2.1 Vertex Detector 
The main purpose of the Vertex Detector (VDET) is to provide a more accurate 
position measurement (near the beam pipe) for tracks already reconstructed in the 
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Inner Tracking Chamber and Time Projection Chamber [43]. This provides both 
a better reconstruction of secondary vertices and, more important to this analysis, 
an improved momentum resolution. The VDET is composed of 144 identical double 
sided silicon wafers arranged in two concentric layers at radii 63 mm and 110 mm 
respectively from the beam [45]. The two layer design allows the determination of 
two accurate three-dimensional coordinates separated by a relatively large lever arm. 
The length of the VDET extends to ± 20 cm on either side of the interaction point 
and provides an inner layer acceptance of I cosOI < 0.95 [46]. 
Each silicon wafer has readout strips on both sides: one side for rep coordinate 
information and the other side for z coordinate information. These strips collect 
ionization charge from the passage of a charged particle. The distance between strips 
is 50 µm with every other strip serving as a "blocking strip" (i.e. does not collect 
ionization charge) which leads to an effec.;tive readout pitch of 100 µm. Capacitive 
charge division is used to interpolate the track impact point between the readout 
strips using a "center-of-gravity" method [46]. For tracks which are 90° with respect 
to the beam, this gives a resolution of 10 µm in the ref> direction and 15 µm in the z 
direction[45]. 
3.2.2 Inner Tracking Chamber 
The Inner Tracking Chamber (ITC) is a large cylindrical multi-wire drift chamber 
which extends radially from 160 mm to 260 mm from the beam and ± 1 m from the 
interaction point. The ITC is oriented so that its primary axis lies along the beam 
axis. Charged particles are detected by eight layers of hexagonal drift cells which 
run parallel to the beam axis. Each drift cell contains four field wires per sense wire 
and is staggard with respect to cells above and below to resolve the classic "left-right 
ambiguity." As charged particles traverse the drift chamber, they leave a track of 
ionization electrons which drift in an electric field (provided by the field wires) to the 
sense wire. As the electrons approach the sense wire, the signal is amplified by an 
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Figure 3.4. The the configuration of sense wires and field wires (looking along the 
z-axis) of the ITC drift cells is shown. The calibration wires are periodically pulsed 
simultaneously at their two ends and serves to stimulate a "calibration hit" in the 
drift cell at z = 0. 
electron-avalanche due to the increased field strength at small radii; this significantly 
enhances the signal to noise ratio. By measuring the drift time to the sense-wire, 
each of the eight layers is able to measure the (r, <P) coordinate to within 150 µm. 
The z-coordinate is measured by determining the difference in arrival times of pulses 
on each end of the sense wire. This allows a rough measurement of the z-coordinate 
to within 7 cm [44]. 
The main purpose of the ITC is two-fold. First, the ITC provides eight precise 
coordinates in the radial direction for tracking of charged particles. Also, due to 
its relatively long length, the ITC has a large angular acceptance of I cos Bl < 0.97 
for detecting charged particle tracks in the forward directions. Second, owing to 
the small drift cell size, the detection time is very short allowing trigger information 
based on two-dimensional tracking to be available in 1 µs [ 43]. 
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3.2.3 Time Projection Chamber 
In many ways the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is the the 'Heart and Soul' 
of ALEPH. Because the event rate for e+e- collisions is relatively low, collecting as 
much information as possible for each e+e- event is critical3 . The TPC was chosen 
as the core detector because it offers excellent momentum resolution while providing 
superior three-dimensional pattern recognition. In addition, there is an opportunity 
for particle identification through dE / dx information [44]. 
The main component of the TPC is a large cylindrical gas filled drift chamber 
whose axis is (placed) parallel to the magnetic field (provided by an exterior super-
conducting solenoid-see section 3.2.5). The TPC is 4.7 min length, and extends 0.4 
m to 1.8 min radius from the beam. The drift volume is split in two halves along the 
z-axis by a high voltage central membrane. Plates on either end of drift chamber are 
kept at zero-potential so that an electric field extends from the end-plates to the high 
voltage central membrane. Charged particles traversing the gas filled volume create 
three-dimensional tracks of ionization electrons. These electrons drift in the electric 
field towards the end-plates. At each end-plate, wire chambers and cathode pad 
rows (21 rows providing 21 radial track points) record the (r, ¢) position and time of 
arrival of the drifting electron distributions. The z-coordinate is reconstructed via 
the known drift velocity of the electrons and their measured time of arrival [44]. 
Owing to a strong magnetic field of 1.5 T (see section 3.2.5), a charged particle 
inside the TPC follows a helical trajectory which projects onto the end-plate as 
an arc of a circle. By measuring the sagitta of this arc, the radius of curvature is 
determined and is proportional to the component of the momentum perpendicular 
to the magnetic field. The transverse momentum resolution is proportional to the 
resolution in the measurement of the sagitta /).s (m): 
3The low e+e- rate actually supports the information gathering processes. As we discuss below, 
the long drift time for ionization electrons to reach the TPC end-plates accurately determines the 
z coordinate. However, this requires the time between events to be greater than the drift time: 
,..__, 50µs. 
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Figure 3.6. The left plot shows the dE / dx as a function of the particle momentum. 
The right plot shows the separation (in standard deviations) of different particle 
species using dE / dx information. 
where N is the number of wire hits, I is the measured dE / dx and 10 1 is normalized 
to be the dE / dx at minimum ionization. /:ir = 0.4 cm is the distance between sense 
wires and /:ix is the corresponding length along the track. Data from tracks in 
hadronic events give o-0 = 1.19, while the exponents are measured to be p1 = -0.5 
and p2 = p3 ~ -0.4. This gives a best case resolution of 4.5% for an electron 
measured by all wires chambers at a polar angle of(}= 45° [43]. 
The dependence of the average dE / dx on particle velocity is measured from data 
using a variety of event types. Minimum-ionization pions fix the minimum of the 
curve and protons are used to fit the low momentum 1/ (32 region. Bhabha events give 
the plateau position and dimuon events give points only slightly below the plateau. 
A modified Bethe-Bloch formula with six free parameters is then used to fit the 
points from protons, pions, electrons, and muons. The resulting parameterization 
is plotted over a sample of the data in Figure 3.6. This also shows that the dE / dx 
measurement is important for identifying electrons providing over three standard 
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CRTHODE PLAN! 
Figure 3. 7. The different components which make up the ECAL stack layer. The 
lead sheet induces electromagnetic showers while the anode wires and cathode pads 
form proportional wire chambers which record the energy (via the amount of charge) 
contained in the shower. 
deviation separation for p rv 8 Ge V and also provides a useful ability to distinguish 
between pions, kaons and protons in the relativistic rise region [43]. 
3.2.4 Electromagnetic Calorimeter 
The ALEPH Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) is formed from 45 layers of 
proportional wire-chambers sandwiched between lead sheets and provides a nominal 
thickness of 22 radiation lengths. The energy and position of electromagnetic showers 
are measured using small cathode pads (nearly 30 x 30 mm2 ). The cathode pads 
form 'towers' pointing back to the interaction point. Each tower is read out in three 
projective sections (called 'stories') corresponding to the first 4, the middle 9, and 
the last 9 radiation lengths. The ECAL was constructed to be highly granular and 
nearly hermetic with 73,728 towers covering 3.97r sr in solid angle. Cracks cover 
roughly 2% of the barrel and 63 of the end-cap surfaces. [42] [43] 
The polar and azimuthal angles of an electromagnetic shower are calculated by an 
energy-weighted mean of individual stories in the cluster. After correcting for effects 
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Figure 3.8. The ECAL energy resolution. The left plot shows the dependence on 
energy. The Right plot shows the dependence on the polar angle. 
the electromagnetic shower size, the angular resolution is[43] 
a(e) =a(</>)= (,; 2·5 + 0.25) mrad 
E(GeV) 
(3.4) 
The energy resolution is determined by comparmg the measured energy to 
electron energy in a test beam as a function of the electron beam energy (see Figure 
3.8). The corresponding fitted resolution is 
a(E) = 0.18 + o.oog 
E JE(GeV) 
(3.5) 
Figure 3.8 plots the energy resolution as a function of polar ai;:gle, and shows that 
the resolution deteriorates in two regions of the ECAL. At small polar angles, the 
electromagnetic shower is close to the edge of the calorimeter leading to a slightly 
degraded resolution because of losses in the forward direction. The deterioration 
around 40° in polar angle is due to the overlap region where the electromagnetic 
shower develops into both barrel and end-cap modules. In that region the total 
thickness of the ECAL decreases from 22 to only 16 radiation lengths. Further, 
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this region contains more uninstrumented material due to end-plates of modules and 
cables. After correcting the showers in the overlap region, the energy resolution is 
degraded by about 303 (but, only in the overlap region). [43] 
3.2.5 Super-conducting Magnetic Coil 
The solenoid was designed to provide, in combination with an iron-yoke laminated 
structure (see next section), a uniform magnetic field of 1.5 Tin the central detector. 
The solenoid is located between the ECAL and the HCAL (see next section) [44]. 
The configuration consists of a main solenoid, made of a continuous, homogeneous 
NbTi super-conducting winding and extends over the whole length available between 
the two end-caps. In addition there are two 40 cm long compensating coils located 
at the ends of the main solenoid [42]. 
The zero radial field requirement can be expressed as a tolerance on the integral 
of the radial field component Bn along z in the whole volume of the TPC. This 
tolerance is defined as 
_r dz< 2 mm 12200mm B Omm Bz (3.6) 
where Bz is the main field component. Despite of all precautions taken with the 
solenoid, the field quality also depends on the characteristics of the iron yoke. The 
compensating coils are used to correct for deviations from the optimized conditions 
due, for example, to inhomogeneities of the iron permeability [44]. 
3.2.6 Hadron Calorimeter 
The Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL) serves several purposes. It is used, together 
with the ECAL, to measure hadronic energy deposits and is also part of the muon 
identification system. In addition, the HCAL represents the main support of ALEPH 
and acts as the return yoke of the super-conducting solenoid. The HCAL is divided 
into 36 modules, 12 x 2 in the barrel (each covering 30 degrees in ¢) and 6 in each 
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Figure 3.9. An expanded view of the HCAL showing the end-caps and barrel regions 
along with individual modules. 
of plastic streamer tubes separated by 5 cm thick iron slabs (chosen for its high Z 
content and magnetic properties). This provides a total of 7.2 nuclear interaction 
lengths at 90 degrees In addition, projective towers are formed by summing signals 
from cathode pads in different layers so as to point back to the interaction point. A 
typical tower covers 3.7° x 3.7° at the interaction point and corresponds to roughly 
4 x 4 of the ECAL towers [42] [43]. 
The tubes are operated in limited streamer mode and consist of gas-filled tubular 
cathodes with a fine anode wire along their axis. Charged particles (either primary 
or resulting from nuclear interactions with the iron slabs) produce a local avalanche 
around the central anode wire which provides a signal independent of the amount 
of primary ionization created by the incoming particle[42]. Limited mode implies 
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that the avalanche is limited to the local nuclear interaction region and does not 
propagate along the entire length of the wire. 
The HCAL is read out using three different types of signals. The formation of 
a streamer avalanche in one of the tubes induces a positive pulse on cathode pads 
which are used to measure the energy deposited in each tower. An avalanche also 
induces a positive pulse on strip electrodes which are situated on the opposite side of 
the tube plane from the pads. The strips provide a two-dimensional (r, ¢>) pattern of 
the fired tubes in the event and are important for muon identification. Finally, the 
anode wires give the energy deposited in a single plane and are used for triggering. 
[42]. 
The tower information is reconstructed in the form of clusters, in a similar fashion 
to the electromagnetic calorimeter described in the previous section, yielding an 
average of 9 clusters per z0 hadronic event. The energy resolution of the HCAL for 
pions at normal incidence is [43] 





Two double layers of streamers tubes (separated by 50 cm) are installed outside 
the iron absorber located in the HCAL and form the muon chambers. Because 
hadronic particles are stopped inside the ECAL and HCAL, the muon chambers do 
not contribute to a measurement of the hadronic shower energy. Rather, they are 
simply used as tracking devices providing two coordinates read out from each layer of 
tubes by means of aluminum strip electrodes parallel and perpendicular to the wires 
(42]. This is ideal for identifying muons which are the only charged particles which 
are not stopped within the detector. The two three-dimensional points provided 
by the muon chambers aid in muon identification and allow a matching of the 
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two-dimensional ( r, ¢>) projection in the HCAL with an associated track in the 
tracking sub-detectors [44]. 
3.2.8 Luminosity Monitors 
The measurement of the luminosity (see the Glossary) for colliding electron and 
positron beams is a vital part of monitoring the performance of LEP and provides 
the normalization for measurements of reaction cross-sections. This is done using 
the QED Bhabha scattering process (e+e- -+ e+e- ) whose lowest order (QED) 
cross-section (at small angles) is: 
da 4a2 1 (3.8) dO E 2 B4 ' 
and is especially advantagous due to the large cross-section at low angles which 
reduces the statistical uncertainty of the luminosity measurement. The luminosity is 
determined from the number of events detected divided by the Bhabha cross-section 
integrated over the detector's acceptance. To minimize the weak interference effects 
(e+e- -+ z0 -+ e+e- ), the acceptance is restricted to low angles where the Bhabha 
rates are dominated by small values of four-momentum transfer (t-channel) and well 
described by QED alone. [45]. 
There are three ALEPH sub-detectors devoted to measuring the luminosity. The 
primary luminosity monitor used for offiine analysis is the Luminosity Calorimeter 
(LCAL) and covers an angular acceptance between 45 and 190 mrad. The LCAL is 
similar in construction to the ECAL as it uses proportional wire chambers sandwiched 
between lead sheets and detects Bhabha events at a rate of roughly 0.25 Hz. This rate 
is too low to provide sufficient statistical precision for online monitoring. Hence, in 
order to have a fast online estimate of the luminosity, a Bhabha Calorimeter (BCAL) 
is used which measures very small-angle Bhabha events and leads to a Bhabha rate 
of 5 Hz. The BCAL is not used for offiine analysis because the short distance 
between the modules and the beam make it susceptible to systematic effects. A 
third luminosity monitor, the Silicon Calorimeter (SICAL) based on silicon-tungsten 
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sampling, is also used. The SICAL was used as the primary ALEPH luminosity 
detector for LEPI and provides an angular acceptance down to 24 mrad from the 
beam. However, at the start of LEPII when bunch trains were used, the SIC AL was 
relegated to providing cross-checks and acting as a back-up for the LCAL (45] due 
to timing considerations. 
3.2.9 Event Triggers and Data Acquisition 
In total, there are over seven hundred thousand detector channels capable of 
delivering more than 500 Mbytes of raw data per second. The ALEPH data 
acquisition is responsible for reading out and combining the different detector 
channels to form a complete picture of the event. However, no data acquisition 
system can cope with a data rate of 500 Mbyte per second. To reduce this to an 
acceptable level, a trigger system was developed. 
The primary purpose of the ALEPH trigger is to identify all events coming from 
electron-positron collisions while reducing the rate of background events5 to a 'low' 
level. This is necessary since: 1) the time during which the TPC gate is open 
is reduced, 2) the "dead time" (the time required for readout of the electronics 
preventing further data taking) for data acquisition is reduced, and 3) it minimizes 
the amount of unwanted data recorded to disk and tape. These requirements led to 
the development of a three-level trigger scheme [45]. 
3.2.9.1 Event Triggers 
The level-1 trigger delivers a decision within 5 µs, which is fast compared to the 
time between two beam crossings (22 µs in bunch mode).Its purpose is to provide a 
preliminary decision on whether there is a good charged track (from the ITC) and/or 
particle energy (from the calorimeters) to justify waiting for TPC trigger signals [45]. 
5 Here, background events are taken to be events which are not true e+e- events. This includes 
collisions with beam gas and cosmic ray events. 
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The level-2 trigger decision is a repeat of that at level-1 but with TPC track 
information replacing ITC track information where appropriate. It occurs about 50 
µs (time required for electrons to drift to the end-plates) after beam crossing. If the 
level-2 trigger rejects an event, the data acquisition is stopped and the sub-detectors 
are reset. If the event is accepted by level-2, the readout of the entire detector is 
initiated [45]. 
The level-3 trigger checks the trigger decision made at level-2 using all the data 
from the whole detector after readout. It rejects background that should have been 
rejected by the level-2 trigger. This ensures a reduction of the trigger rate to 1-2 
Hz, acceptable for data storage and in accordance with the e+e- annihilation rate of 
about 1 Hz at the z0 peak [45].6 
3.2.9.2 Data Acquisition 
The data acquisition and control system (DAQ) has the principal task of reading 
out the data from every sub-detector in the experiment, following a level-2 trigger 
yes decision. The DAQ also involves maintaining data integrity, keeping the dead 
time low in order to maximize the data collection efficiency, and monitoring and 
controlling the sub-detectors. A shift crew of two persons supervises the DAQ (and 
monitors the safety of ALEPH) during data taking [45]. 
T'he DAQ is organized according to a tree-like hierarchy. Readout Controllers 
(ROC) initialize the sub-detector electronics and (if a level-2 trigger is received) 
reads them out, format the data into standard data structures, and apply preliminary 
calibration constants. Event Builders (EB) construct 'sub-events' at the level of each 
sub-detector. The Main Event Builder collects the sub-events from the various EBs, 
ensuring resynchronization and event completeness, before passing the event over 
an optical fiber link to the surface computer room. The event processor /Level-3 
6 Before the start of collisions in LEP, background rates for the first level trigger were anticipated 
to as high as 500 Hz and reduced to 10 Hz by the second level trigger [45]. However, the operating 
environment of LEP has proved to be exceptionally clean triggering the first level trigger at rates 
of only around 2 Hz [45]. 
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trigger participates in data reduction by further rejecting unwanted events. Finally, 
the main readout computer collects all the accepted events for storage and online 
analysis [45]. 
3.2.10 Data Handling 
3.2.10.1 The Facility for ALEPH Computing and Net-
working 
The Facility for ALeph COmputing and Networking (FALCON) performs event 
reconstruction immediately after a "run" (two hours of data taking or 200 Mbytes of 
data recorded, which ever occurs first) has been collected and archived to tape. The 
purpose of this facility is to provide ALEPH with high quality reconstructed data 
good enough for most physics as soon as possible (within hours) after data taking, 
as well as provide timely feedback for quality monitoring of the ALEPH detector. 
FALCON is designed as a quasi-online data reconstruction facility[47]. 
ALPHA workstations (called processors) operate as normal satellite nodes in the 
ALEPH Online Cluster and provide the necessary CPU power for the reconstruction 
of the raw data. A set of local disks, shared between FALCON and the DAQ, provide 
a network independent and fast way of transmitting the raw data. Finally, a set of 
remote disks are shared between FALCON and the ALeph PRODuciton (ALPROD) 
system for sorting the Production Output Tape (POT) data files from FALCON. 
FALCON operates in two distinct modes. The first is quasi-online mode and is the 
normal mode where raw data are processed by FALCON as soon as they are written 
to disk by the DAQ. The second is reprocessing mode which reads data from tape or 
from disk on the DAQ cluster or brings the raw data via staging facilities from the 
computing center. In both modes, FALCON's main purpose is to process the data 
using the ALEPH event reconstruction progam. The output files are in the form of 
POT's which are shipped via an FDDI backbone to the CERN central computers, 
where they are postprocessed and catalogued in the form of Data Summary Tapes 
(DST) and Mini DST's[47]. 
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3.2.10.2 Event Reconstruction and Energy Flow 
The full data reconstruction is accomplished by one program known as the Job 
to Understand Lep Interactions in Aleph (JULIA). The primary duty of FALCON is 
the execution of the JULIA reconstruction program. 
JULIA performs the reconstruction of charged tracks in a multi-step process. 
TPC clusters in space and time are formed from the pad data and then broken 
down into coordinates with estimated errors (used for track fits). Patterns of 
coordinates are identified which are consistent with a helical track fit. These tracks 
are extrapolated to the ITC, where nearby ITC coordinates are included. A series of 
increasingly complex track fits are then performed. At the final stage, all coordinate 
errors and possible multiple scattering of tracks are taken into account. Tracks are 
also searched for kinks indicating the decay of a particle. 
In addition to analysis of the tracking detectors, JULIA reconstructs data from 
the ECAL and HCAL into clusters of deposited energy from the different stories and 
"Calorimeter objects" are formed from the clusters. The digital (strip) readout of 
the HCAL is also analyzed, to search for track patterns. 
JULIA then combines the different reconstruction elements (e.g. tracking and 
calorimeters) to form a "seamless picture" of the event. The simplest method to 
determine the 'energy flow' of an event recorded in the ALEPH detector is to make 
the sum of the raw energy found in all calorimetric cells without performing any 
particle identification. This method gives a resolution of a-(E)/E 1.2/JE(GeV) 
for hadronic z0 decays. To improve the resolution, a reconstruction algorithm is 
employed which makes use of charged track momenta taking advantage of photon, 
electron and muon identification capabilities [43]. 
In the first stage, a selection of charged tracks and calorimeter clusters is made 
to reject fake signals resulting from noisy channels in the front-end electronics [43]. 
After this, charged particle tracks are extrapolated to the calorimeters and groups 
of topologically connected tracks and clusters (known as 'calorimeter objects') are 
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formed. All charged particle tracks coming from the nominal interaction point are 
assumed to be pions. Charged particle tracks identified as electrons (see Section 
5.3.3) are removed from the calorimeter object along with the energy contained 
in the associated ECAL towers. If the difference between the track momentum 
and the ECAL energy is more than three times the expected resolution, electron 
bremsstrahlung is assumed to have occurred and is counted as neutral ECAL energy. 
Charged particle tracks identified as muons are removed from the calorimeter object 
along with a maximum of 1 Ge V from the associated ECAL cluster (if any) and a 
maximum of 400 Me V per plane fired around the muon track for any corresponding 
HCAL clusters. Photons and ?r0s are counted as neutral ECAL energy and removed 
from the calorimeter object list. Finally, the remaining calorimeter objects are 
assumed to be charged or neutral hadrons [43]. 
This is repeated for all calorimeter objects of the event and results in a set of 
'energy flow objects' (also labeled as 'particles': electrons, muons, photons, and 
charged or neutral hadrons) characterized by their energies and momenta. Clusters 
found in the luminosity monitor (where no particle identification is available) are 
added to this list. Neutrinos escape the detector undetected. Their presence may be 
inferred by measuring the missing momentum in an event [43]. 
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CHAPTER4 
MONTE CARLO COMPUTER 
SIMULATIONS 
The precise measurements of the total and differential cross section of the W pair 
production and decay process are expected to reach the 1 % experimental precision 
level. As a result, the theoretical predictions from the Standard Model should be 
calculated at the level of 0.5% precision or better. 
The w+w- production and decay process involves delicate gauge cancellations 
and multichannel W decays into light leptons, heavy leptons and/ or quark jets. 
Due to limited statistics, it is critically important to maximally exploit the detector 
efficiency and resolution, and to eliminate all systematic effects due to initial state 
radiation and detector inefficiencies. All of these considerations require the extensive 
use of high quality Monte Carlo simulations [48]. 
4.1 General Monte Carlo Methods 
The term Monte Carlo generally refers to any method where random (or pseudo-
random) numbers are used in physical simulations or numerical calculations. Several 
physical problems are naturally linked with random processes and so lend themselves 
to Monte Carlo techniques: radiation transport and nuclear interactions are two 
examples. Such problems may involve the use of decision trees and random sampling 
of a variable from a distribution. Below we briefly describe Monte Carlo methods 
applied to numerical calculations. 
In the context of functions, the Fundamental Theorem of Monte Carlo states 
that the average of a function f over a space V, (!) _ J fdV/ J dV, is the same 
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as the average of the set {f(x1), f(x 2), ... , f (xN)} where each Xi is randomly and 
independently drawn from the domain space V, in the limit that the number of 
samples N goes to infinity [49). In practice, one usually normalizes the problem so 
that the domain space V is set to unity. In this case, the fundamental theorem may 
be written as [51) 
Here, the Fundamental Theorem of Monte Carlo is seen to be particularly useful in 
evaluating integrals. The accuracy of Monte Carlo integration typically increases as 
-/Fi[50]. 
4.1.1 Complicated Boundaries and Disconnected Domains 
Monte Carlo methods are particularly useful when the integration domain is either 
disconnected or possess complicated boundaries. To integrate over the disconnected 
region, one defines a larger domain volume V which is simply connected and also 
contains the integration volumes V which are not simply connected. Random 
numbers are then generated in the simply connected domain V. Points which lie 
outside the integration domain V are rejected. Points which lie inside the integration 
domain V are accepted and given a weight f ( x) V / N where N is the total number of 
random points generated in the space V [51]. 
4.1.2 Importance Sampling 
If one samples the random number space according to uniformly distributed points 
in a space V the frequency with which a region ..6. V is sampled depends only on the 
size of ..6. V and not on the the size of the integrand evaluated in ..6. V. This leads to 
an inefficient computation because the time spent evaluating the integrand in regions 
where it is small is the same amount of time spent in regions where the integrand is 
large. By selecting points according to a non-uniform density p(x) in each region of 
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V and then evaluating f(x)/ p(x) (for proper normalization), the calculation can be 
made more efficient [51]. 
The main difficulty is in choosing the "best" form for the sampling density 
function p(x). On may show that the most efficient form for p(x) is 
lf(x)I 
p(x) = fvdVIJ(x)I (4.1) 
Of course, if one could calculate such a density, the function f would be integrable 
and there would be no need to employ Monte Carlo methods. However, the exact 
form for the density p is not critical so long as it roughly approximates Equation 
4.1. In practice, one often finds an approximation g(x) to f (x) which contains the 
same important peaking features, but which is analytically integrable. The density 
function is then taken from the "crude" function g [51]. 
4.2 Simulation of w+w- Pair Production 
in e+e- Collisions 
This work uses the KoralW Monte Carlo event generator to simulate e+e- -+ 
vv+v..;- -+ 4f [52]. The present version of KoralW is very sophisticated and 
simulates features particularly important to this analysis including: matrix element 
calculations for W pair production with all W decay channels to four fermion final 
states via the GRACE package [53], ISR with non-zero transverse momenta with 
respect to the beam axis, massive kinematics for all particles, up to double lepton 
bremsstrahlung via PHOTOS [57] and hadronization of quarks to jets via the LUND 
model using JETSET [56]. Below we describe the most important points involving 
the KoralW event generator. 
4.2.1 The Monte Carlo Algorithm 
The main philosophy is to write down the general, exact "master formula" for 
the cross-section in terms of the standard Lorentz invariant phase space integration 
element times the appropriate matrix element. Next, a series of approximations 
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are made until a fairly simple form is reached allowing importance sampling of 
the phase-space variables. The main constraint in the simplification is that all the 
dominant singularities (peaks) remain intact [48]. 
4.2.1.1 Master Formula 
The master formula is based upon the Yennie-Frautschi-Suura (YFS) [54] re-
summation of the soft-infrared photons to all orders in perturbative QED. While the 
YFS technique is not limited to leading logarithm approximations, currently only the 
leading logarithm approximation is used, as a complete O(a) QED matrix element 
for off-shell W pair production is not yet available. One of the advantages of the 
YFS method is that all subtractions (or summations) of infrared singularities are 
done before any phase space integrations are performed. This allows Monte Carlo 
techniques to be used in integrating over the multiple real-photon phase space[13]. 
The master formula for the KoralW Event Generator takes the (unsightly) form[52]: 
infrared finite matrix element 
where S(k) = -(a/4rr2)[(pif kpi) - (p2 /kp2 )] 2 is the real photon infrared factor and 
8~m = Il~=l (2k?/ Vs - E) cuts out the infrared region which is already included to all 
orders in the YFS form factor FvFs given by 
The b functions are defined in the YFS scheme as residuals after the removal of 
infrared virtual and real singularities and are therefore infrared finite. In the YFS 
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scheme they are obtained for the 0( at) differential distributions which originate from 
Feynman diagrams. For example, 
R 1 1 I 2 I 2; ) bo = 281 16(27r)S Mbornl (1 + {3 2 + {3 8 
where {3 is the same as the ISR {3 defined in Section 2.3.3.1. All the other bR 
functions are proportional to b'{;- and may be found in reference [52]. The R symbol 
is a projection operation from the multi-photonic ISR phase space onto the four-body 
phase space with no ISR photons. That is the final-state qf' momenta are simply the 
qi momenta transformed from the center-of-mass frame .JS before ISR to an effective 
center of mass frame after ISR #. The set of momenta in the effective center of 
mass frame are used to compute the matrix element [48]. 
4.2.1.2 Event Generation 
To decrease the time required for event generation, several approximations are 
made involving the infrared finite matrix elements, multi-dimensional photonic phase 
space variables, doubly resonant Breit-Wigner forms, and angular phase space 
variables for the final state particles [48]. 
The main points in the algorithm for generating Monte Carlo e+e- -1 w+w- -+ 
4f events are [48]: 
1. A photonic variable x, the central variable of the Monte Carlo algorithm, 
is generated according to a simplified one-dimensional distribution "effective 
beams" approximation similar to Equation 2.83. 
2. All variables necessary for the construction of a complete kinematic configura-
tion of real bremsstrahlung photons are generated. 
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Figure 4.1. Comparison of differential cross-sections da'/dy'SI: Monte Carlo 
KoralW generator (MC, solid line), semi-analytical calculation (SAN, open circles). 
Their difference (MC-SAN, dots with error bars) is also shown (enhanced by a 
factor 100). For comparison, the difference between the Born approximation and 
the semi-analytical calculation is also plotted (dots) [55]. 
4. The four-fermion phase space variables are generated according to crude 
distributions, keeping all important peaking, or singular, structures intact. 
At the end of the Monte Carlo generation, weight factors (one for each approxi-
mation) are used to reinstate the effect of each complete (un-approximated) variable 
by vetoing generated events falling below a certain weight value. 
4.2.1.3 Tests of the Monte Carlo Algorithm 
A comparison was made between the Monte Carlo generator KoralW and a 
semi-analytical calculation [55]. The semi-analytical calculation takes a form similar 
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to Equation 2.85 (resulting from Feynman diagrams) and is primarily based on 
the following differences: 1) a structure function approach for ISR is employed as 
opposed to the YFS re-summation of soft photons, and 2) the numerical integration 
is performed via Gaussian quadrature whereas KoralW uses Monte Carlo techniques. 
Figure 4.1 shows a comparison of KoralW and the semi-analytical calculation. The 
total cross-section and other differential distributions were found to agree between 
the KoralW Monte Carlo generator and the semi-analytical calculation at the level of 
10-4 or better [55]. The agreement between physical reality and KoralW is thought 
to be less (but still relatively good), at the level of 2%, due to the lack of a complete 
set of O(a) corrections for WW production [52]. 
4.2.2 External Packages 
While the KoralW Monte Carlo event generator describes most effects of e+e- -+ 
w+w- -+ 4/ processes extremely well, it does not account for the general four-
fermion process e+e- -+ 4/, QCD processes, or final state radiation (FSR). To 
simulate these effects, the following external packages are used. 
4.2.2.1 GRACE 
GRACE is a package for algebraic calculations and is used to calculate the 
complete set of massive matrix elements for four-fermion processes in e+e- collisions 
[52-53]. 
4.2.2.2 JETSET 
JETSET is a self-contained generic set of routines for jet fragmentation, particle 
decay, and final-state parton showers [56]. The LUND string model is employed by 
the JETSET routines for jet fragmentation. Below, we briefly describe the important 
features of the LUND model based on a so called 'string fragmentation' model [56]. 
The evolution of the event begins with a perturbative description of the decay in 
terms of a final state shower: q-+ qg, g-+ qq. As the distance between the particles 
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in the parton shower increases, perturbation theory ceases to be valid giving way 
to the non-perturbative hadronization process. In the string model, as the q and q 
partons move apart from their common production vertex, a relativistic color flux 
string is postulated to stretch between the q and q. The length of the string is 
typically the size of a hadron, 1 fm. Provided the string has a uniform energy density, 
this automatically leads to a confinement picture with a linearly rising potential [37]. 
The potential energy stored in the string increases as the q and q move further 
apart and the string may break by the production of a new q1q1 pair1 , so that the 
system splits into two color-singlet systems qq' and q'q. Because the string itself has 
no transverse excitations, the quark-antiquark pairs q'q' are generated with a finite 
transverse momentum relative to the string according to an independent Gaussian 
spectrum. If the invariant mass of the string connecting q and q' or the string 
connecting q1 and q is large enough, further breaks may occur. In the LUND model, 
the string continues to break until only on-shell hadrons remain where each hadron 
corresponds to a small piece of string with a quark on one end and an anti-quark on 
the other end [56]. 
To account for gluon radiation qqg, the gluon is visualized as a 'kink' in the string 
connecting the q and q; that is, a string connects q with g and another string connects 
g with q so that the gluon has two string pieces attached. In this case, the particles 
are produced as in two simple qq strings, but with the strings boosted with respect 
to the overall center-of-mass frame. This leads to soft and collinear gluons which 
provide a smooth transition between events where gluon radiation took place and 
events where it did not. In this way, the string fragmentation scheme is infrared safe 
with respect to soft or collinear gluon emission [56]. 
1provided the potential energy of the string is greater than 2mq• 
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4.2.2.3 PHOTOS 
Initial state radiation and final state radiation lead to indistinguishable final 
states and so interfere. Due to the geometry of the experimental detector, initial 
state radiation usually escapes down ·the beam pipe while final state radiation is 
more collinear with the lepton from the leptonic W decay and so is usually detected. 
The Monte Carlo generator PHOTOS is a package used to simulate final state 
radiation from electrons and muons. The algorithm in PHOTOS is based on a second 
order calculation of charged particle bremsstrahlung in a leading-log approximation 
and provides a kinematic description of the single-bremsstrahlung splitting R -t £'11. 
However, when generating FSR from on-shell final state fermions, energy-momentum 
conservation is necessarily violated. This is solved by generating FSR for the 
process W -t Rv where a rescaling in the rest-frame of the decaying particle ensures 
energy-momentum conservation[39]. Double internal bremsstrahlung (i.e. including 
O(a2 ) corrections) is achieved by invoking the single photon ~lgorithm twice but 
in only half of the cases. If a photon is generated, the kinematics of the Rv11 
is reconstructed. The second iteration then treats the Rv11 'event' as an initial 
configuration [57]. 
Tests of the PHOTOS package reveal that the photon energy spectrum for z0 -t 
/J,+ µ-11 agrees with the exact matrix element to better than 53 for photon energies 
in the range 0 < E11 < 703Emax· Similar agreement is found for W± -t e±v11. The 
angular distribution between the electron and the FSR photon are also in very good 
agreement[57]. 
4.3 Simulation of the ALEPH Detector 
The ALEPH detector reaches a high level of sophistication and complexity. A 
correspondingly sophisticated and complex simulation Monte Carlo program is thus 
required to simulate the response to high energy physics processes. 
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4.3.1 GALEPH 
The GALEPH program is a sophisticated simulation of the ALEPH detector 
based upon a general detector simulation package known as GEANT [59]. The 
detector geometry is described in terms of GEANT volumes. The GEANT package 
then simulates particle tracking according to the tracking parameters of the media 
filling the volumes and also simulates multiple scattering, energy loss through 
ionization and decays of particles using Monte Carlo techniques. The electromagnetic 
and hadronic interactions with nuclei in the calorimeters are simulated by the Monte 
Carlo EGS and GHEISHA packages [59-60] respectively. Finally, simulated analog 
signals are converted to digital form by simulation of the electronics from each 
sub-detector, allowing for noise, threshold settings, and gain variations. In this way 
the output from each sub-detector is digitized and formatted as if it were real data. 
Summary descriptions for the simulation of each sub-detector follow below and are 
based on references [44, 61-62]. 
4.3.1.1 VDET 
The simulated geometry for the VDET accounts for both dead zones and strip 
pitch. Charge partition between the strips is accomplished by segmenting the track 
and accounting for diffusion and magnetic field effects. Noise is added to the fired 
strips and their neighbors. 
4.3.1.2 ITC 
At the start of the tracking for each event, random noise hits are simulated 
according to expected distributions. Hit information is simulated by calculating the 
intersection of the track elements with imaginary cylinders at the inner and outer radii 
of the 8 sense wire layers. Within each drift cell, the path of the track is approximated 
by a straight line. Random points along the track are chosen as centers for primary 
ionization clusters according to the expected ionization density of the gas. The hit 
resolution for each ionization cluster (drift distance) is first smeared and then the 
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drift time is calculated for each simulated hit via a linear interpolation "lookup" 
table. The signals are propagated to the front-end electronics where simulation of 
cross-talk and signal amplification takes place. Finally, the read-out and trigger are 
simulated by converting the drift time to a digital format. 
4.3.1.3 TPC 
A dedicated package for TPC digitization simulates the ionization energy loss 
along the track and the secondary cluster formation, including delta-rays. The drift 
of the ionization electrons to the end-plate is simulated accounting for diffusion, 
E x B shifts near the wire, and avalanche fluctuations. Charge deposited on wires is 
coupled to nearby pads. Each cluster (20-30 primary electrons) is broken down into 
two or three signals preserving the original pulse shape before simulating the shaping 
amplifiers. The simulation of the network response allows for pedestal variation, 
differential non-linearity and noise to form the digital readout. The simulated 
parameters are tuned to match the data including: the Bethe-Bloch curve, Landau 
fluctuations, diffusion, pad and wire response, and electronics smearing. The raw 
results of the simulation are in excellent agreement with the data. 
4.3.1.4 ECAL 
The ECAL is described within GEANT as an average medium. Photons and 
electrons outside the sensitive regions are tracked via GEANT as well as electrons 
which are below a threshold of 0.25 GeV and above a cut-off2 of 20 MeV. For 
electrons above the threshold, a dedicated parameterization serv.es to simulate the 
response of the sensitive media. The simulation is parameterized via two independent 
profiles of the electromagnetic shower shape (longitudinal and transverse), allowing 
for fluctuations along the longitudinal direction. 
The digitization of the ECAL is simulated by first deciding which tower is to 
be processed. Correlated and uncorrelated capacitance noise is generated for the 
2If the electron energy is below the cut-off, the particle is stopped. 
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selected tower. The simulated signal for the tower is then digitized by transforming 
the signal to Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) hits accounting for zero suppression 
in ADC thresholds. Next, if there is an actual event, the signal is added to the wire 
plane. Otherwise, noise is generated on the wire plane. The digitization of the wire 
planes is simulated in the same manner as the towers. 
4.3.1.5 HCAL 
A detailed geometry of the HCAL with streamer tube layer definitions is accom-
plished with GEANT. Particle tracking and showering within the HCAL is provided 
via the GHEISHA and EGS packages. Each track entering a tube generates a number 
of streamer signals proportional to the projection along the wire direction. The 
energy associated to each streamer is obtained using an experimental single streamer 
distribution. Saturation effects related to the presence of more than one track in the 
same tube region are simulated as well as the dead region along the wire due to space 
charged generated by the streamer process. If the ECAL electron parameterization 
is determined to have "leaked" energy into the HCAL, a parameterization is used 
to deposit the residual energy in the HCAL. Finally, the digitization of the analog 
signal is simulated and formatted in the same manner as raw data. 
4.3.1.6 Muon Chambers 
Each physical muon chamber is regarded as a streamer tube geometry which is 
filled with a sensitive medium. Track elements are extrapolated to find the track 
segments inside the streamer tubes. A segment fires the simulation of a streamer 




EVENT SELECTION AND 
RECONSTRUCTION 
During the summer of 1997, ALEPH recorded 56.84 pb-1 of data corresponding 
to e+e- annihilations at a center-of-mass energy of Js = 183 GeV. In order to 
accurately measure the mass of the W boson from doubly resonant semi-leptonic W 
pairs, a pure sample of w+w- ---+ jjfv final state events must be defined. We employ 
the use of a standard ALEPH semi-leptonic WW event selection and reconstruction 
package [ 63]. 
lepton 
Figure 5.1. Schematic of the topology for w+w- ---+ jjfv events. The neutrino is 





Figure 5.2. An actual w+w- --+ jjµv data event recorded at vs= 161 GeV; the 
view is a projection along the beam-pipe axis. Charged particle tracking is evident 
from the tracking sub-detectors along with energy deposits in the calorimeters. Two 
widely separated hadronic jets are seen along with an isolated energetic muon and 
the existence of a large amount of missing momentum. 
5.1 Characteristics of Signal w+w- Events 
The basic features of w+w- --+ jjev and w+w---+ jjµv events are a high 
energy, isolated lepton and a large amount of missing momentum due to the 
undetected neutrino, along with the presence of two or more jets (see Figures 5.1 
and 5.2). As we will see, these distinguishing characteristic features allow a high 
efficiency, high purity semi-leptonic WW sample to be defined. 
5.2 Standard Model Backgrounds 
As illustrated by Figure 5.3, the cross-section for Standard Model processes at 
vs = 183 Ge V dwarfs the cross-section for WW production. Since we are only 
interested in semi-leptonic WW events where the lepton is either an electron or a 
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Table 5.1. Pre-selection cuts. A "good" charged track is defined as a track having at 
least 4 hits in the TPC, having I cos 0 < 0.95j (where 0 is the angle between the track 
and the beam pipe) and originating within a cylinder, centered on the interaction 
point, of radius 2 cm and length 10 cm 
Quantity 
Number of "good" charged tracks 
Energy of all good charged tracks 
Missing energy 
Missing momentum 















max( 0, 35 - Emiss) GeV 
max( 41, 
132 - V E!iss - Plmiss ) Ge V 
of approximately 92 GeV. Most radiative return photons, which are preferentially 
emitted at small angles with respect to the beam-pipe direction, escape the detector 
and this results in large values for both the missing energy and the longitudinal 
missing momentum. As the neutrino in w+w- ----+ jjfv events at y's = 183 GeV is 
emitted almost isotropically, a combination of the longitudinal missing momentum 
and the missing energy allows a very powerful discrimination between the two 
processes as illustrated by Figure 5.5. Non-radiative qq events (or radiative events 
where the photon is seen in the detector) and w+w- ----+ jjjj can be rejected 
by noticing that there should essentially be no missing energy or momentum if 
these events are fully contained in the detector. Overall, the pre-selection selects 
w+w-----+ jjfv events with 99% efficiency, but with a low purity of 9% [63]. 
5.3.2 Missing Momentum 
At energies just above the W pair production threshold ( y's ~ 161 Ge V), the 
W bosons are produced nearly at rest so that the two fermions from each W decay 
are emitted nearly back-to-back with an opening angle of approximately 180 degrees. 
The decrease in the minimum opening angle between the lepton and the neutrino due 
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Figure 5.5. Effect of the pre-selection cuts on the signal and backgrounds. The 
plots have been normalized to the data: L = 56.84 pb-1 . 
demonstrates that the opening angle between the lepton and the neutrino remains 
large (over 120 degrees) at JS= 183 GeV. 
The neutrino from the semi-leptonic W decay typically has an energy between 
20 and 70 GeV. In comparison, undetected initial state radiation and detector 
acceptance effects are usually much smaller (on the order of a few Ge V). Hence, the 
direction of the neutrino direction can be approximated by the missing momentum 
vector4 • 
4While ISR and detector acceptance effects are usually small, there are events which may have 
significant energy in the forward region of the detector and/or a hard ISR photon contributing a 
large missing momentum. This would be confused with the missing momentum from the neutrino. 
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Figure 5.6. The left plot shows the variation of the minimum opening angle between 
the lepton and the neutrino. The right plot shows the variation of the efficiency for 
the missing momentum method. No pre-selection cuts have been applied. 
Consequently, and because the lepton and the direction opposite the neutrino 
typically differ by no more than 60 degrees, an isolated lepton is selected by choosing 
the charged track with the largest momentum component anti-parallel to the missing 
momentum [63]. Figure 5.6 demonstrates the variation of the efficiency of finding 
the lepton in w+w- ---+ jjev and w+w- ---+ jjµv events with the LEP energy. At 
.JS = 183 the efficiencies are just over 82% and 89% for electron and muon events 
respectively (before any pre-selection cuts) [63]. 5 As expected, the efficiencies drop 
as the LEP energy increases, but only by 6% at .JS = 192 GeV [63]. Hence, even 
for energies up to .JS = 192 Ge V the opening angle is still large enough to allow the 
lepton to be efficiently found by looking for the charged track that has the largest 
Further, events with a very large missing longitudinal missing momentum and are likely rejected 
by the pre-selection cuts. 
5 The muon identification efficiency is higher than the electron identification efficiency because, 
the background in the muon chambers is low, whereas the pion background to electron identification 
is larger and so requires tighter cuts for its removal. 
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Table 5.2. Cuts used in the identification of electrons corresponding to different 
regions in the ECAL. 
Region/Variable 
Momentum 
Good region in ECAL 
Crack region in ECAL 
Overlap region in ECAL 
Criteria 
p > 2 GeV 
-3 < Rr 
-7 < Rr 
or 
(-0.5 < Rr and Nsamples ~ 50) 
-5 < Rr 
or 
( -0.5 < Rr and Nsamples ~ 50) 
momentum component along the direction anti-parallel to the missing momentum 
vector [63]. 
Because the lepton candidate is chosen by maximizing the momentum component 
along the direction anti-parallel to the missing momentum, misidentified leptons will 
tend to have a larger opening angle than the "true" lepton and will tend to have a 
lower momentum (since the "true" lepton in the event is the only primary daughter 
of either W). In Chapter 7 we investigate the effect of misidentifying the lepton 
candidate. 
5.3.3 Lepton Identification 
Electron and muon identification information is used both to classify events as 
w+w- -t jjev or w+w- -t jjµv candidates and to reduce the background further. 
5.3.3.1 Electrons 
Electron identification is performed using two independent and complementary 
measurements. First, the candidate's helical track is extrapolated from the TPC and 
its entry point is computed for each of the three stories in the ECAL. The transverse 
electromagnetic shower shape estimator is defined using the four ECAL towers closest 
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to the extrapolated track: 
RT= E4/P - (E4/p) 
CfE4/p 
(5.1) 
where E4 is the total energy in the four towers summed over all selected stories, p is 
the momentum of the charged track as measured in the TPC, (E4/p) is the average 
energy fraction deposited by an electron in the four central towers, and CJE4 /p is the 
resolution expected for this ratio. The RT estimator reflects the compactness of an 
electromagnetic shower and is the most useful estimator for electron identification. 
Figure 5.7 shows that the electron-muon separation is extremely good. Another 
estimator, RL, is based on the inverse of the average position of the longitudinal 
energy deposited in the shower: 
(5.2) 
where E{ is the energy deposited in the selected tower i of story j of the ECAL and 
Si is the mean depth of the energy deposited in story j. RL measures the degree 
to which the observed longitudinal shower profile (XL) matches the expected profile 
for electrons [43]. Because the discriminating ability of the RL estimator is not as 
good as the RT estimator, it is used primarily to reject tracks which are "clearly" 
not electrons. 
In the second method, the dE / dx is measured for each track in the TPC as 
described in in Section 3.2.3. The estimator for the measured specific ionization, Rr, 
is calculated by comparing the measured I = dE / dx to the expected ionization for 
an electron (J): 
Rr =I - (I) (5.3) 
Cf[ 
where the dE / dx resolution a1 was defined in Section 3.2.3. To ensure a reliable 
measurement of Rr, tracks are required to have at least 50 isolated wire hits. In 
order to avoid losing efficiency, the Rr estimator is only used if the track passes 
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Figure 5.7. Electron estimators, Rr, RL, and R1 (after pre-selection cuts have been 
applied). The signal is plotted as the light shaded histogram, the background as the 
dark shaded histogram, and and the data is plotted using error bars. 
through either an un-instrumented part of the ECAL or the overlap region, where 
the radiation length decreases from 22 to 16 electromagnetic radiation lengths, 
implying that the electromagnetic showers from high energy electrons may not be 
fully-contained within the calorimeter [63]. Accordingly, the R1 estimator is rarely 




Muons are identified by requiring that they traverse the hadronic calorimeter 
(over 7 nuclear interaction lengths) leaving an ionization pattern inconsistent with 
that from a hadronic shower and that hits are seen in the muon detectors outside 
the HCAL. 
A standard ALEPH algorithm is used to analyze information from the hadronic 
calorimeter and the muon detectors [63]. Tracks are extrapolated through the 
calorimeter material taking into account a detailed magnetic field map and estimated 
energy losses due to multiple scattering. A path is defined around the extrapolated 
track with a width of three times the estimated extrapolation uncertainty due to 
multiple scattering. If a hit in the calorimeter lies within the multiple scattering 
path, the calorimeter plane is defined to have fired. However, the number of adjacent 
firing tubes is not allowed to be greater than three in order for a hit to be counted. 
Finally, a track is considered to have hit the muon chambers if at least one of the 
two double-layers yields a coordinate whose distance from the extrapolated track is 
less than four times the estimated standard deviation from multiple scattering [43]. 
The candidate track is then classified as a muon if it has momentum IPµI > 3 
GeV, a good pattern in the HCAL, and at least one hit in the muon chambers [63]. 
5.3.4 Multi-variable Discrimination 
The selected track in mis-identified lepton events is typically a low energy track 
from a jet close to the missing momentum direction. This implies that the differences 
in energy and isolation distributions (see Figure 5.8) for the candidate track between 
signal events (in which the lepton track from the W decay has been chosen) and 
background events can be used to improve the purity of the event sample. 
The probability for an event to come from the signal process is then built from: 
1. The total missing transverse momentum: p ..Lmiss 
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Figure 5.8. Variables used in the Multi-variate discrimination after pre-selection 
cuts have been applied. The signal with background is plotted as the light shaded 
histogram, background only as the dark shaded histogram, and the data is plotted 
using error bars. 
3. The lepton charged track isolation: Ichg· Given the angle Ctchg of the lepton to 
the closest good charged track with p > 0.2 GeV, the charged isolation variable 
is defined as 
Ichg = log[ tan( Ctchg/2) ] (5.4) 
4. The lepton jet isolation: !jet· Given the angle Ctjet of the lepton to the closest 
of the two jets6 in the remaining hadronic system, the jet isolation variable is 
6 Each jet is completely characterized by a four-momentum vector according to a rule (defined 
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Figure 5.9. e and µ probability distribution functions for Monte Carlo and Data. 
jjev and jjµv final states are selected with a probability density of 0.4 or greater. 
defined as 
Ijet = log[ tan( O'.jet/2) ] (5.5) 
Instead of using the two (correlated) isolation variables Ichg and Ijet separately, the 
simple sum I - Ichg + Ijet is used as a global isolation variable. Therefore signal and 
background event distributions have been discriminated in the three-dimensional 
space: 
P..Lmiss 0 Pe 0 I (5.6) 
Using a Monte Carlo reference distribution for the signal and backgrounds and 
given a generic data event point (P~miss,P~, Ji), the relative probability Pi(jjRv) that 
the event originated from the signal WW process is used to separate preselected signal 
events from background events taking fully account of the discriminating power and 
correlations of the three observables [66]. 
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Table 5.3. Cross-sections before and after the e and µ selections. All signal WW 
processes are taken from Monte Carlo simulations using CC03 matrix elements 
Process a before (pb) a e after (pb) aµ after (pb) O"eµ after (pb) 
WW---+ jjev 2.300 1.891 0.001 3.949 
WW ---+ j j µv 2.291 0.003 2.058 (see above) 
WW---+ jjTV 2.273 0.073 0.072 0.145 
WW---+ f!.vf!.v 1.695 0.003 0.002 0.005 
WW---+ jjjj 7.717 0.001 0.001 0.002 
zo /'Y---+ qqJy) 107.6 0.052 0.012 0.064 
zozo 2.768 0.010 0.013 0.023 
Weve 0.672 0.010 0.001 0.011 
z0ee 6.8 0.035 0.000 0.035 
zo /1---+ rr(t) 8.3 0.010 0.004 0.014 
Total Bkg. 137.825 0.196 0.105 0.301 
Signal + Bkg. 142.416 2.087 2.163 4.250 
Efficiency 3 82.2 ± 0.1 89.5 ± 0.1 86.0 ± 0.2 
Purity 3 90.60 ± 0.02 95.14 ± 0.01 92.91±0.03 
Figure 5.9 shows the probability distributions for electrons and muons respec-
tively. Events are selected if the probability to be a jjev event is larger than 0.4 or 
the probability to be a jjµv event is larger than 0.4. 
5.3.5 Efficiency and Purity 
Combined, jjev and jjµv events are selected with an efficiency (from 4 fermion 
Monte Carlo simulations) of 86.03 and a purity of 92.93 (see Table 5.3). Classifying 
the events as jjev or jjµv candidates using lepton identification, electron final states 
are selected with an efficiency of 82.23 and a purity of 90.603; muon final states are 
selected with an efficiency of 89.53 with a purity of 95.13. The cross-sections for 
signal and background processes before and after the selection are shown in Table 
5.3. From 56.84 pb-1 of data collected by ALEPH at y's = 183 GeV, 130 electron 
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events are selected and 105 muon events, in good agreement with the Monte Carlo 
expectation of 121 ± 11 electron and 117 ± 11 muon events. 
5 .4 Reconstruction of the Final State 
Having selected a pure sample of semi-leptonic w+w- --+ jjfv events, we now 
turn to reconstructing the final state four-momenta relevant to the W mass. We 
will ultimately reconstruct the final state as the lepton candidate (already identified 
in the selection process), a neutrino (taken as the total missing momentum of the 
event), and two jets resulting from the hadronization of the primary quarks from 
the hadronic W decay. The first step is to identify any corrections to the lepton 
such as bremsstrahlung or final state radiation. After removing the lepton and any 
bremsstrahlung or FSR candidate photons from further consideration, the remaining 
energy-momentum in the detector is used to reconstruct the hadronic W. 
5.4.1 Lepton Corrections 
5.4.1.1 Electron Bremsstrahlung 
Most of the mass of the tracking sub-detectors is located at the interface between 
the different inner sub-detectors. This "dead space" is required to house the read-out 
electronics for each sub-detector. Because the electron is a light particle, the 
probability for it to radiate a bremsstrahlung photon is very high when encountering 
the material located at the interface between the inner sub-detectors. The energy 
lost can be a significant fraction of the electron's primary momentum and gives a 
low energy tail to the electron energy distribution (see Figure 6.7). 
A difference between the measured ECAL energy and track momentum or the 
presence of a neutral ECAL cluster near the charged track indicates the possibility 
of electron bremsstrahlung. To search for bremsstrahlung photons, the material in 
the inner detectors are treated as if they were concentrated at two radii7 , 10 cm 
7Indeed, most of the material in the tracking detectors are concentrated at the two interfaces 
between the VDET-ITC-TPC sub-detectors. 
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(VDET-ITC interface) and 31 cm (ITC-TPC interface). The electron candidate is 
checked for bremsstrahlung by projecting lines which are tangent to the helical track 
at these two radii straight ahead into the ECAL. 
The entrance points of these two hypothetical photons are denoted as 91 and 92 . 
The entrance point of the electron into the ECAL is also computed as e. Next cones 
are considered as centered on the points 91 , 92 , and e. The set of hit towers found 
within 2 degrees of either 91 or 92 is denoted as A and the set of hit towers found 
within 2 degrees of e is denoted as B [67]. 
All the ECAL objects identified in A or B are summed together to make the 
total electromagnetic energy of the electron Ee. Any such ECAL energy deposits 
are removed from further analysis to avoid double counting. One expects that if 
bremsstrahlung did occur, then the ECAL energy Ee would be greater than the 
tracking energy Et. Otherwise, one expects Ee to be comparable to Et. Hence, 
an estimate of the original total electron energy E is then taken by combining the 









where O-t = 0.6 · 10-3 E[, O-e = 0.0lEe + 0.18.yE;;', and 
1 R = 2(1 + erf[l.5 - x]) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
In this way, if the ECAL energy is less than or equal to the tracking energy, then the 
tracking information used. If the ECAL energy is three or more standard deviations 
higher than the tracking, then the ECAL energy is used [66]. 
In contrast to electrons, muons are heavy particles and so the probability for 
radiation via bremsstrahlung is very low. Accordingly, no bremsstrahlung corrections 
are made to muons (however, a similar correction for final state radiation is performed 
below). 
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5.4.1.2 Final State Radiation 
As opposed to the collinear electron bremsstrahlung, hard final state radiative 
photons may be emitted at much wider angles with respect to the lepton track and 
significantly affect both electrons and muons as demonstrated in Figure 5.10. As 
stated in Chapter 2, the QED processes FSR and ISR lead to indistinguishable final 
states and can interfere. However, unlike ISR which is usually collinear with the 
beam-pipe and rarely seen, FSR is experimentally observed in the detector so that 
in practice collinear FSR (with respect to the charged particle's momentum) can 
approximately be separated from ISR. The main difficulty arises in the case of large 
transverse momentum ISR with respect to the beam pipe. Here, the ISR photon 
may be experimentally observed and is indistinguishable from a wide angle FSR 
photon. Two schemes are used to recover the FSR photons and correct the lepton 
momentum8 . 
First if the sum of the charged momenta within six degrees of the lepton is less 
than 5 Ge V, then calorimeter energy near the track entry point is also added to the 
muon track to catch FSR nearly collinear with the lepton. To reduce noise, only 
ECAL energy greater than 2 GeV and within a cone of 2.5 degrees is added to the 
muon track. Any such ECAL energy deposits are removed from further analysis to 
avoid double counting. 
Second, a search is made for wide angle (with respect to the lepton track) 
reconstructed photons. Any photon pair consistent with having originated from a 7ro 
or having energy less than 0.5 GeV (to reduce noise) is excluded from consideration. 
To avoid adding jet energy to the lepton, the angle between the lepton and the 
closest good charged track achg is required to be greater than 40 degrees; further, 
the reconstructed photon is required to be closer in angle to the lepton than any 
other charged track. To exclude interference effects from ISR, the reconstructed 
8Here, the aim is not to correct for all FSR at the expense of risking the relatively well measured 
lepton momentum. Rather, a conservative approach of identifying only "obvious" FSR and adding 
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Figure 5.10. Angle between the lepton and either the bremsstrahlung photon or 
the FSR photon for both electrons and muons. 
photon is required to be closer to the lepton than to the beam-pipe. Any remaining 
reconstructed photons satisfying these criteria are added to the lepton (electron or 
muon). 
5.4.2 Jet Analysis 
Having identified the lepton and any Bremsstrahlung/FSR photons, the remain-
ing energy-momentum is used to form the hadronic W four-momentum. From this 
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perspective, the reconstruction of the leptonic W and the hadronic W is funda-
mentally independent of jet finding. Nevertheless, we find that decomposing the 
hadronic W into jets aids in defining the corrections and uncertainties associated 
with geometric acceptance effects in the forward region of the detector. We employ 
the simplest decomposition: all remaining energy-momentum is forced into a two jet 
topology consistent with the expected semi-leptonic w+w- -t qqf,v decay mode9 . 
5.4.2.1 Jet Algorithm 
The jet algorithms used here are iterative pairwise clustering schemes in which 
jets are constructed out of primary objects: hadrons or calorimeter cells in the real 
experimental case and partons in the case of perturbative theoretical calculation. 
The algorithms have two basic components: a test variable Yij, and a combination 
procedure. The test variable is used to decide whether the objects i and j should be 
combined, according to the criteria Yij < Ycut for some value of Ycut. It is also used 
to choose which objects to consider next for combination, namely the pair with the 
smallest value of Yij. 
One popular jet definition employs the test variable to be 
(5.9) 
which is essentially the invariant mass-squared of the pair and is known as the JADE 
definition. The value for the track combination criteria, Ycut, is taken to be a fraction 
of the squared total visible center of mass energy Q2 . 
The DURHAM definition is similar to the JADE definition except that it uses a 
different test variable: 
(5.10) 
9 Note that there is a significant probability of hard gluon radiation so that there may be more 
than two jets identified in the event. As the decomposition of the hadronic system into jets is merely 
for convenience and does not affect the overall hadronic W four-momentum, multi-jet events do not 
pose a problem. 
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and is essentially the relative transverse momentum-squared of the pair. This choice 
of test variable reflects the more fundamental role of the transverse momentum in 
setting the scale of jet evolution. In particular the DURHAM definition is expected 
to be less sensitive to soft gluon radiation [69] 
A crucial point is that the identical definitions should be applicable to real 
experimental data and to the partons that appear in the perturbative calculation. 
While the JADE definition satisfies the basic criteria of infrared safety (insensitivity 
to the emission of arbitrarily soft and/ or collinear particles) its invariant mass test 
variable is not the most relevant for the evolution of QCD jets10 [69]. 
There are several schemes to specify the properties of the new object using 
Equations 5.9 or 5.10; we consider two such schemes11 . The so-called "E scheme" 
combines the four-momenta of the individual objects according to the Lorentz 
invariant sum Pii =Pi+ Pi· The so-called "P scheme" combines the four-momenta 
of the individual objects so that the sum is massless: Pij = Pi+ Pi, Eij = IPijl· 
The clustering procedure is repeated until no objects can be combined further (that 
is, all combinations give Yi} > Ycut), at which stage all objects are defined as jets. 
We employ the DURHAM algorithm in a two step scheme known as DURHAM 
P+E. The first step clusters the particles that are not associated to the identified 
lepton into two jets using the P-scheme. The P-scheme assigns particles to the 
"correct" jet most efficiently in WW events, giving the smallest energy and angular 
resolutions for the jets relative to the original quark12 [70]. After the jet clustering 
has been accomplished, the Lorentz invariant E-scheme is then used to add the 
10This is because the multi-jet phase space has a non-factorizing structure when expressed in 
term of invariant mass (69]. 
11 As suggested above, the properties of the new object are important in defining the order in 
which different tracks are merged-merging the tracks according to a different order may in general 
lead to a different set of final jets 
12Indeed, reference (69] points out that ordering the track merging process according to angular 
information improves the jet clustering performance 
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6.1 Correction Factors 
One simple method for imposing energy-momentum conservation is to apply cor-
rection factors to those variables which have the largest measurement uncertainties-
generally the reconstructed particle (jet or lepton) energies. One may impose 
four-momentum conservation exactly by solving for the four correction factors ai 
(i 1, 2, 3, 4) via the system of equations: 
4 4 
°LaiPi = 0; °LaiEi =Vs 
i=l i=l 
Three-momentum conservation allows one to reconstruct the neutrino and leads to3 
ai =a for (i = 1,2,3,4). Energy conservation gives a= y's/L.,[=1 Ei where 
E4 =Ev= IPj1 +Pj2 +Pel· The energy conservation equation is known as "rescaling" 
to the beam energy and is effective because of the precisely known beam energy. 
Table 6.1 demonstrates that this simple rescaling of the four-momenta to the known 
center-of-mass energy improves the mass resolution to about 5%. This method works 
best for the symmetric case where both Ws decay hadronically, w+w- -+ jjjj. 
In the semi-leptonic case, w+w- -+ jjlv, rescaling is less effective as there is an 
inherent asymmetry due to the facts that 1) the neutrino is correlated with the 
hadronic Wand 2) the lepton four-momentum is much better measured than the jet 
four-momenta. 
6.2 Constrained x2 Fits 
A more satisfactory way to impose physical laws, allowing for known systematic 
effects and reconstruction uncertainties, is through a constrained x2 fit. In such a fit, 
parameters are varied until a solution is found which satisfies the constraints imposed 
and also minimizes the difference between the measured and fitted values [11]. 
We start with the multi-variate x2 bilinear form: 
(6.1) 
3keeping p/ E = (3 constraint 
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where x0 represents the measured event parameters, V 0 represents the covariance 
matrix for the measured event parameters, and x represents the parameters to be 
varied in the fit. By itself, Equation 6.1 merely describes the detector's response 
to the measured parameters accounting for reconstruction uncertainties and correla-
tions. For many events this Gaussian assumption provides a reasonable description. 
However, several non-Gaussian effects such as jet overlap, gluon radiation, initial 
state radiation, and detector acceptance effects can contribute to tails in the measured 
parameters distributions. Any one of these non-Gaussian effects will lead to a peak 
at low x2 probabilities (11]. In practice, many of these effects may be taken into 
account either within the kinematic fit or at a later stage in the analysis. 
6.2.1 Transformation of Variables 
In principle, there are a total of 16 measured quantities in w+w- -+ fif2hf4 
events. In semi-leptonic WW-+ jjfv events, reconstructing a massless neutrino 
pfi (Ej1, Pj1)T 
P}z (Ej2, Pj2f 
P~ (Ee,Pef 
P~ (IPj1 + Pj2 +Pel, -Pj1 - Pj2 - Pef 
from three momentum conservation leads to 16 - 3 - 2 = 11 measured quantities. 4 On 
the other hand, applying energy-momentum conservation with a massless neutrino 
and lepton leads to 16 - 4 - 2 = 10 independent quantities which completely describe 
the system.5 Hence, the system is over-determined. 
One may rewrite the 10 independent quantities m terms of variables which 
manifestly satisfy four-momentum conservation: two WW production angles () and 
4 16 parameters are required to describe each of the four four-vectors, 3 parameters are redundant 
after three-momentum conservation, and 2 parameters are known a priori (the lepton mass and 
neutrino mass). 
5In this case, 4 parameters are redundant after energy-momentum conservation. 
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</>, two W decay angles 81 and 82 , two azimuthal angles describing the two W decay 
planes ¢1 and ¢2 , the two masses for the two Ws ffijj and mt,,, and the two masses 
of the final state jets mj1 , mj2 . By performing a transformation of variables 
one loses one of the parameters. The transformation from 11 to 10 dimensions 
essentially takes one from a space where four-momentum is not in general conserved 
to a space where four-momentum is manifestly conserved. Exactly which parameter 
(or linear combination) is discarded is not unique. Given the uncertainties associated 
with each parameter, a x2 fit determines which variable is most optimal to eliminate 
(keeping the difference between the measured and fitted values at a minimum) 
via substitution of an energy-momentum constraint equation . While this ls an 
elegant method conceptually, there are a couple of practical difficulties. First 
one must include in the x2 fit parameters which are bounded (e.g. masses and 
the cosine of decay angles). Second one has transformed the problem from a 
roughly diagonal (uncorrelated) space (pfi, pJ;, p~, p~) to a highly correlated space 
(8, </>, 81 , 82 , </>1 , ¢2 , mjj, mt,,, mj1 , mj2 ). Both of these difficulties can lead to 
convergence problems. 
6.2.2 Lagrange Multipliers 
A more traditional method of imposing constraints is by using Lagrange multi-
pliers: 
(6.2) 
The procedure to minimize the x2 involves determining the simultaneous system of 
equations (i = 1, ... , N where N is the number of parameters) 
f(x) = 0 (6.3) 
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which after differentiation can be rewritten in the matrix form 
f(x) = 0 (6.4) 
where Bij = 8fi(x)/8xj. Provided the constraint functions f(x) are linear in x, 
one then may solve for the fitted parameters x and the Lagrange multipliers >.. in 
exact form [71]. The exact solution for linear constraints is one attractive feature 
of Lagrange multipliers. Also, since the solution is exact, one need only invert the 
required matrices once and solve for x given any measured x 0 . Hence this method 
is extremely fast in terms of CPU time. One drawback is that if the constraints are 
more complicated non-linear functions of x, then the solutions are no longer exact 
and an iterative technique is required to perform the x2 minimization. 
6.2.3 Penalty Terms 
The final method for imposing constraints in a x2 function is by adding penalty 
terms, fl ( x) /a}, to the bilinear form: 
f~(x) 
x2 (x) = (xo - xfv-1(xo - x) +"""" _i_ 
0 ~ ()"~ 
i i 
(6.5) 
One advantage in using penalty terms is that complicated non-linear constraints 
may be imposed with minimal effort. Another advantage is that the degree to which 
a constraint is imposed may easily be controlled via its penalty denominator ai· 
Sophisticated numerical minimization packages exist [72] to aid in performing the 
minimization. The method of Lagrange multipliers and that of penalty terms are, in 
principle, logically equivalent as one may impose the constraints to arbitrary precision 
by making ai small enough. Numerically however, penalty terms are limited by their 
denominators as ai must be far enough away from zero to allow reliable convergence. 
This prevents penalty constraints from being imposed exactly. 
6.2.4 Numerical Considerations 
The minimization of the x2 involves different challenges for each of the different 
methods of imposing constraints. Lagrange multipliers provides the most numerically 
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stable method owing to its intrinsic analytical formulation. Furthermore, non-linear 
constraints may by imposed to within the numerical precision of the computer 
through iterative techniques. 
Imposing constraints via penalty terms is more challenging due to the denom-
inators in the constraint terms. For exact constraints such as four-momentum 
conservation, one desires the denominator O"i to be as close to zero as possible. 
However, there exists a limit dictated by the numerical precision of the computer so 
that in general the denominator O"i may be small but not smaller than some value. For 
this reason and due to constraint-induced correlations between the fitted parameters, 
the minimization process is a delicate numerical task. To overcome this difficulty, 
the minimization is accomplished iteratively where the constraints are rather loosely 
imposed during the first fit and then gradually tightened for subsequent fits. In this 
way, the minimization is able to narrow in on a solution. Nevertheless, as subsequent 
fits becomes very tightly constrained, the covariance matrix for the fitted parameters 
ceases to be positive-definite ( det[V] < 0) due to the constraint induced correlations 
between the fitted parameters. To recover an accurate covariance matrix at the end 
of the minimization, the constraints may be slightly relaxed (allowing the covariance 
matrix to regain positive-definiteness) and a final fit is performed to estimate the 
covariance matrix. 
As previously mentioned, transforming variables to impose physical constraints 
implies that one must fit parameters which are bounded and not directly measured 
(like the W decay angles). Because the fit has been parameterized in terms of 
parameters which manifestly satisfy the constraints, a pathological situation is 
created if a parameter traverses a region outside the allowed parameter bounds (a 
situation which can not be described by the parameterization). One may try to 
impose bounds on the parameter to prevent the fit from traversing a non-physical 
region. This may be accomplished by performing a (non-linear) transformation from 
the bounded parameter to an unbounded parameter [72]. While the problems with 
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bounded parameters are consequently removed, one has introduced a non-linear 
behavior into the fit. If the fit converges to a point far from the bounds of the 
parameter, non-linear effects can be usually ignored. However, caution must be 
exercised if the fit converges near one of the parameter's bounds. In addition, extreme 
care must be taken to ensure good, physical starting values for the fit (i.e., starting 
values which satisfy the four-momentum constraints). 
In principle, unphysical solutions are also problematic m the penalty term 
constraint case (where angles may also be used). However, the angles for the jet and 
lepton are directly measured and hence fairly well known. As a result such parameters 
are not allowed to vary much (if at all). More importantly, since the parameterization 
is made in terms of variables which do not manifestly satisfy four-momentum 
conservation, there is no problem if a parameter traverses an unphysical region so 
long as it later converges in a physical region. 
Imposing constraints via transformation of variables or through penalty terms 
requires a numerical minimization. For our purposes, a sophisticated numerical 
minimization FORTRAN package known as MINUIT from the CERN Program 
Library [72] is employed. 
6.3 Fit of Semi-leptonic w+w- Events 
We choose to impose the energy-momentum conservation constraints through 
penalty terms because of its simplicity and ease in understanding. Having chosen 
this form for the x2 fit, we now construct the actual x2 function for the case 
of semi-leptonic w+w- -t jjb.1 events where the neutrino escapes detection. By 
imposing three-momentum conservation, the neutrino is reconstructed. This leaves 
only the energy conservation constraint which must be satisfied. Hence, the x2 fit 
will possess one degree of freedom. 6 
6 0ne may also impose an equal mass constraint between the two W bosons so that an extra 
degree of freedom is acquired. In this case only one quantity related to masses of both W hadrons is 
extracted from the data. However, the extracted quantity is more difficult to relate to the theoretical 
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6.3.1 Choice of Parameters 
In choosing a set of parameters to describe the final state, one wishes to select 
parameters which are 1) as normally distributed as possible and 2) as close to the 
actual measured quantities as possible. The measured detector response (see Chapter 
3 and for example [43]) for a particle's momentum (as taken by a helix fit using 
the tracking sub-detectors), energy, polar and azimuthal angles (as taken from the 
calorimetry) are to a fair approximation normally distributed. Motivated by this, we 
choose to parameterize the event in the following way: 
µ 
Pj1 (Ej1, Bj1, <hi, IPj11)T 
µ 
Pj2 (Ej2, Bj2, </>j2, IPj2l)T (6.6) 
p~ (Ee, Be, </>e, IPel)T 
p~ (IPj1 + Pj2 +Pel, -Pj1 - Pj2 - Pef 
where pf are the jet four-momenta, p~ is the lepton four-momentum (we will assume 
a massless lepton so that !Pel =Ee), Pv is the derived neutrino four-momentum and 
we define 
(6.7) 
as the parameters that are to be varied in the fit. 
We have chosen in Equation 6. 7 not to vary the lepton angular parameters nor 
the jet azimuthal angles. As the lepton is a single track traversing most or all of 
the tracking sub-detectors, its angular information is very well determined compared 
with its energy and so has minimal impact as a variable in the fit. The jet angular 
information is also much better known than its energy (see Section 6.3.3), analogously 
we choose not to vary the jet azimuthal angles. While the jet polar angles have 
W pole mass defined in Chapter 2. Since we will later choose to fit the full two-dimensional WW 
mass distribution, we will not impose an equal mass constraint in this analysis. 
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the same resolution as the azimuthal angles, they are related to the geometrical 
acceptance of the detector7 and so are allowed to vary in the fit. 
Thejet velocity l,Bjl = IPjl/Ej (which is relatively well measured) is not varied in 
the fit; instead the jet momentum and the jet energy are varied together such that 
IPj I/ Ej is kept constant. This assumption is reasonable since a mismeasurement of 
one particle within a jet (most likely the particle energy) affects both the jet energy 
and momentum and so Ej and IPj I are correlated. Our choice to scale the momentum 
with the energy keeping the jet velocity constant is motivated by a desire to maintain 
simplicity and to vary those parameters whose uncertainties are largest. 
Studies were conducted in which all possible parameters were varied in the fit. 
While the dimensionality of the parameter space was significantly enlarged, the mass 
resolution was not significantly improved (and in some cases degraded). One effect 
of including the extra variable parameters is to introduce more numerical complexity 
into the fit while inducing additional correlations between the fit parameters. Our 
motivation for fixing the well measured parameters is to account for the major 
uncertainties in the recorded event while ensuring a robust fit. 
6.3.2 Correlations Between the Measured Parameters 
If the reconstruction of the event properties were perfect, the parameters in 
equation 6.1 would be uncorrelated. This would allow the covariance matrix to 
be written in diagonal form: 
(6.8) 
However, there do exist correlations between the two jet energies and also there exists 
the possibility of correlations between the di-jet system and the leptonic system. 
These correlations arise primarily from jet clustering uncertainties where particle 
7 As we discuss later, the small non-hermeticity of the ALEPH detector in the forward regions 
(high I cos Bl) allows particles close to the beam-pipe to escape undetected leading to greater 
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Figure 6.1. Correlations between the parameters in the constrained fit from Monte 
Carlo simulations. The left plot shows that there is a significant anti-correlation in 
the energies between the two jets. The right plot shows that any anti-correlation 
between the lepton and the dijet system is small. 
tracks may be incorrectly assigned to the wrong jet. This can be a result of true 
inefficiencies in the jet clustering algorithm, or it may be a result of ambiguities from 
a radiative gluon jet which is merged with a quark jet when the event is forced to 
a two jet topology. Nevertheless, any correlation ought to be small (due to a 8 ) and 
much less than in the w+w- --+ qqqq case. Also, electron bremsstrahlung and final 
state radiative photons can be incorrectly assigned to one or both jets. (The reverse 
may also happen, photons actually belonging to a jet may be incorrectly identified 
as bremsstrahlung or final state radiation and included in the lepton.) 
Figure 6.1 plots the difference of the reconstructed jet energy and the true jet 
energy for jet 1 versus jet 2. Roughly, a 30% global anti-correlation (p ,...._, -0.3) 
is observed. Clearly some events will be less (or more) anti-correlated than others 
so that using global correlations in calculating the off-diagonal elements of V 0 is 
not optimal; a local correlation based on the individual event properties would be 
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more efficient. However, this would require a good understanding of the inefficiencies 
associated with the jet clustering algorithm and of gluon radiative events. We adopt 
the relatively small global jet-jet anti-correlation as a reasonable approximation on 
average. 
Figure 6.1 also plots the lepton system energy resolution against the hadronic 
system energy resolution. The observed correlation is small and actually slightly 
positive (p rv +0.1) and so is ignored. 
6.3.3 Uncertainties in the Measured Parameters 
There are several methods for determining the uncertainties of the measured 
parameters (diagonal elements of V 0 ). One possibility involves analyzing Monte 
Carlo events and deriving the uncertainty from the root-mean-square of the difference 
between reconstructed and true quantities. Another possibility uses test beam results 
for the calorimetry in combination with helix fits to the actual data taken from 
tracking sub-detectors. The second option is preferred whenever possible as it is 
not Monte Carlo dependent and depends upon the actual recorded event. However, 
the jet energy and angle uncertainties are more difficult to estimate from non Monte 
Carlo techniques. Hence, the uncertainties in the jet energies are derived from Monte 
Carlo while the uncertainty in the lepton momentum is taken from a helix fit to the 
track as measured in the VDET, ITC, and TPC. 
6.3.3.1 Jet Energy Uncertainties 
The uncertainty on the jet energy is taken from simulated events which are well 
contained within the acceptance of the ALEPH detector I cos OI < 0. 75 and for which8 
1'23 < 0.01 to reduce the anti-correlation effects of gluon radiative jet events. 9 Because 
the calorimetry serves as the major source for measuring the energy contained in a 
8 Y23 refers to the particular value of Ycut for which a smaller value reconstructs three jets in the 
event and a larger value reconstructs two jets in the event 
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Figure 6.2. Left plot: From Monte Carlo simulations, the jet energy resolution is 
seen to be linear with respect to the inverse square-root of the jet energy. Right plot: 
the direct relation between the uncertainty of jet energy upon the jet energy itself. 
jet, the following ansatz (similar to the single particle calorimetric energy resolution) 
is made for the form of the jet energy resolution [73, 44]: 
(6.9) 
Here, a(E) is defined as the root-mean-square of the difference between the true 
jet energy10 and the reconstructed jet energy for a particular range of energies. 
Specifically, 
(1/ Ii< 1/ fE;t < 1/ p;:;;) (6.10) 
where EJet is the reconstructed jet energy obtained by clustering energy flow objects11 
after detector simulation and E}et is the true jet energy obtained by clustering 
the final state particles (hadrons) before any detector simulation. Figure 6.2 plots 
10The true jet is defined by employing the jet algorithm on the "true" final state particles from 
Monte Carlo simulation before detector effects are simulated. 
u See Chapter 3 
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o-(E)/E versus 1/VE. To a good approximation the relation is linear and a two 
parameter least squares fit gives: 
a 0.51±0.027 (Gev-112 ) (6.11) 
b 0.04 ± 0.004 
The jet energy resolution is better than the energy resolution of the HCAL alone 
(853/VE for pions) because the jet energy is partly measured in all sub-detectors 
including the ECAL (183/VE + 0.009 for electrons or photons from n° decays) and 
the tracking sub-detectors (llp/p2 = 0.6 x 10-3 Gev-1 ). 
6.3.3.2 Correction for Geometrical Acceptance of the 
Detector 
Even though ALEPH has a nearly 4n acceptance, particles which are close in angle 
to the beam pipe (I cos e1 > 0.95) may escape detection. This is a geometrical effect 
and may, on average, be included in the response function of the detector within the 
bilinear terms of the x2 . This requires descriptive parameters of the energy flow in the 
forward regions of the detector. Here, the advantage of decomposing the event into 
two jets becomes evident: because the hadronic W decays into two jets, the overall 
hadronic four momentum does not typically point in the direction of relevant energy 
fl.ow objects (due to the wide opening angle of the W decay). On the other hand, 
the jet four-momenta specifically point to the location of relevant energy flow objects 
in the detector. We define a function g(O) which depends only on the geometrical 
acceptance of the detector and represents the fractional energy lost, 1 EJet! E}et' 
(where EJet and E}et are defined as in the case of the jet resolution) due to particles 
escaping undetected down the beam pipe. The corresponding bilinear term in the x2 
for each of the jet energies then becomes: 
(Eo - E) 2 
o-2 (Eo) 
( E0 - E[l - g(O)J) 
2 
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Figure 6.3. Detector geometrical acceptance effects on jet energy reconstruction 
from Monte Carlo simulations. The curve for -g(B) (see text) shows that Jets very 
close to the beam pipe lose up to 35% of their energy due to undetected particles. 
The curve for (J9 (B0 ) demonstrates that a corresponding worsening of the jet energy 
resolution also results. 
Figure 6.3 demonstrates that geometrical acceptance effects for jets develop around 
I cos Bl ~ 0. 7 (owing to widely collimated jets) increasing to roughly 40% loss of 
energy for I cos Bl > 0.99. The uncertainty (averaged over all jet energies) for the 
fractional jet energy lost (J 9 (Bo) also worsens for I cos BI > 0. 7 increasing from 12% 
(I cos Bl < 0.7)to 20% uncertainty for angles closest to the beam pipe. This is easily 
understood since the more particles which escape undetected, the greater is the 
uncertainty in the total jet energy. 12 To obtain the uncertainty in the jet energy 
12This also represents the fact that we have restricted g(B) to describe the geometrical acceptance 
of the detector on average and not to account for individual event differences in jet properties; 
narrowly collimated jets could in principle have a different acceptance function g when compared 
with widely collimated jets, for instance. However, it is difficult to know a priori if the jet is 
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Figure 6.4. Jet Energy pull distributions from Monte Carlo simulations before (left) 
and after (right) the correction for geometrical acceptance effects. 
O'(E0 , 00 ) used in Equation 6.12, the jet resolution defined in Equation 6.10 is modified 
by 0'9 so that: 
(6.13) 
where 0'9 (0) represents the percent uncertainty (averaged over all jet energies) in 
the barrel region (i.e., where there are no acceptance effects). This allows a smooth 
transition from the larger angle-dependent uncertainty in the end-cap regions to the 
energy dependent uncertainty in the barrel region as defined in the previous section. 
In principle, one could also define an acceptance function for the polar angle 
() which is varied in the fit-for small jet angles, more particles escape down 
the beam-pipe and hence the measured angle 00 really ought to be smaller ( () = 
00 - bp11/P11) owing to a loss in measured longitudinal momentum (along the z-axis). 
However, such an additional acceptance function could introduce positive feedback 
and correlation complications in the fit leading to convergence problems. Further, a 
dependence on the Monte Carlo simulations and specifically upon the relatively poorly understood 
jet-fragmentation models-a dependence we wish to minimize. 
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Figure 6.5. Angular resolution for recontructed jets from Monte Carlo simulations. 
The non-Gaussian tails are clearly evident. 
polar angle correction is a "second order" effect when considering a measurement of 
the W mass. As a result, we choose to model only the geometrical acceptance for 
the jet energies. 
6.3.3.3 Jet Angle Uncertainties 
As seen in Figure 6.5, an approximation for the uncertainty of the jet angles is: 
(6.14) 
where p is given in GeV. In contrast with the jet energy which is only known to 
roughly a(Ej0 ) / Ej0 rv 15%, the jet angular information is seen to be known to roughly 
10° I JIPl;1so0 rv 0.1% for typical jet momenta. Nevertheless, from Figure 6.5 it is 
evident that the jet angles are the least Gaussian of all parameters which are varied 
in the fit (x2 /dof = 27.8). This indicates that the jet angular resolution is a function 
of other event characteristics, such as the number of neutral energy flow objects 
whose angular resolution is less well known and more difficult to quantify. Later 
in the analysis we will assume that the fitted masses, mjj and mgv, are Gaussian 








Figure 6.6. Parameters used in the helix fit to hits recorded in the tracking 
sub-detectors. The fitted parameters are used to determine the momenta of charged 
particles. 
the invariant fitted masses themselves. As a result, we content ourselves with the 
approximation for the jet angular uncertainties as given by Equation 6.14. 
6.3.3.4 Lepton Momentum Uncertainties 
The lepton momentum is taken from a helix fit to the hits registered in the 
tracking sub-detectors. The five helix parameters, shown in Figure 6.6, are defined 
as: 1/w the inverse radius of curvature in the x - y plane, tan Actip the tangent 
of the dip angle, 13 ¢0 the azimuthal angle of the track at closest approach to the 
z-axis, d0 the distance of closest approach to the z-axis, and z0 the z-coordinate 
where d0 is measured. These five parameters are determined by a fit to the TPC 
pad coordinates, the ITC coordinates and the VDET coordinates within the first 
half turn of each track candidate [44]. To account for multiple scattering between 
the ITC and the TPC, the coordinate error estimates are increased with distance 
from the track origin and a scattering angle ()scat is included in the fit [44]. From the 
variances a 2 (1/w ), a 2 (tan Actip), and a 2 ( ¢0 ), one may perform a simple transformation 
to obtain the lepton momentum (energy) and angular uncertainties14 : a(Ee), a(()e), 
13 The dip angle is just 7r /2 - Bpolar 
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Figure 6. 7. Pull Distributions for electrons and muons before and after systematic 
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6.3.4 Energy-momentum Conservation 
(6.15) 
If we make the assumption that the w+w- center-of-mass frame-of-reference 
coincides with the lab frame, then JS represents the amount of energy available for 
w+w- pair production and we may write the energy balance constraint as: 
f 1 Vs - Ej1 - Ej2 - Et - Ev (6.16) 
Vs - Ejl - Ej2 - Et - IPjl + Pj2 +Pt! 
where Ee = !Pe I· This assumption is not strictly true as initial state radiation (ISR) 
effectively lowers the w+w- center-of-mass energy ( JSi = JS - ErsR) available for 
W pair production. If one blindly uses the above constraint for the energy balance 
of the event, the fit will constrain the jet and lepton energies so that Ew1 + Ew2 will 
be too high by an amount ErsR· This leads to a positive bias in the W mass by an 
amount: 15 
!:::..Mw rv (ErsR) Mw 
JS (6.17) 
Hence, one must either include ISR effects in the x2 fit, or correct for it later in the 
analysis. 
6.3.5 Initial State Radiation 
One naive model to include ISR in the x2 is to assume that ISR consists of a single 
photon whose z-momentum p;sR is normally distributed about zero with a width arsR 
equal to the average ISR energy (ErsR). From Monte Carlo studies, the average ISR 
15See Section 7.1.1.2 
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per event is about 1.2 GeV. Hence one may modify the three momentum constraint 
by redefining the z-component of the neutrino to be Pz = -p! - p; - p~ - p~SR and 
then including the following term 
( JSR )2 (~sR) (6.18) 
in the bilinear part of the x2 • Studies shows that this formulation reduces the bias. 
However, one may not conclude that this treatment corrects for ISR. One reason is 
that the ISR spectrum is clearly not Gaussian and is more akin to a 1 / ErnR behavior. 
In addition, the fitted W mass is very sensitive to the magnitude of the fitted photon 
energy, via the error denominator of the ISR term in the x2 [12]. While we have 
chosen crrsR = (ErnR), there is no clear prescription for setting the value of this 
parameter; choosing it so that gives the "Monte Carlo truth" value for the W mass is 
dangerous, as there may be other systematic contributions to the W mass shift [12]. 
Another method is to employ the actual ISR probability density function F(x, s) 
given in Section 2.3.3.1 and replace Equation 6.18 by -2 log F(x, s). However, the 
function F(x, s) contains a pole at x = 0 and reflects the fact that the most probable 
value for initial state radiation is to have no radiation at all. This pole dominates 
the x2 minimization (the x2 in fact diverges to -oo) and always gives the zero 
solution for ISR in the fit. One may soften the pole by using the "confidence limit" 
C(x, s) = fx00 F(y, s )dy as an estimator for the likelihood[ll]. The fit is then split into 
two parts where one assumes the ISR photon goes in the +z direction and another fit 
for the -z case. The fit with the best x2 is taken as the solution .. Nevertheless, as the 
fitted ISR energy approaches zero, the first order derivative of the x2 still diverges. 
This just indicates that the fit prefers zero ISR since the measurement does not have 
sufficient resolution to distinguish between no ISR and ISR with small energy. 
Monte Carlo simulations show that missing momentum resolution along the z-axis 
(after the constrained kinematic fit) is approximately rv 6 - 7 Ge V. While this is good 
enough to resolve some of the most energetic ISR photons, Monte Carlo studies show 
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that the region in the ISR spectrum contributing most to the positive bias lies below 
the "'-' 6 - 7 Ge V missing momentum resolution. This is because the probability for 
highly energetic ISR photons (ErnR > 5 GeV) is extremely low due to the steeply 
falling spectrum, whereas the probability for a 0.5 to 2 GeV ISR photon is much 
higher. 16 As ALEPH is not able to resolve such low missing momentum on an 
event-by-event basis, we choose not to allow for ISR in the constrained x2 fit and 
instead choose to account for it later in the analysis.17 
6.3.6 Definition of the x2 Function 
Explicitly then, the elements of the x2 (x) function in Equation 6.5 take the 
following forms. The vector containing the difference between the measured and 
fitted parameters is written as: 
Xo -X 
where g( ()) is taken from Monte Carlo and represents the geometric acceptance of 
the detector (undetected particles close to the beam pipe) for jets. The covariance 
matrix for the measured parameters x 0 is given by: 
Vo 
where (J'(E0 , e0 ) accounts for the uncertainty in the jet energy from both calorimetry 
and the geometric acceptance of the detector. The off-diagonal elements account for 
jet overlap. Finally, the overall energy conservation constraint takes the form: 
j2(x) (VS - Ej1 - Ej2 - Ee - IEj1/3j1 + Ej2/3j2 + Ee/3el) 2 
16 The average ISR per event at Js = 183 GeV, from Monte Carlo simulations, is about 1.1 GeV 
17 See Section 7 .1.1. 2 
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where /3i is the three velocity (taken as constant) of the jets or lepton and <J" is a 
small number (limited by the numerical accuracy of the computer) representing the 
degree to which the energy balance constraint f is able to be imposed. 
6.3. 7 Event-by-event Mass Errors and Correlations 
Having imposed four-momentum conservation on the event and obtained a set of 
fitted four-momenta which satisfy the constraints, we desire to know the uncertainties 
and correlations for 1) each of the fitted quantities and 2) for the derived hadronic 
and leptonic W masses. The standard uncertainty is defined as the amount that we 
must change xi away from x{it such that x 2 (x) changes by +1 unit away from its 
minimum X~in = x2 (xJit) and corresponds to a 1/V'iif J~ 1 dxexp[-Hx2 )] = 0.683 
confidence level contour .18 
The relation x 2 (x') = X~in + 1 (which may be re-written19 as ~x2 (x') = 1) 
defines a hyper-surface for the values x'. In the asymptotic limit of a linear 
model with Gaussian uncertainties, this hyper-surface becomes a hyper-ellipsoid, 
(xfit - x'? A(xfit - x') = 1 whose coefficient matrix A is just the inverse covariance 
matrix v- 1 for the fitted parameters. The coefficient matrix A may be obtained 
by forming the second derivative matrix (or curvature tensor) of the hyper-ellipsoid. 
Hence, provided the constraint terms f(x) are approximately linear in x, the inverse 
second derivative matrix for x 2 (x) leads to the covariance matrix V for the fitted 
parameters Xfit[8]: 
V(xfit xfit) = v; ,......, 
n' m nm,...._, (6.19) 
Here we see that while the minimization (first derivatives) of x 2 (x) determines the 
fitted parameters, Equation 6.19 relates the curvature (second derivatives) of the 
x 2 (x) function near its minimum with the uncertainty in the fitted parameters. 
18This is true provided the x2 is re-minimized with respect to the remaining parameters 
19 0ne may always add a constant, to wit -x~in' to the x2 (x) function without changing Xfit the 
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Figure 6.8. Top plots: Pull distributions for the constrained fitted masses from 
Monte Carlo simulations. The dotted line represents a unit Gaussian for reference. 
Bottom plot: Correlation between the constrained hadronic W mass and the 
constrained leptonic W mass. 
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To obtain the event-by-event uncertainties and correlations in the hadronic and 
leptonic W masses derived from the fitted parameters, we perform a transformation 




with y = (mjj, mevf and x = (E1 , 01 , E2 , 02 , E3f. The elements of the Jacobian J 
may be straightforwardly calculated and are presented in the Appendix B. Hence, 
Equation 6.20 represents a 2 x 2 covariance matrix for the two W masses resulting 
from the constrained fit and may be written in the following standard form: 
(6.22) 
where O'(mjj) represents the standard uncertainty in mjj, O'(mev) represents the 
standard uncertainty in mev, and p( mjj, mev) represents the (anti )correlation induced 
by the constrained fit on the two masses mjj and mev· 
6.4 Performance of the Fit 
We now turn to the performance of the constrained kinematic fit. Figure 6.9 shows 
the qualitative improvement of the constrained fit over the directly reconstructed 
distribution and compares with the underlying true distribution for the average of 
the two W masses and the difference between the two W masses. The plot on the 
left illustrates that the resolution for the constrained average mass is dramatically 
improved over the reconstructed average mass. The x2 probability distribution for the 
fit is shown to be fiat in Figure 6.10 but with a spike at low probabilities. The spike at 
low x2 probabilities is a result of events which are not compatible with the Gaussian 
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Figure 6.10. x2 probability of the constrained fit from Monte Carlo simulations. 
A fiat distribution indicates that the fitted parameters differ from the measured 
parameters in a way that is consistent with the measurement errors contained in the 
covariance matrix V 0 . 
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changed to values inconsistent with the measurement errors in order to satisfy the 
constraints. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, this can be a result of 
initial state radiation (which we will account for later in the analysis) or it can be the 
result of the jet energy and angle parameters possessing non-Gaussian tails. Such 
events may be rejected by imposing a cut on the x2 probability. However, it should 
be noted that given the pure sample of w+w- -+ jjfv events which were defined in 
the last chapter, even the events with low x2 probability possess information on the 
W mass and rejecting such events could lead to a bias in the measurement. 
Table 6.1 compares the different mass reconstruction techniques. Notice that 
while the simple technique of rescaling the event to the center-of-mass energy vis 
provides an improvement over the straight reconstruction (even comparable to the 
constrained fit), it also leads to a larger bias when compared with the constrained fit. 
The constrained fit provides improved resolution in both the hadronic and leptonic W 
masses when compared with either the straight reconstruction or the simple rescaling. 
Because of the energy conservation constraint, both the rescaling technique and the 
constrained fit induce a strong anti-correlation between the hadronic and leptonic W 
masses. 20 This provides a dramatic improvement in the average mass (due to partial 
canceling of the uncertainties) while the difference between the hadronic and leptonic 
W masses is not significantly improved. 
Finally, Figure 6.11 compares the two-dimensional WW mass distributions for the 
"true", the direct reconstruction, and the constrained fit. The upper left plot shows 
the doubly resonant Breit-Wigner structure of the "true" WW mass distribution. 
The "cross" feature results from the long Breit-Wigner tails; there is a significant 
probability for one W to be produced off-shell, whereas there is a much smaller 
probability for both Ws to be off-shell. Notice that the uncertainties due to detector 
resolution and reconstruction of the final state tracks lead to a broad smearing of the 
20Energy removed from one hadronic W must be given to the leptonic W (or vice versa) in order 
to satisfy energy conservation. 
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Table 6.1. Mass resolution comparison between different mass reconstruction 
techniques using Monte Carlo simulations. The bias is defined as the average 
difference between the mass after the constrained fit and the true mass on an 
event-by-event basis. A x2 probability cut has been imposed on the constrained 
fit. 
Resolution (Ge V) Bias (GeV) 
m·· JJ ffif,v (m) b..m m·· JJ ffifv (m) b..m 
Reconstructed 9.193 9.119 6.268 15.63 -0.772 -0.613 -0.700 -0.558 
Rescaled 7.363 8.925 3.440 15.84 0.689 0.937 0.792 -0.722 
Constrained Fit 6.215 7.485 3.148 14.69 0.762 0.293 0.512 0.080 
directly reconstructed two-dimensional mass distribution when compared with the 
"true" underlying distribution. By imposing four-momentum conservation via the 
constrained fit, the reconstructed two-dimensional distribution is distorted so that 
it lies predominately along the anti-diagonal-consistent with the anti-correlation 
between the hadronic and leptonic W masses shown in Figure 6.8. 
One may inquire about the effect of an additional equal W mass constraint in 
the kinematic fit: ( mjj - mtv ) 2 / o-2 . In such a case, the two dimensional WW mass 
distribution is collapsed to one dimension lying along the diagonal and makes a 
full two-dimensional lineshape fit impossible. While a one dimensional lineshape 
fit is possible, the connection between the equal mass quantity resulting from the 
kinematic fit21 and the W pole mass is more complicated. Our choice to impose only 
energy-momentum conservation without an equal mass constraint in the kinematic 
fit reflects a desire to induce as few distortions as possible to the full two-dimensional 
lineshape and to allow, as far as possible, a straight forward connection to the W 
pole mass. 
21 The equal mass quantity is affected by differences in the uncertainties between the hadronic 
system and the leptonic system and so is not simply equivalent to the average of the hadronic W 
mass and the leptonic W mass. 
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Figure 6.11. Distortion of the two-dimensional mass distribution from Monte 
Carlo simulations. The upper left plot shows the doubly resonant "true" WW mass 
distribution. The upper right plot represents the WW mass distributions after direct 
reconstruction. Finally, the lower center plot represents the two-dimensional mass 
distribution after the constrained fit. The anti-diagonal line represents the kinematic 
limit due to energy conservation. 
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CHAPTER 7 
DETERMINATION OF THEW MASS 
We showed in the previous chapter that reconstructing w+w- events from 
experimental data leads to distortions in the expected doubly resonant Breit-Wigner 
structure of the W mass line-shape. Detector resolution effects dominate the 
line-shape structure and constrained kinematic fits, while improving the resolution 
of one-dimensional mass projections, distort the full two-dimensional WW lineshape. 
In this chapter we model the observed two-dimensional WW mass distribution 
by folding detector/reconstruction effects with the expected differential cross-section 
predicted from the standard model. The subsequent line-shape, or probability density 
function, is used to extract the W pole mass from an unbinned likelihood fit to the 
fully reconstructed two-dimensional WW mass distribution. 
7 .1 U nbinned Maximum Likelihood Fit 
We follow the reasoning and notation set forth by [7 4]. Suppose that we have a 
set of propositions {a, b, c, ... } and that for pairs of propositions (a, b) we assign a 
real number P(bja) in the interval [0,1] indicating how likely it is that bis true given 
that a is known. We begin with the Bayesian axioms for probability [75]: 
P(b /\ cja) = P(bJa) P(cla /\ b) 
P(bja) + P( •bJa) = 1 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
for any a, b, c and where we have used the symbols /\, V, and -, to represent and, 
or, and not respectively. Further, propositions a and bare said to be independent if 
P(bla /\ c) = P(bjc) for all propositions c. 
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In our case, Mw is an unknown parameter that we wish to estimate from a set of 
observed experimental data X = {x1 , x2 , x 3 , ... , Xn} using our knowledge, A, about 
the ALEPH detector and other general information. Given our general knowledge 
A, we begin with the probability to observe Mw inside some interval using the data 
X: P(Mw /\XI A). Using this and Axiom 7.1, it follows that: 
P(Mw I A) 
P(Mw I A/\ X) = P(X I A) P(X I A/\ Mw) (7.3) 
which is known as Bayes' theorem. The quantity P(Mw I A) is known as the 
prior and represents what we know about the W mass from our general knowledge. 
Similarly P(X I A) is what we know about the data X given our general knowledge. 
By assuming no particular knowledge for X or Mw, the probability that Mw is 
within some interval given the observed data X is proportional to the probability, or 
likelihood, to observe the data X given a particular hypothesis for Mw: P(Mw IX/\ 
A) = a P(X I Mw /\A). We may assume the arbitrary proportionality constant a 
to be unity. Let us from here on implicitly assume our general knowledge A and so 
drop it from the notation for clarity. 
Since each xi represents a different data event, it may be considered independent 
from the rest: 
P(X I Mw) P( /\ x I Mw) (7.4) 
xEX 
P(x1 I Mw) P(x2 I Mw) · · ·P(xn I Mw) 
where /\.xEX x = x1 /\ x2 /\ · • • /\ Xn for all x E X. Let us assume that each event, xi, is 
completely characterized by a set of "reconstructed," or observed, values in a space 
of kinematic parameters K. Then the probability to observe Xi will depend upon 
other parameters t EK which determine the detector's response. More precisely, we 
assume that the detector performs a mapping of the true kinematic parameters t E K 
to an observed "reconstructed" set of kinematic parameters in K such that once the 
true set of parameters t are given, the probability to observe the reconstructed set 
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of parameters is completely known. Let us assume that somewhere in K the "true" 
set of parameters exists, that is V tEK t = true. Since t /\ t' = false if t # t' we then 
have, 




r P(t I Mw) P(xi I Mw /\ t) 
ltEK 
(7.5) 
This just says that given a hypothesis for Mw, the probability to observe a particular 
event Xi with reconstructed parameters in K is an integral over all t values in K 
of the probability that t has some particular value, times the probability for xi, 
assuming that particular value of t. Since the "true" set of parameters t E K 
completely determine what is seen in the detector for event xi, it follows that 
P(xi I Mw /\ t) = P(xi It). Hence Equation 7.5 becomes: 
P(xi I Mw) = r P(xi It) P(t I Mw) 
ltEK 
(7.6) 
In general, there will be events which are classified as signal s, and events 
which are classified as one of any number of different background processes B = 
{b1 , b2 , ... , bm}· Since s VB = s V bi V b2 V · · · V bm = true, we may insert s VB 
anywhere we choose. In particular, since s /\bi =false, and bi/\ b1 =false for i # j: 
P(xi /\ [s VB] I Mw) = P(xi /\ s I Mw) + LP(xi /\ b I Mw) 
b 
P(s I Mw) P(xi I Mw /\ s) + LP(b I Mw) P(xi I Mw /\ b) 
b 
rs P(xi I Mw /\ s) + L rb P(xi I Mw /\ b) (7.7) 
b 
were rs represents the purity of the signal after selection cuts and rb represents the 
purity of the background after selection cuts such that rs + l:b rb = 1. In practice 
complicated cuts may be used to reject background processes (as in Chapter 5). Such 
complicated cuts are easily accounted for in Monte Carlo simulations. However, we 
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will employ a semi-analytical model which can only account for simple kinematic 
cuts. As a practical necessity then, we assume that P(xi I Mw /\ s) = P(xi I Mw ). 
This in effect assumes that selection criteria only scales the purity of the signal 
probability density function leaving the "shape" unchanged. If it is demonstrated 
that the selection cuts indeed change the shape of the signal probability density 
function, a calibration of Mw from Monte Carlo simulations may be used to correct 
for any possible bias. 
Finally, the likelihood to observe the data X given a hypothesis for the W mass 
takes the form: 
P(X I Mw) = g {rs hEK P(xi It) P(t I Mw) + ~rb P(xi I Mw /\ b)} (7.8) 
The likelihood method involves varying the parameter Mw until the probability to 
observe the data X is maximized. 
The advantage of this exercise is twofold. First, we now have a prescription for 
including statistical, background, and systematic effects (resulting from either the 
ALEPH detector or from other physics processes) involving parameters which are 
unobservable1 . We just fold the probability to observe the data Xi given t, with the 
probability fort given a particular hypothesis for Mw and add the relative probability 
to observe the data Xi given a background proposition b. 
Second, we have explicitly demonstrated an important approximation contained 
in our likelihood function: the selection cuts only change the relative normalization 
of the signal and background probability density functions. 
7.1.1 Signal Probability Density Function 
Using this as our starting point, we form a probability density function P(xi I Mw) 
which describes the probability to observe event i with a pair of reconstructed masses 
(.JS1, yfs2) at center of mass energy y1S given a hypothesis for Mw. Hence, the 
1 For example, initial state radiation or detector resolution 
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kinematic space K is three dimensional: K 
P(si, sL s~ I Mw ). 
Now, the differential cross-section d20"exp/(ds1ds2 ) is proportional to the proba-
bility to observe a pair of reconstructed masses given Mw: 
P( IM ) _ J:._ d
2
0"exp(s, Si, s2; Mw) 
s, s1, s2 w - N d d 
81 82 
(7.9) 
where N is a normalization factor. Using Equation 7.6, we describe the observed 
experimental WW differential cross-section d2 O" exp/ ( ds 1 ds2 ) by folding the "true" 
theoretical WW differential cross-section d2 0" / ( ds~ ds;) with the probability density 
function representing the response of the detector: 
The "true" differential cross-section 
d2(' I '·M) ()" s '81' 82, w - ( I. M ) ( I. M ) ( I I I) [ x ( I I I) l d'd' - ps1 , w ps2 , w O"os,sus2 l+ucs,sus2 
81 82 
described in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 gives the (un-normalized) probability density 
for a pair of true masses m~ = ~ at a subsystem center of mass energy R given 
a hypothesis for Mw. The ISR structure function F(s', s) described in Section 6.3.5 
gives the probability density of producing a subsystem of center of mass energy 
R = J s(l - x) given a lab center of mass energy .JS and factorizes from the 
"true" differential cross-section in the "effective beams" approximation. Finally, 
the probability density P(s,s 1 ,s2 j s',s~,s;) (hereafter called the Detector Response 
Function) gives the probability density to observe a pair of reconstructed masses 
mi = .JSi at a lab center of mass energy .JS given a pair of true masses m~ = ~ 
produced at a subsystem center of mass energy R. Consequently, d20"exp/(ds1ds2 ) 
represents the (un-normalized2 ) probability density to observe the reconstructed 
masses mi = .JSi at a lab center of mass energy .JS given a hypothesis for Mw. 
2We will normalize the probability density function in Section 7.1.3.1 
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7 .1.1.1 Detector Response Function 
There exists at least two ways to estimate the detector's response to a set of true 
W masses. One way is to generate a probability density function from Monte Carlo 
events for which the true masses and the reconstructed masses are known. This has 
the advantage of using the full detector simulation to estimate not only resolution 
effects, but also biasing effects which may be difficult or impossible to estimate 
otherwise. One disadvantage here is that the response function P(s, s1 , s2 Is', s~, s~) 
is in principle a six dimensional function3 and so a large amount of Monte Carlo 
events would have to be simulated to achieve a sensitive function. Further, one 
introduces an additional Monte Carlo dependence into the analysis-a dependence 
we want to minimize. 
Another method is to use the information contained in the covariance matrix 
from the kinematic fit. This has the big advantage that event-by-event errors for the 
hadronic and leptonic W masses are naturally included in the probability function via 
the covariance matrix. One expects that events with small errors will have a higher 
weight in the likelihood when compared with events with large errors. This method 
also has the advantage of being simple and readily accessible while not introducing 
any additional Monte Carlo dependence. Consistent with the Gaussian assumptions 
made by employing a constrained x2 fit, we write the Detector Response Function 
in the following bi-variate normal form: 
G(s, s1 , s2 ; V; s', s~, s;) (7.11) 
exp[-~ .t (mi - m~)(v-1 )ij(mi - mj)J 
i,J=l 
where m~ = µ, mi = vs;, and V is the 2 x 2 mass covariance matrix from the 
kinematic fit (see Section 6.3.7). There, however, are two notable disadvantages. 
3By sacrificing a description of biases and disregarding the lab center of mass energy, y's, one 
may collapse the space to three dimensions by using the variables ( s1 - si, s2 s~, x) instead of 
( I I I ) s,s1,s2,s ,s1,s2 
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First, the covariance matrix V from the fit only accounts for resolution effects-any 
biasing effects must be well understood and modeled "by hand" in the response 
function. Second, the covariance matrix is only reliable provided the initial input into 
the kinematic fit was reliable. Since tails do exist in the distributions (for example, 
the jet energy and angle distributions), the Gaussian detector response assumption 
is not always valid. Nevertheless, the fact that the x2 probability distribution is flat 
for probabilities greater than 0.01 (as shown in Figure 6.10), indicates that for most 
events the covariance matrix provides a good description, on average, of the detector 
resolution4 . 
7.1.1.2 Initial State Radiation Model 
The main biasing effect from physics related processes (as opposed to detector 
effects) is from initial state radiation when the final state energies have been scaled 
to the beam energy (as in a constrained kinematic fit). To better understand the 
effects of ISR on the constrained kinematic fit, a kinematic fit was performed on 
the "true" decay partons of each W (i.e. without any detector resolution effects) 
from Monte Carlo. This effectively isolates the effect of ISR. The left hand column 
in Figure 7.1 shows that the missing ISR momentum gives an average positive shift 
in the hadronic W mass near 600 MeV, whereas the positive shift in the leptonic 
W mass is only roughly one half as much at 270 MeV. This is because the missing 
momentum of the event comprises both the neutrino momentum and also the ISR 
momentum (if it exists). As shown in right hand column of Figure 7.1, the direction 
of the ISR momentum with respect to the neutrino momentum can cause the ISR 
photon to either add or subtract to the neutrino momentum so that on average 
it contributes less positive bias to the constrained leptonic W mass than to the 
constrained hadronic W mass. The middle column in Figure 7.1 demonstrates that 
4We will later see that by selecting the most Gaussian distributed events, the covariance matrix 
will have to be slightly modified to provide an accurate description of the detector resolution 
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Figure 7.1. Effect of ISR on the constrained fitted masses. The unprimed masses 
result from the constrained kinematic fit to the beam energy; the primed masses are 
the true (unfitted) masses from Monte Carlo; (m) = Hmjj + mcv)· 
the kinematic fit reproduces the "true" W masses when there is.little or no ISR in 
the event and that ISR effects become important for ISR energies above rv0.1 GeV. 
We may estimate the effect that undetected ISR has on the W mass for each 
event in the following way. Let ErsR = .JS - y1Si be the difference between the 
lab center-of-mass energy and the WW center-of-mass energy after ISR. Also, let 
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Figure 7.2. Left plots: ISR coefficients, ajj and aev, for the constrained masses mjj 
and mcv· The right plot shows that the a coefficients are approximately independent 
of EISR· Both plots are derived from Monte Carlo simulations. 
the kinematic fit (i.e. without any ISR bias due to the energy constraint in the 
kinematic fit). Because ISR affects the hadronic and the leptonic systems differently, 
we model the effect of ISR on the kinematic fit to be: Ejj = Ejj + (ajj) EISR and 
Eev = Eev + (aP.v) EISR· The average coefficients5 (ajj) = 0.68 and (aev) = 0.27 are 
determined by Monte Carlo simulations as shown in Figure 7.2 and represent the fact 
that the kinematic fit tries to allocate the energy carried away by the ISR photon 
to the two W bosons. The a coefficients describe what fraction of the ISR energy 
is allocated to each W, and, in accordance with energy conservation, the following 
relation is seen to approximately hold: (ajj) + (aev) ~ 1. 
The measured mass after constraining the four-momenta to the beam energy 
is mi = EiJ1 - {3[ (where i = jj, Pv). On the other hand, the "true" mass is 
approximately mi ~ (Ei - (ai) EISR) J1 - {3[, where f3i is the w velocity. Dividing 
these two quantities leads to 
5 Because the likelihood is only a function of the masses mjj and me,,, we use only the 




so that the constrained mass corrected for ISR is approximately 
(7.13) 
We note in passing that as there are two W s per event6 the average shift in the W 
mass due to ISR is then expected to be LlMw rv ~(E1sR) / (Ew) Mw = (EISR) / vsMw 
which was given in Section 6.3.5. Following Equation 7.13, we modify the Detector 
Response Function to include the dependence on ISR after a constrained kinematic 
fit: 
G(s,s1,s2;V;s1 ,s~,s~) =exp[-~ t (mi - m~)(v-1 )ij(mi - mj)J 
2 .. 1 t,J= 
=exp [-t .t {mi (1 - Lli) - ma (v-1 )ij { mj (1 - Llj) - mj }] 
i,3=1 
where Ll1 = (ajj) (VS - #)/ Ejj and Ll2 = (a£v) (VS - #)/ E£v· 
(7.14) 
Smaller additional biases corresponding to detector effects are very difficult to 
identify /parameterize and so are not modeled here. Such biases will ultimately be 
made manifest as an overall offset Mw(observed) = Mw + Llexp where Llexp must be 
determined by Monte Carlo simulations. 
7.1.2 Background Probability Density Function 
We now form a probability density function P(xi I Mw /\b) = P(s, s1, s2 I Mw /\b) 
which describes the probability to observe a pair of reconstructed masses .JS1 = mjj 
and Fz = mt.v for a particular background process b. 
An important point from Chapter 5 is that the level, rb, of any background process 
is small compared with the signal w+w- -+ jj.ev process. Later in the analysis, we 
impose a window cut for the constrained mass distribution. Table 7.1 shows that 
6 
... and the average W energy is just half the center-of-mass energy 
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Table 7 .1. Cross-sections (using Monte Carlo simulations) after requiring that the 
constrained masses lie within: 70 < mjj < 90 GeV and 70 < mtv < 90 GeV. The W 
purity represents the percent of selected events containing at least one W boson and 
hence information on the W mass. 
Process fYe (pb) CYµ (pb) fYeµ (pb) 
WW -t jjlv 1.422 1.537 2.959 
WW -t background 0.017 0.017 0.035 
zo f'y -t qq(!) 0.013 0.001 0.014 
zozo 0.002 0.001 0.004 
Weve 0.004 0.000 0.004 
z0ee 0.007 0.000 0.007 
z0 /ry -t rr(!) 0.001 0.000 0.001 
Total Bkg. 0.045 0.020 0.065 
Signal + Bkg. 1.467 1.556 3.023 
Efficiency % 61.8 ± 0.1 66.8 ± 0.1 64.4 ± 0.2 
Purity% 96.95 ± 0.02 98.73 ± 0.01 97.87 ± 0.03 
(W Purity%) (98.39 ± 0.02) (99.84 ± 0.01) (99.14 ± 0.03) 
after the mass window cut, the purity of the w+w- -t j j µv sample increases to 
nearly 99%. The purity of the w+w- -t jjev sample also increases to nearly 97% 
so that background contributions are almost negligible. The background processes 
may be classified in two categories: non-resonant backgrounds which are independent 
of the W mass, and doubly or singly resonant backgrounds dependent on the W mass. 
7.1.2.1 W Mass Independent Backgrounds 
According to Table 7.1, the purity for all inclusive W process (including singly 
resonant W production) involving muon final states is 99.8%. Consequently the W 
mass independent backgrounds for muon final states are ignored7 . However, the 
7 This is also a practical choice as there is insufficient Monte Carlo background statistics to 
perform a two dimensional parameterization for muon final states 
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impurity for all inclusive W processes involving electron final states is not quite 
negligible at 1.6%. 
The probability density function for the non-resonant electron backgrounds 
are parameterized as P(s, mjj, mtv I B) for all of the background processes, B = 
b1 V b2 V · · · V bn. The parameterization is achieved by performing a multi-parameter 
polynomial fit to the two dimensional histogram mjj versus mev for the sum total 
background distribution8 after reconstruction and after a constrained kinematic fit. 
The probability density function P(s, mjj, mev I B) is then formed by normalizing the 
two dimensional polynomial to unit volume. Figure 7.3 shows the two dimensional 
histogram for the total electron final state background and projections with the 
parameterized probability density function superimposed. From Monte Carlo studies, 
the average dijet mass is (mjj) = 80.83 GeV and the average lepton-missing 
momentum mass is (mtv) = 79.84 GeV for all non-W electron final state backgrounds. 
Assuming a W mass of 80.35 GeV and considering that the non-W backgrounds 
correspond to only 1.6% of the total electron final state sample, the W mass 
independent backgrounds are only expected to affect the W mass measurement at 
the level of 10 Me V. 
7.1.2.2 W Mass Dependent Backgrounds for electron 
final states 
As demonstrated in Chapter 5, several background processes correspond to doubly 
and singly resonant W production so that the background itself contains information 
on the W mass: P(s, mjj, mtvlMw/\b). Because of the dependence on Mw, we may not 
parameterize the W mass dependent probability density functions in the same fashion 
as we did for the W mass independent backgrounds. This would, for example, lead 
to biases through the fact that each background probability density function would 
be parameterized using Monte Carlo simulations generated at a particular Mw. 
8The total background is considered rather than each individual background so as to have enough 
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Figure 7.3. The two dimensional background probability density function 
P(mjj, mev I B) for electron final states parameterized from Monte Carlo simulations. 
Given the high purity of the signal, a reasonable treatment is to simply ignore 
the residual resonant backgrounds9 . This effectively treats all irreducible doubly and 
singly resonant W background events (remaining after selection cuts) as if they were 
signal events. Any possible resulting bias is corrected by calibrating the likelihood 
using Monte Carlo simulations. 
9Indeed, from Table 7.1 only 1.43 of the electron final state sample and 1.13 of the muon 
final state sample represents backgrounds containing information on the W mass. This W mass 
dependent background is overwhelmingly composed of semi-leptonic WW--+ jjTv events. 
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7.1.3 Numerical Considerations 
7.1.3.1 Normalization of the p.d.f. 
In order to ensure that Equation 7.10 represents a probability density, we must 
normalize over the space S of observed (or accepted) hadronic and leptonic W masses. 
This involves the five-dimensional integral 
N(8, V; Mw) = J J d81 d82 J dx J d8~ J d8~ 
s 
d2(' I '·M) 1, , ) 0-8,81'82, w 
G(8,81,82;V;8,81'82)F(x,8 d 'd, 
81 82 
J dx J d8~ J d8~ 
d2(' I '·M) ( I I') ( ) 0-8,81,82, w Q8;V;8,81'82 Fx,8 d'd' 
81 82 
(7.15) 
where 9(8; V; 81 , 8~, 8~) = J J s d81 d82 G(8, 8 1 , 8 2 ; V; 81 , 8~, 8~) is proportional to the 
bi-variate probability to observe 8 1 and 8 2 somewhere in S. Because of computer CPU 
time constraints, it is of paramount importance to reduce the number of dimensions 
that must be treated numerically. Two important special cases arise in this regard. 
First, if one ignores the ISR dependence and if the region of integration is over the 
entire space S of observable masses10 , then the integration over the bi-variate normal 
G decouples11 from the true unobservable masses 8~ and 8~ and the integral can be 
done exactly: 
Q(V) (7.16) 
Second, if the region of integration over S is rectangular12 so that a < y'sl < b 
and c < VS2 < d, we may again exploit the Gaussian nature of G, and analytically 
integrate over one dimension: 
( . v· , , , ) _ rd d c( . v· , , , ) 1J 8, ,8,81'82 - le 82 8,81,82, ,8,81'82 
10This just means that all signal events are used and no mass window cuts are performed 
11 The integration over a full Gaussian does not depend on its mean. 
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The integration over the remaining dimensions must be done numerically 
N(s,V;Mw) = J ds1 J dx J ds~J ds~ 
d2(' I '·M) 
( 
t I') ( ) <JS,S1,S2, W 17s,s1,V;s,s1,s2 Fx,s d'd' 
S1 S2 
(7.18) 
so that we see the final normalized probability density function for the signal 
hypothesis Mw involves a four dimensional numerical integral in the normalization 
and a three dimensional numerical integral for the convolution: 
(7.19) 
Since the Detector Response Function is a bi-variate normal distribution, Gaus-
sian quadrature using Hermite weights [76] seems a reasonable choice for the numer-
ical integration over s~ and s~. By diagonalizing the covariance matrix V one may 
use an extended form of the Gauss-Hermite quadrature: 
N 
J dy J dx e-Y2 e-x2 J(x, y) ~ .L wiwjf(xi, Yj) 
i,J=l 
(7.20) 
The Hermite weights Wi emphasize the Gaussian structure of the integrand but 
neglect the long Breit-Wigner tails in the differential cross-section. Hence, in this 
case higher order calculations do not efficiently lead to more accurate results. 
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To "pick-up" the Breit-Wigner tails, we may try to sample the mesh adaptively 
according to the cumulative probability function for a non-relativistic Breit-Wigner 
[77]: 
(7.21) 
whose probability density function is just 
1 lf 
P(mi) =; (m5 - m27) + (~r)2 (7.22) 
The tails of the relativistic Breit-Wigner are now approximately accounted for, 
however the adaptive mesh neglects the broad Gaussian peak in the Detector 
Response Function. To recover the broad Gaussian peak, a small enough mesh size 
must be chosen so that finally the adaptive binning loses its effectiveness. 
The trapezoidal rule treats both the peak and the tails with the same mesh 
size and so treats the long Breit-Wigner tails and the broad peak structure of the 
Gaussian in the same way. Further, the trapezoidal rule 
(7.23) 
is simple, robust and easily generalized to higher dimensions. Indeed, numerical 
results suggest that in our case the simple trapezoidal is no worse than either the 
method for Gauss-Hermite quadrature or the method for adaptive binning in a 
non-relativistic Breit-Wigner. Accordingly, we choose the simple trapezoidal rule 
to perform most numerical integrations13 . 
7.1.3.2 Maximization of the Likelihood .C 
The value for the hypothesis Mw which is most consistent with the observed data 
is that Mw which maximizes the likelihood .C: 
.Cmax(Mw) = P(X I Mw) 
13 Exceptions include the integration over the ISR spectrum and the 2 x 2 mass covariance matrix 
V which are accomplished using adaptive binning. 
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= g{rsP(si,si,s~,VilMw)+~rbP(si,si,s~lb) }· (7.24) 
That is, we wish to determine Mw such that: 
[)~~) 'm=Mw = O. (7.25) 
One may easily show that this is equivalent to minimizing -2 log .C. The factor of 
2 is merely for convenience and allows one to identify -2 log .C -7 x2 in the limit of 
Gaussian distributed data. Provided the data is not to far from Gaussian distributed, 
this allows us to calculate, for instance, the statistical uncertainty in the standard 
way: one standard deviation is equivalent to the amount that we must change m 
away from Mw such that x2 (m) -2 log .C(m) changes by + 1 unit. 
Since the probability density functions composing the likelihood are not in closed 
analytical form, the minimization of x2 (m) must be performed numerically. This is 
accomplished through the use of a general minimization package known as MINUIT 
[72]. This package uses an iterative fit algorithm which converges to the error matrix 
as it converges to the function minimum. The algorithm requires an approximation of 
the error matrix at each iteration which is accomplished by evaluating changes in the 
gradient for each successive iteration. In this way, evaluating the second derivative 
matrix at each point and then performing a matrix inversion is not necessary [72]. 
7.2 Simulations using Monte Carlo 
7.2.1 Validity of the probability density function 
The probability density function corresponding to Equation 7.10 is only a function 
of the two invariant W masses ffijj = y's1 and ffi£v = vs;, (and their covariance matrix 
V). Strictly speaking, this excludes the possibility of performing any cuts except on 
the invariant masses themselves. We have of course already violated this principle 
by imposing selection cuts in Chapter 5 where a pure w+w- sample was necessarily 
defined14 . We will investigate the effect of imposing selection cuts in Chapter 8. 
14In a practical sense, this is not considered a problem so long as the cuts reject WW events 
whose mass distribution is not significantly different from the mass distribution for the accepted 
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Below we investigate variables used to describe the probability density function itself 
since we wish to be assured that the probability density function provides an adequate 
description of the experimentally observed WW mass distribution and its relation to 
the theoretical W pole mass. 
7.2.1.1 Detector Response Function 
The event-by-event uncertainties of the constrained masses as derived from the 
kinematic fit are fundamental in describing the experiment-theory relationship. 
Figure 6.8 in Section 6.3. 7 shows that both the hadronic and leptonic W mass 
pull distributions after the constrained fit have asymmetric non-Gaussian tails. 
These tails correspond to instances where the kinematic fit under-estimates the 
uncertainty in the constrained masses because of the ill-behaved non-Gaussian tails 
in the reconstructed parameters such as the jet energies and angles (and ISR). Since 
the detector response function G(s, s1 , s2 , V; s1, s~, s;) effectively weights each event 
according to the covariance matrix V, there is then the possibility of biasing the 
W mass measurement by emphasizing a badly measured event over a well measured 
event. To avoid this possibility, we will require that the mjj and mtv constrained 
mass pull distributions be normally distributed (Gaussian of unit width) as far as 
possible. 
A cut on the x2 probability of greater than 0.01 to remove the peak at low 
probabilities reduces the tails in the mass pull distribution, but does not significantly 
remove them. This implies that there are events for which the reconstructed 
(measured) parameters are compatible with four-momentum conservation but are 
not compatible with the "true" underlying parameters responsible for the W masses. 
Because of the reasons given above, a cut on the x2 is not allowed. 
Since we are at liberty to impose cuts on the two invariant masses mjj = y'sl 
and mtv = vfs2, we instead chose to enforce a mass window. The limits for the mass 
WW events so that a bias is not introduced. If a bias is introduced by the selection cuts, then 
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Figure 7.4. Constrained mass pull distributions from Monte Carlo with a window 
cut of 70 < mjj < 90 GeV and 70 < mev < 90. The solid line represents a Gaussian 
fit to the points. 
window are chosen to preserve the main statistical power of the sample and yet as 
far as possible require a Gaussian shape for the constrained mass pull distributions15 . 
Figure 7.4 shows that the non-Gaussian tails have largely been removed for a 
square mass window of 70 Ge V < mjj < 90 Ge V and 70 Ge V < mev < 90 Ge V. 
15These two requirements are actually correlated. Most information on the W mass comes from 
the rapidly changing slopes in the peak region and, given the w+w- production hypothesis, we 
expect the reconstructed events nearer the peak region to possess parameters which are more 
Gaussian distributed. 
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Notice that a small (irreducible) non-Gaussian tail remains in the hadronic W mass 
corresponding to initial state radiation-a systematic effect which we have modeled 
in our probability density function. 
Having ensured the Gaussian shape of the mass pull distributions, their width is 
observed to be less than unity and indicates that the elements in the event-by-event 
mass covariance matrix are over-estimated by the constrained kinematic fit. This 
may be understood by examining the the elements in the covariance matrix for 
the measured jet parameters in the constrained kinematic fit. In Chapter 6 these 
elements were estimated such that that Gaussian fits to their pull distributions 
have unit widths before a mass window cut is employed. Because the jet energy 
and angle resolutions possess non-Gaussian tails, this error parameterization tends 
to over estimate the uncertainty for events which lie near the Gaussian resolution 
peak and to under estimate the uncertainty for events which lie in the long non-
Gaussian resolution tails. After the mass window cut is employed, events in the long 
non-Gaussian resolution tails are essentially removed leaving events with Gaussian 
distributed parameters but possessing slightly over estimated errors. This effect 
is corrected by simply scaling the mass covariance matrix so that the mass pull 
distributions have unit width after the mass window cut. 
In this way, the bi-variate normal form of the Detector Response Function 
G(8, 81, 8 2 , V; 81, 8~, 8~) accurately describes the probability to reconstruct a pair of 
masses mjj = Fi and mcv = .JS2. This is essential for estimating the statistical 
uncertainty in the final measurement of the W pole mass. 
7.2.1.2 Semi-analytical Differential Cross-section 
Having considered the validity of the Detector Response Function, we now study 
the compatibility of our semi-analytical function for the Standard Model differential 
cross-section with that from the Monte Carlo. The current version of the KoralW 
Monte Carlo w+w- event generator employs a fixed width in the W propagator. 
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Figure 7.5. Projections of the two-dimensional Monte Carlo simulated 'true' mass 
distribution. The error bars represent the Monte Carlo simulation. The solid line 
represents the "true" semi-analytical function used in the likelihood. 
Figure 7.5 shows projections of the WW differential cross-section including QED 
radiative corrections generated before detector simulation. A fit was performed to the 
distribution for the two "true" masses ( y'sl and .JS2) using the fixed width scheme 
in the W propagator. This results in a fitted W mass of M{tt = 80.346 ± 0.003 GeV 
and agrees well with the Monte Carlo input of Mftc 80.350 GeV. 
We choose, however, to employ the linear si dependent "running" width, 
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(7.26) 
in the W propagator as it is more directly related to Mw and we fix fw to the 
Standard Model value16 , 
fw = 9Gµ~~ (1 + ~ O:s) ~ 2.08 GeV 
61f 2 3 1f 
(7.27) 
Using the running width scheme in the W propagator, a fitted mass of M~t = 
80.372 ± 0.003 GeV is obtained and agrees with the expected +27 MeV mass shift 
when compared with the fixed width scheme (see Section 2.3.1). 
7.2.1.3 Goodness-of-fit Estimates 
One drawback in using the unbinned maximum likelihood method is that the 
method itself does not provide an estimate for the "goodness" of the fit. A goodness-
of-fit estimate is important as we wish to be assured that the likelihood adequately 
describes the experimentally observed WW mass distribution. As a first step in 
developing a goodness-of-fit estimate, we distinguish between the event-by-event 
probability density function P(81, 82, V I Mw) as given by Equation 7.10 and the 
overall probability density function P(81, 82 I Mw) = fv P(81, 82, VI Mw) dV. The 
usefulness of the overall probability density function is that it is directly comparable 
to the WW mass distribution as represented by a histogram in the invariant masses, 
whereas the even-by-event probability density is not. This allows us to calculate an 
approximate goodness-of-fit estimate via a simple x2 test-of-fit calculation. 
The integration over the elements of the mass covariance matrix V is accom-
plished by adaptive binning. Since the 2 x 2 covariance matrix in Equation 6.22 is 
described by three variables cr(mjj), cr(mcv), and p(mjj, mev), we are required to bin 
V in three dimensions. Since the off-diagonal elements in the covariance matrix are 
proportional to products of the diagonal elements, a, we assume that the correlation 
16Fixing rw in the likelihood is reasonable since in practice the W width is masked by 
experimental resolution effects and so is not well measured. Hence, including the width as a fitted 
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Figure 7.6. Projections of the two-dimensional constrained mass distribution from 
Monte Carlo. The error bars represent the Monte Carlo. The solid line represents 
the approximate overall probability density function P( 8, 8 1, 8 2 I Mw) scaled to the 
number of events. Mw is taken from the maximization of the likelihood. 
p is independent of the uncertainties a. We thus avoid binning the covariance matrix 
in p which significantly reduces the required CPU time. The diagonal elements in 
the covariance matrix V, a(mjj) and a(mev), are adaptively binned in a coarse 3 x 3 
two-dimensional grid such that the number of events in each bin is approximately 
constant. The centroid of each bin k, ( (a1)k, (a2)k) with average correlation (p12)k, 
is evaluated using a much finer binning. This gives the average covariance matrix V k 
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for Nk number of events in bin k. The event weighted probability density function 
for the kth bin in the covariance matrix, NkP(s1,s2 ,Vk I Mw), is calculated on a 
20 x 20 grid of invariant masses y'sl and yfs2 where 70 < ylsi < 90 GeV. 
Finally, the overall probability density function is calculated on the same 20 x 20 
grid of invariant masses by summing over all of the event weighted probability density 
functions P(s1, S2 I Mw) ~ Lk=l NkP(si, S2, vk I Mw) at a particular point on the 
y'sl versus yfs2 grid. We then make use of the two dimensional x2 test-of-fit defined 
by the relation[78]: 
2 = ~~ (N12(i,j) -P(si,s~ I Mw)) 2 
Xtof - L.,, L.,, ( i j I ) i=l j=l P s1, s2 Mw (7.28) 
where N12 ( i, j) is the number of data events whose kinematic constrained masses fall 
in ( i, j)th bin on the y'sl versus yfs2 grid and N = 20 the number of bins in the 
invariant mass ylsi. Equation 7.28 is an asymptotic x2 distribution with N 2 -1 = 399 
degrees of freedom. 
Figure 7.6 shows projections of the overall probability density function P(s1 , s2 1Mw) 
superimposed on the constrained mass distributions from Monte Carlo simulations. 
The particular value of Mw was determined by the unbinned maximum likelihood fit 
described in Section 7.1.3.2. The corresponding x2 test-of-fit gives a value of 516.51 
per 399 degrees of freedom (x2 /dof = 1.29) and demonstrates that the likelihood 
provides an acceptable description of the experimentally observed two dimensional 
WW mass distribution. 
7.2.2 Response to Mw 
7.2.2.1 Linearity 
We now investigate the response of the maximum likelihood fit to the W mass and 
so calibrate the analysis. Figure 7. 7 plots the W mass as measured from the maximum 
likelihood fit (after selection cuts including backgrounds, event reconstruction, and 
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Figure 7. 7. Likelihood response curves from Monte Carlo simulations for electrons, 
muons, and the averaged results for electrons and muons. The offset in each case has 
been calculated at the point Mw = 80.35 GeV for the generated W mass. 
five different W pole masses in 250 MeV increment steps beginning with 79.85 GeV 
and ending at 80.85 GeV. Monte Carlo simulated background events passing the 
selection cuts are included. 
A linear two parameter (slope and offset) least squares fit to either electron or 
muon final state results demonstrates that the response of the likelihood fit to Mw 
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is consistent with a linear hypothesis (the x2 being 1.61 and 3.75 respectively for 
4 degrees of freedom). The linear fit indicates that jjev final states are within 1.4 
standard deviations from a unit slope hypothesis, while the j j µv final states are 
at 1 standard deviation from a unit slope. The average of the electron and muon 
final state measurements is consistent with both a linear hypothesis (x2 of 3.6 for 4 
degrees of freedom) and a unit slope (within 0.7 standard deviations) with no bias. 
This suggests that the deviation from unit slope in the separate cases of electrons 
and muons may be consistent with statistical fluctuations. 
Figure 7.7 shows that the likelihood fit results in a bias, ~expi at the level of 3.0 
standard deviations for electron final states and at the level of 2.3 standard deviations 
for muon final states. This is not surprising as the Detector Response Function 
G(s, s1 , s2 , V; s', s~, s;) only approximately accounts for the systematic effects of 
Initial State Radiation and does not take into account possible biases from the 
detector or event reconstruction effects. 
The difference in offset between electron and muon final states may be due to 
differences in their QED radiative properties. While care is taken to systematically 
correct electrons and muons according to their QED radiative properties at the 
reconstruction phase of the analysis, any inefficiencies in the systematic corrections 
are not taken into account in the likelihood fit. 
Table 7.2 shows a summary of the overall bias (evaluated at the point Mw = 80.35 
Ge V) for electron, muon and combined electron with muon final states. Because 
a correction to the fitted Mw must be applied due to the bias, ~expi the actual 
measurement of the W mass may be sensitive to differences between Monte Carlo 
simulations and actual data. This issue is addressed in Chapter 8. 
7.2.2.2 Results Using Many Pseudo-experiments 
Having established the calibration for the central value of Mw, we next investigate 
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Figure 7.8. Pull distributions for electron and muon final state measurements of 
the W mass from the likelihood fit using many Monte Carlo pseudo-experiments each 
with integrated luminosity of 56.84 pb-1 . 
from the likelihood fit. The top plots in Figure 7.8 show the results of many 
different pseudo-experiments each using 56.84 pb-1 of Monte Carlo simulated data. 
A Gaussian fit to the distribution indicates that the expected, one standard deviation 
in Mw from the likelihood fit is 0.30 ± 0.02 Ge V in the case of electron final states 
and 0.24 ± 0.02 Ge V in the case of muon final states. The bottom plots in Figure 7.8 
shows that the pull distributions of the measured W mass from the likelihood fit for 
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Table 7.2. Results from the likelihood fit using Monte Carlo simulations. The 
quantities: Offset, (a-fit), and a-expected are given in units of MeV. 
Channel Likelihood Response to Mw Pseudo-experiments 
Slope Offset Events (a-tit) 0-expected 
w+w----+ jjev 0.93 ± 0.05 48±16 77±8 277± 3 301±20 
w+w----+ jjµv 1.04 ± 0.04 -36±15 80 ± 9 257± 3 245 ± 16 
Combined 0.98 ± 0.03 7± 11 157 ± 12 189 ± 2 195 ± 12 
Table 7.3. Results from the likelihood fit to data. The quoted results are in units 
of GeV. The +27 MeV shift resulting from the transformation of variables from the 










Mw ± O"fit 
80.376 ± 0.275 
80.018 ± 0.248 
80.179 ± 0.184 
Calibrated 
Mw ± O"fit 
80.327 ± 0.294 
80.066 ± 0.238 
80.168 ± 0.188 
both electron and muon final states are consistent with unit width and establishes 
the reliability of the fit error. Consequently, we quote the fit error as the statistical 
uncertainty of the W mass measurement. Further, Table 7.2 shows that the average 
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Figure 7.9. Projections of the two-dimensional constrained mass distribution from 
data. The error bars represent the data. The solid line represents the approximate 
overall probability density function P(s, s1 , s2 I Mw) scaled to the number of events. 
Mw is taken from the maximization of the likelihood. 
7.3 Results from Data 
Following the cuts described in Chapter 5, 130 electron and 105 muon final state 
w+w- ---+ jjP.v candidates are selected from 56.84 pb-1 of data. Of these selected 
semi-leptonic WW candidates, 85 electron and 76 muon final state candidates remain 
after requiring that the (kinematically constrained) di-jet mass and lepton-missing 
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Figure 7 .10. Changes away from the minima of the - 2 log£ likelihood functions are 
shown for electron and muon final states. The x2 function used to make the combined 
measurement is also shown. All results are shown before calibration from Monte Carlo 
and before the inclusion of the +27 MeV shift resulting from the transformation of 
variables from the fixed width to the running width scheme. 
agreement with the 77 ± 8 electron and 80 ± 9 muon events expected from Monte 
Carlo simulations. 
The unbinned maximum likelihood was then used to separately fit the electron 
and muon final state candidates. The -2 log£ functions are shown in Figure 7.10 
separately for electron and muon final states along with the x2 function used to 
make the combined result. The Mw response curves from Monte Carlo simulations 
in Figure 7. 7 were then used to calibrate the likelihood fit results. After calibration 
from Monte Carlo simulations the W mass is measured from data using electron final 
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states, 
Mw 80.354 ± 0.294 GeV (7.29) 
using muon final states, 
Mw = 80.093 ± 0.238 GeV (7.30) 
and combining electron and muon final states, 
Mw = 80.195 ± 0.188 GeV; x2 /dof = 0.93. (7.31) 
where the x2 per degree of freedom for the combination demonstrates that the w 
mass as separately measured using the electron and muon channels are statistically 
compatible. Because a calibration is made to the Monte Carlo simulations where 
a fixed W width scheme is used in the W propagator, 27 MeV has been added to 
each result (compared with Table 7.3) in order transform the measured masses to the 
running width scheme (see Section 2.3.1). Table 7.3 shows the likelihood fit results 
before and after calibration from the Monte Carlo. In both electron and muon final 
states, the fit error from the data is statistically compatible with the expected error 
from Monte Carlo (shown in Table 7.2) using many pseudo-experiments. Figure 
7.9 shows various projections of the two dimensional (kinematically constrained) 
mass distribution (for the combined electron and muon final states) with the overall 
probability density function superimposed. The two dimensional x2 test of fit is 378.6 




The first section of this chapter focuses on checks which are used to probe a 
systematic understanding of the result. The second section is devoted to evaluating 
systematic uncertainties associated with the detector calibration, theoretical under-
standing, and how well Monte Carlo simulations describe the observed data. 
8.1 Systematic Checks 
8.1.1 Event Selection 
The effect of selection cuts on the measured W mass was studied by fitting the 
"true" mass distribution of the Monte Carlo simulated signal events1 accepted by the 
selection cuts and comparing with the W pole mass at which the Monte Carlo was 
generated 2 . The shift in the fitted mass from the generated mass using the selected 
signal events is found to be -4 ± 6 Me V in the case of electron final states and -5 ± 6 
MeV in the case of muon final states. Both shifts are statistically compatible with 
zero within one sigma and indicate that the selection cuts do not systematically bias 
the W mass. 
The selection of w+w- -t jjf!.v involves a probability distribution function based 
in part on the lepton momentum (see Chapter 5). Because the lepton momentum 
depends upon the W mass, the efficiency of the selection was evaluated as a function 
of Mw using five Monte Carlo samples each generated using a different W mass. As 
1 Events before simulation of detector or reconstruction effects 
2Since the true masses from Monte Carlo simulation were used for this systematic check, the 
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Figure 8.1. Left plot: stability of selection efficiency as a function of the W mass 
(using Monte Carlo simulations). The muon selection is represented by solid line 
(top, filled circles) and the electron selection by the dotted line (bottom, squares). 
Right plot: Stability of the analysis under variations of the lepton probability cut 
from data. The nominal cut for both electrons (top, solid line and squares) and 
muons (bottom, dotted line and filled circles) is 0.4 
demonstrated in Figure 8.1, the efficiency of the selection does not systematically 
vary, in a significant way, as a function of the the W mass. 
The stability of the W mass measurement from data was studied as a function of 
the lepton probability distribution cut. Figure 8.1 shows that even for wide variations 
of the lepton probability distribution cut from the nominal value of 0.4, the measured 
mass is stable. 
8 .1.1.1 Missing Momentum and Lepton Candidate 
Identification 
Because the missing momentum vector is used to help identify the lepton 
candidate, the effect of misidentified leptons on the measured W mass was studied. 
Following the window cut of 70 < mev < 90 Ge V and 70 < ffijj < 90 Ge V, it is not 
possible to associate the reconstructed lepton candidate with the true lepton in 2% 
of the electron events and 1 % of muon events. 
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Table 8.1. The effect of misidentified leptons from Monte Carlo simulations. After 
the mass window cut, only 1-23 of the selected events contain a charged track which 
is misidentified as the lepton from the leptonic W decay. The main effect of selecting 
the wrong charged track as the lepton is to reconstruct a lower leptonic W mass with 
a higher hadronic W mass. Any corresponding bias tends to cancel when the average 
mass per event is considered. 
Source µ e 
Incorrectly identified leptons 1.093 2.113 
inside 0.5 degree cone 983 993 
Ecand - Etrue : 
before brem. corr. -6.7 ± 0.3 GeV -5.7 ± 0.2 GeV 
after brem. corr. -6.7 ± 0.3 GeV 0.0 ± 0.2 GeV 
Llmkfit - Llmtrue 7.9 ± 0.4 GeV 1.1±0.3 GeV 
(mkfit) - (mtrue) -0.8 ± 0.2 GeV 0.2 ± 0.1 GeV 
Table 8.1 shows that of those candidates that are misidentified, 993 of electron 
candidates and 983 of muon candidates are within 0.5 degrees of the true lepton. 
The misidentified muon candidate is typically found to be about 7 Ge V below the 
true muon in the event. Misidentified electrons are found to be about 6 Ge V below 
the true electron in the event. However, since the large majority of misidentified 
electrons point within the 2 degree bremsstrahlung correction cone, the corrected 
electron candidate agrees on average with the true electron energy. This suggests 
that the algorithm which associates the reconstructed electron track with the true 
electron Monte Carlo track is not completely efficient. 
The main effect of misidentifying a muon is that the muon candidate is recon-
structed with substantially lower energy and the energy lost in the leptonic W system 
is gained in the W hadronic system. After the kinematic fit, the difference between 
the di-jet mass and the lepton-missing momentum mass is found to be in rough 
agreement with the observed energy deficit in the muon candidate. On the other 
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hand, the average of the two constrained masses is found to be in rough agreement 
with the true average mass. Hence, the bias is partly canceled when the average mass 
is considered. Since the average mass is the most important quantity for measuring 
the W pole mass and the percentage of misidentified leptons is small, we expect the 
bias from incorrectly identified muons to be small. 
Nevertheless, any potential bias was investigated by fitting Monte Carlo simulated 
events containing only reconstructed candidate leptons associated with the true 
lepton and comparing with the full selected criteria (i.e. including misidentified 
leptons). No shift was observed in the fitted W mass using electron final states. The 
resulting shift in the fitted W mass in muon final states is negligible (rv 2 MeV). 
8.1.2 Geometric Acceptance Correction 
To estimate the effect of the geometric acceptance model, the correction function 
g( fJ) was removed from the kinematic fit. Using Monte Carlo simulations, the shift 
in both electron and muon final states was observed to be negligible ( +3 Me V and -2 
MeV) for large statistics (rv 3000pb-1). However, the efficiency of the mass window 
cut (70 < mi < 90 GeV) was reduced by approximately 6% and indicates that the 
main effect of neglecting the geometric acceptance model is to degrade the mass 
resolution of the kinematic fit. 
8.1.3 
8.1.3.1 
Detector Response Function 
Mass Window 
Because the probability density function used in the likelihood is not perfect, we 
studied the effect on the measured W mass of variations in the mass window. Using a 
square mass window of 68 < mi < 88 Ge V, instead of the nominal 70 < mi < 90 Ge V, 
a shift of +120 MeV and -20 MeV was observed for electron and muon final states 
respectively. Moving the square mass window in the other direction, 72 < mi < 92 
GeV, shifted electron final states by -50 MeV and muon final states by +210 MeV. 
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All shifts are within the statistical precision of 290 Me V for electron final states and 
240 Me V for muon final states. 
8.1.3.2 Event-by-event Mass Covariance Matrix 
The event-by-event mass covariance matrix is scaled so that the pull distributions 
for the constrained masses have unit width. Using many Monte Carlo simulated 
pseudo-experiments (each with the luminosity of the data), an unscaled covariance 
matrix is observed to induce fluctuations in the measured mass, 65 ± 67 Me V for 
electon final states and 49±46 MeV for muon final states, but does not systematically 
shift the W mass in a significant way. The observed fluctuations are reasonable 
because there is a loss in statistical precision when the covariance matrix is not 
scaled properly. The loss in statistical precision may then appear as fluctuations (in 
small sample sizes) when a comparison is made between the mass measured using 
the properly scaled covariance matrix and the mass measured using the unscaled 
covariance matrix. The observed shift in the data of 50 Me V for electron final states 
and 15 Me V for muon final states is consistent with Monte Carlo simulations. 
8.1.3.3 ISR Model 
The effect of initial state radiation, after constraining the event to the beam 
energy, is to over estimate the energy of the two W s by ErsR. This effect is modeled in 
the detector response function G(8, 81 , 82 , V; 81, 8~, 8~) and represents an approximate 
correction to the constrained masses due to ISR. Removing this model shifts the 
measured W mass (in Monte Carlo simulations) by +450 Me V in both electron and 
muon final states. This is consistent with the expected shift of +440 Me V using the 
estimate L'.1Mw rv Mw (ErsR) I y's. 
8.1.4 W Width 
The 8 dependent W width fw(8i) = 8i/M~fw is assumed in the analysis, where 
f w is fixed to be the experimentally measured, Standard Model value off w = 2.08 
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GeV. By allowing the W width to vary in the data, fitted W widths of r~ = 3.3±0.9 
GeV and 3.2 ± 0.8 GeV are obtained for electron and muon final states respectively. 
Both fitted widths are within 1.3 standard deviations of the assumed Standard Model 
value of 2.08 GeV. 
8.2 Systematic Uncertainties 
8.2.1 Experimental Apparatus Calibration 
8.2.1.1 Calorimeter Calibration 
During the 183 Ge V data taking, global calibration constants for the ECAL and 
HCAL were estimated using dedicated calibration runs at a center of mass energy 
corresponding to the z0 pole. The statistical uncertainty in determining the global 
calibration of the ECAL was estimated to be ±0.93 and of the HCAL to be ±2.03. 
Adjusting the response of the ECAL by ±0.93 induced a maximum shift in the W 
mass of 37 MeV for electron final states and 20 MeV for muon final states. Adjusting 
the response of the HCAL by ±2.03 induced a maximum shift of 11 Me V and 24 
Me V respectively for electron and muon final states. 
8.2.1.2 Tracking 
A correction to the track sagitta measurement (and hence the track momentum) 
was performed. This is required because of small systematic biases arising from 
magnetic field distortions or misalignment of the tracking sub-detectors. The sagitta 
correction affects high energy lepton momenta ( rv 45 Ge V) measurements by about 
±13, but is only of minimal importance for low momentum tracks. As an estimate 
of the uncertainty associated with tracking, the W mass was measured with and 
without the sagitta corrections in Monte Carlo simulations. Negligible shifts of less 
than 1 Me V in both electron and muon final states were observed. 
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8.2.1.3 LEP Energy 
Because the kinematic fit constrains each event to the LEP center of mass energy, 
the uncertainty in the beam energy translates directly into an uncertainty in the 
measured W mass. The uncertainty. in the LEP beam energy at ...fS = 183 Ge V 
during 1997 has been estimated to be 25 MeV [79] and translates to an uncertainty 
in the W mass of o-(Mw) = Mw/Ebeam o-(Eb) = 22 MeV. 
8.2.2 Theoretical Uncertainties 
8.2.2.1 QED radiative corrections 
The effects from theoretical and numerical uncertainties in Initial State Radiation 
on the measured W mass were estimated. The theoretical uncertainty was estimated 
by removing the order 0( a) corrections in the signal probability density function. 
A shift in the measured W mass of 13 MeV and 16 MeV was observed for electron 
and muon final states respectively. Two methods were used to estimate the singular 
infra-red contribution to the numerical integration over the ISR structure function F. 
In the first method, the lowest order term is analytically integrated over the infra-red 
bin. In the second method, the infra-red contribution is estimated by constraining the 
numerical integration to be unity (since F is normalized). After proper calibration, 
shifts in the calibrated W mass of 20 MeV and 15 MeV were observed for electron 
and muon final states respectively. The largest shift for either the theoretical or 
numerical uncertainty is quoted as the ISR systematic error. 
The uncertainty due to Final State Radiation on the measured W mass was 
estimated by excluding events which contain 0( a 2 ) corrections (i.e. events which 
contained two FSR photons) and comparing with the W mass measured using the 
full Monte Carlo sample. The observed shift for electron and muon final states 
respectively was observed to be 5 MeV and 1 MeV. 
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8.2.2.2 W Width 
The current world average for the W width is rw = 2.06 ± 0.06 GeV [8]. By 
varying the assumed width (rw = 2.08) by ±0.06 GeV, a maximum shift of 9 MeV 
and 10 Me V is observed in the data from electron and muon final states respectively. 
8.2.3 Monte Carlo Simulation Uncertainties 
8.2.3.1 Backgrounds 
As demonstrated in Table 7.1, the systematic effect from background processes 
in electron final states is small. The primary uncertainty in the background involves 
the simulation of the e+e- -+ z0e+e- process. The default Monte Carlo simulation 
requires that the mass of the z0 be above 12 GeV. An additional Monte Carlo 
simulation was performed relaxing this requirement to Mz > 0.2 Ge V and primarily 
has the effect of increasing the cross section for the e+e- -+ Z0e+e- process. 
As a simple and conservative estimate of the systematic uncertainty due to 
background contamination, the Monte Carlo background events were removed from 
the sample and and a fit was performed using only signal events. The background was 
then re-introduced into the sample, but with the larger cross-section e+e- -+ z0e+e-
simulation replacing the nominal e+e- -+ z0e+e- simulation and the likelihood fit 
was again performed. Comparing the sample containing only signal events against 
the sample containing both signal and background (including the enhanced z0e+e-
simulation), a shift of 10 MeV was observed. 
8.2.3.2 Jet Fragmentation 
The uncertainty associated with the LUND string model (described in Chapter 
4) was studied by comparing the LUND model with a different fragmentation model 
known as HERWIG [80]. To estimate the jet fragmentation uncertainty, we studied 
the shift in the constrained mass peak due to the two different jet fragmentation 
models. Using approximately 77,700 Monte Carlo simulated events, the shift in the 
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Figure 8.2. Ratio of the average jet energy measured in data to the average jet 
energy measured in Monte Carlo plotted as a function of the cosine of the polar 
angle with respect to the beam axis. 
peak due to different jet fragmentation models is found to be 15 MeV in the case of 
electron final states and 14 Me V in the case of muon final states. 
8.2.3.3 Calibration from Finite Monte Carlo Statistics 
Figure 7. 7 of Chapter 7 shows that the measurement of Mw from this analysis 
must be calibrated using Monte Carlo simulations where the calibration constants 
are only known to within the precision of the statistics of the Monte Carlo simulation. 
Provided the Monte Carlo accurately describes the data, all uncertainties involving 
the selection and reconstruction are reflected in the uncertainties of the Monte Carlo 
calibration3 . By varying the calibration constants, slope and offset, by one standard 
3 For example, in the limit of infinite Monte Carlo statistics, the uncertainties in the Jet errors 
and geometric acceptance become exactly known for the Monte Carlo simulation; only the degree 
to which data and Monte Carlo agree or disagree remains uncertain 
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deviation in all possible correlated and uncorrelated ways the maximum uncertainty 
in the W mass is 19 MeV for electron final states and 26 MeV for muon final states. 
8.2.3.4 Data / Monte Carlo Corrections 
The Monte Carlo simulation of the ALEPH detector does not perfectly reproduce 
the polar angle dependence of the energy flow. Figure 8.2 shows the ratio of 
Ej~~ta / Ef'Jc between data and Monte Carlo from events at the zo resonance. A 
function is fitted to this ratio and is used to correct the geometric acceptance function 
(See Chapter 6). Figure 8.2 also shows the plus and minus one standard deviation 
uncertainty of the Data/Monte Carlo correction function. This results in a systematic 
uncertainty of 13 MeV in the case of electrons and 3 MeV in the case of Muons. 
8.3 Summary 
A summary list for sources of systematic uncertainty is shown in Table 8.2. 
Assuming each systematic uncertainty to be independent, all systematic sources are 
added in quadrature so that a total systematic uncertainty in the W mass of ±0.06 
Ge V is estimated for electron final states, and ±0.05 Ge V for muon final states. 
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Table 8.2. Summary of systematic uncertainties. 
l:iMw (MeV) 
Source e µ e+µ 
ECAL Calibration 37 20 30 
HCAL Calibration 11 24 18 
Tracking 1 1 1 
LEP Energy 22 22 22 
ISR 20 16 18 
FSR 5 1 3 
W width 9 10 10 
Background Contamination 10 6 
Jet Fragmentation 15 14 15 
Calibration from Monte Carlo 19 26 23 
Data/Monte Carlo correction 13 3 9 
Total 58 52 55 
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CHAPTER 9 
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULT 
9.1 Comparison with Hadron Colliders and Other 
Experiments 
The method presented in this thesis differs in many respects to other experimental 
measurements of the W mass. For example, in hadron colliders the longitudinal 
center of mass energy /momentum is not known making complete reconstruction of 
the neutrino in W -+ fv decays impossible. As a result, the W mass must be extracted 
through the transverse lepton momentum or transverse mass spectrum [84]. In the 
present analysis, the center of mass energy-momentum is known very precisely1 . This 
allows a full reconstruction of the W mass and the use of a constrained kinematic fit 
to improve the detector resolution. 
Because both the transverse mass and transverse momentum spectra are com-
plicated by kinematic effects, parton distribution functions, and other perturbative 
QCD effects, the shape of the pj_ or mJ_ spectra, including detector effects, cannot be 
written analytically [86]. In the D<,l> collaboration, for example, a binned maximum 
likelihood fit to the data is performed using probability density functions taken 
directly from Monte Carlo [86]. In this analysis, a semi-analytical function is used in 
an unbinned maximum likelihood fit. Detector effects are derived directly from each 
event through the use of a constrained kinematic fit. This allows a greater amount 
of information to be used from each event and a variety of systematics checks to be 
easily performed. 
1The main caveat, ISR, is understood at the level of ±20 MeV in this analysis 
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UA2 80.35 ± 0.37 
CDFO 79.91 ± 0.39 
CDF 1a 80.41 ± 0.18 
DO 1a 80.35 ± 0.27 
DO 1b 80.44 ± 0.12 
LEPll x-sect 80.40 ± 0.22 
ALEPH 172 80.80 ± 0.34 
DELPHI 172 80.22 ± 0.42 
L3 172 80.71 ± 0.36 
OPAL 172 80.32 ± 0.31 




' ' World Average : ' 
' 
x'/dof = 5.2/10 80.422 ± 0.070 
LEPl/SLD t: 80.367 ± 0.029 
78.5 79 79.5 80 80.5 81 81.5 82 82.5 
Mw (GeV) 
Figure 9.1. Comparison of this result with other experiments [82-94]. 
Because hadrons are composite particles, the W mass as measured at hadron 
colliders must rely upon the Parton Distribution Model2 [25]. When measuring the 
W mass at lepton colliders by measuring the WW threshold cross-section, a complete 
assumption of the Standard Model is made[13]. This analysis is less model dependent 
than either of the previous two. First, because this analysis uses a lepton collider, 
the Parton Distribution Model is not assumed. Second, this analysis measures the W 
mass through a direct reconstruction of the WW final states and so is less dependent 
upon the Standard Model. 
2Structure functions are measured (8] quantities, however. 
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Figure 9.1 places this work in context with other experiments [82-94]. Combining 
the measurement of the W mass presented in this thesis with all other direct 
measurements and assuming no common systematics, a world average of 80.422 ± 
0.070 is obtained3 . This agrees with the Standard Model prediction of 80.367 ± 0.029 
using fits to data at lower energies from LEPI and SLD [94] to indirectly measure 
the W mass. 
9.2 Measure of Radiative Corrections 
Using tree level diagrams, the W mass is predicted in the Standard Model by 
only three parameters: aem, Gµ, and sin2 8w. By including loop diagrams, the W 
mass acquires radiative corrections. A precise measurement of the W mass effectively 
measures these radiative corrections i2.r through: 
Mw = (~)1/2 V2,G 1 1 sin 8w Jl - i2.r 
Using the result Mw = 80.20 ± 0.20 from this analysis, i2.r is measured to be: 
i2.r = 0.0061 ± 0.0049 
and suggests radiative corrections to the W mass, or loop diagrams, at the level of 
one standard deviation. 
3 The primary difference between the world average presented in [8] and the value presented here, 




A measurement of the W boson mass was presented using data taken by the 
ALEPH detector during the 1997 running of the Large Electron-Positron Collider 
II (LEPII) at the European Center for Particle Physics (CERN) near Geneva, 
Switzerland. A high efficiency, high purity analysis which selects and reconstructs 
semi-leptonic w+w- final states (w+w- --t jjlv) was employed to define the 
sample. To improve the mass resolution of the detector, a constrained kinematic 
fit was developed to impose four-momentum conservation on each selected event. 
An unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the constrained two dimensional WW mass 
distribution was then constructed to extract the W pole mass. Compared with the 
statistical uncertainty of the measurement, systematic effects, including initial state 
radiation, are well understood. This method differs appreciably from hadron colliders 
where only the transverse W mass is measured and from measurement of the W mass 
via the WW threshold cross-section. With 56.84 pb-1 of data taken by the ALEPH 
detector near a center of mass energy of JS = 183 Ge V, the W boson was measured 
to have a mass of: 
Mw 80.20 ± 0.19 (stat) ± 0.06 (syst) GeV 
consistent with the indirect measurement of 80.367 ± 0.029 GeV [94]. 
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APPENDIX A 
CC03 CROSS-SECTION FOR VIRTUAL 
WW PRODUCTION 
The Virtual WW cross-section (modulo the doubly resonant WW propagators) 
for the first three charged current diagrams may be written as: 
_!_ j dcosfJd¢d01dr22 I: I (Mf +Mt+ Mr) M~M~ 12 8s 
O"AA + O"zz + O"Az + O"vv + O"vz + O"vA· (A.1) 
Muta et al [29] has performed the angular integration and obtains: 







a = 1 - 4 sin 2 8w, b = -1 (A.8) 
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A couple of notes are of interest. First, the A. functions vanish at threshold where 
~=Fi+ .JS2. Since alls-channel diagrams are proportional to the G1 kinematic 
function, the WW cross-sections involving the triple gauge bosons couplings are 
zero at threshold and the dominant production mechanism is through the t-channel 
neutrino exchange. 
Second, the t-channel cross-section involves the G2 kinematic function which 
grows without bound and eventually violates unitarity. However, Equations A.6 
and A. 7 show that the s-channel diagrams destructively interfere with the t-channel 
diagrams through the G3 kinematic function. In the high energy limit, it is this 
delicate cancellation involving the triple gauge couplings which restores unitarity. 
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APPENDIX B 
JACOBIAN FOR 2x2 MASS 
COVARIANCE MATRIX 
We wish to obtain the 2 x 2 covariance matrix for mjj and mcv after the constrained 
kinematic fit. This may be accomplished by a performing Jacobian transformation 
from the fit parameter space { Eji, Bj 1 , Ej2 , Bj2 , Ee} to the mass space { mjj, mcv }: 
(B.1) 
where 
T .. - [)yi I Ji) - 8x · fit J Xj=Xj (B.2) 
with x (Ej1 ,Bj1 ,Ej2 ,Bj2 ,Ee)T and y = (mjj,mcv?· The masses written in terms of 
the fit parameters take the form1 : 
where /3i = (/3f sin Bi cos </>i, /3f sin Bi sin </>i, /3[ cos Bi) = pif Ei· In the constrained 
kinematic fit, l/3d = IPi/ Ei I = constant. Hence, the elements of the transformation 
(or, derivative) matrix J may then be written as: 














Pj1 ( x d. y · d. z e ) 
- - Ph cos 'f'jl +Ph sm 'f'jl - Ph tan jl 
m·· JJ 
z 
Pj2 ( x d. v . d. z e ) 
- - Ph cos 'f'j2 + P1i sm 'f'j2 - Ph tan j2 
mjj 












Boost A Lorentz (or relativistic) transformation from one frame of reference to 
another frame of reference. In general, both the energy and momentum of a 
particle are different after a Lorentz boost. 
Boson A boson is a particle with integer spin obeying Bose-Einstein statistics: 
scalar bosons are spin 0, vector bosons are spin 1, tensor bosons are spin 2, etc. 
Forces, or interactions, are mediated via bosons. 
Buckets A bucket is one radio-frequency (Rf) cycle in which charged relativistic 
particles moving in synchronization with the Rf feel a continuous potential 
difference and so are continuously accelerated. 
Color The quantum number associated with the "charge" of the coupling for the 
SU(3)c group in Quantum Chromodynamics giving rise to the strong nuclear 
force. All particles carrying the color "charge" participate in the interactions 
defined by SU(3)c. 
Confinement Because the color interaction is "strong" (i.e. increases with 
distance), it takes less energy to "pop" a quark anti-quark pair out of the 
vacuum and form bound hadron states than to isolate a single quark. In this 
sense, quarks are said to be confined within hadrons. 
Covariant 1) Certain quantities which transform according to a specific set of rules 
are said to be covariant. For example, four-vectors with a subscript index are 
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said to transform covariantly under relativistic (or Lorentz) transformations. 
2) Quantities which are Lorentz invariant are often said to be covariant. 
Dead time The time required for readout of the electronics preventing further data 
taking. 
Dirac Equation The fundamental equation describing particles with spin 1/2. 
Fermion A fermion is a particle with odd-half-integer spin obeying Fermi-Dirac 
statistics. Ordinary matter is composed of fermions. 
Feynman amplitude The Feynman amplitude (or matrix element) describes the 
transition probability for an initial state to be found later in some (different) 
final state: M = (f jTji), where the transition operator T is defined from the 
S matrix: S = 1 + iT. 
Flavor A quantum number used to name the fundamental fermions. Flavor was 
originally invoked to a distinguish between the between the up and down quarks 
according to a (broken) mass symmetry. 
Gauge invariance Quantities which are invariant under phase transformations are 
said to be gauge invariant. 
Global phase transformation A phase transformation of the form ei°', where a 
is an arbitrary but real constant, is said to be a global phase transformation. 
Gluon A gluon is a (vector) boson mediating the color (strong) interaction. 
Hadrons Composite particles made of quarks and gluons. 
Hamiltonian The sum of the dynamical (or kinetic) energy and the static (or 
potential) energy of a system. While the Hamiltonian completely describes 
the system, it represents the total energy of a system and so is not Lorentz 
invariant. 
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Jet A jet is a set of particles associated with the hadronization of a quark. 
Klein-Gorden Equation The fundamental equation describing particles with spin 
0. 
Lagrangian The difference between the dynamical (or kinetic) energy and the 
static (or potential) energy of a system. The Lagrangian is a Lorentz invariant 
quantity which completely describes the information contained in the system. 
Left-Right ambiguity After a particle leaves a track of ionization electrons, the 
electrons drift to an anode wire which records a signal independent of which 
side the particle passed the wire. This is known as the left-right ambiguity and 
can be resolved by including extra sense wires staggard fore and aft on either 
side of the anode wire. 
Lepton A lepton is a fermion which participates only in the electroweak, and 
gravitational interactions. Leptons carry integer units of electric charge (±1 or 
0 units). 
Local phase transformation A phase transformation of the form eia(x), where 
a(x) is an arbitrary but real function, is said to be a local phase transformation. 
Lorentz invariance Quantities which are invariant under relativistic transforma-
tions are said to be Lorentz invariant. 
. . 
Luminosity The luminosity £ is defined as N = <JL where N is the number of 
interactions per second and <J is the cross-section for the interaction. 
Matrix Element See Feynman amplitude. 
Monte Carlo Any method where random (or pseudo-random) numbers are used 
in simulations or numerical calculations. 
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Multiplicity The number of charged tracks in an event. 
Off-shell particle An unstable (virtual) particle which does not satisfy energy-
momentum for a brief time governed by the uncertainty relation: b:.E b:.t ~ 1 
On-shell particle A stable (real) particle which satisfies energy-momentum con-
servation and so satisfies the relation: E 2 = p2 + m 2 . 
Partons Fundamental constituents of hadrons such as quarks and gluons. 
Perturbation expansion Differential equations in nature are not usually ex-
actly solvable. However, there sometimes exist exact solutions to differential 
equations which are related to the desired problem through a suitably small 
parameter. One then forms a solution to the desired problem by expanding 
the solutions to the solvable problem in terms of the parameter. This is known 
as a perturbation expansion and the parameter is known as a perturbation 
parameter. 
Phase Space The space of generalized coordinates and their conjugate momenta 
is referred to as the phase space of a system. Any point in the phase space 
describes the instantaneous state of the system. 
Quark A quark is a fermion which interacts through the electroweak, gravitational, 
and also strong (or color) interactions. Quarks carry fractional units of electric 
charge (±1/3 or ±2/3 units). 
Rescaling The process of scaling the entire measured four-momentum of the event 
by 2Ebeam/ EcM. This is useful if the beam energy is known more precisely than 
the measured event energy. 
Run Two hours of data taking or 200 Mbytes of data recorded, which whichever 
occurs first. 
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Virtual particle See off-shell particle. 
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